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Introduction

"Because I have shifted afew grains ofsand upon the shore, am I in a

position to understand the abysmal depths ofthe ocean? Life has unfath-

omable secrets. Human knowledge will be erasedfrom the world’s ar-

chives before we possess the last word that a gnat has to say to us.
"

- J. Henri Fabre

Bom in France in 1 823, Jean-Henri Fabre was a naturalist par excellence.

He studied insects in incredible detail, all in the backyard ofhis homestead

- a scrubland known locally as the harmas. His ability to convey the

subject with passion and detail are unmatched in entomology. Victor Hugo

called him “the insects’ Homer,” and Charles Darwin “an incomparable

observer.” But the title of this book, a translation of his Souvenirs

Entomologiques, describes him best. What the original must be like it’s

hard to imagine, because the translation explores the insect world in such

a comprehensive, lucid, and utterly engaging way, that it is hard to put it

down. Ifthere was ever a book to read on a lazy day in the garden, this is

it. Each plant and, especially, each insect, that surrounds it emerges like a

Shakespearean character ready to strut out in the open sun.

The father ofentomology and the "poet ofscience" Jean-Henri Casimir

Fabre was bom in Saint Leons in France on December 22, 1823. He spent

the first years of his youth at Le Malaval, very close to his native village,

with his grandparents. From his youth he was attracted by the beauty of

butterflies and grasshoppers. The memory of this childhood stayed with

him forever. At the age ofseven he returned to Saint Leons to continue his

schooling.

IX



INTRODUCTION

In 1 833 his father took the whole family to Rodez to keep a cafe. Four

years later, they settled in Toulouse. Jean-Henri Fabre returned to the

seminary which he left after the 5th year to make his living: finding himself

selling lemons at the fair of Beaucaire. He then decided to enter a compe-

tition in order to obtain a bursary to the primary teacher training school of

Avignon. He was accepted and gained, at the end of three years, his

higher certificate.

The young Fabre began his career as a teacher at Carpentras. He was

then 1 9 years old. His preference was for lessons in natural history in wild

scrubland. In 1849 he was named professor of physics at Ajaccio. The

nature and the landscapes of the Isle of Beauty entranced him so much

that he decided to study its flora and fauna. The botanist, Requien ol

Avignon, also imparted his knowledge to him.

Later he botanized in the company of Moquin-Tandon. The great skill

and experience of this teacher were a determining factor in the advance of

Jean-Henri Fabre as a naturalist.

On his return to the continent in 1853, he accepted a position in a

school at Avignon, and moved into a small, quite modest house, in the

street of the Dyers, in the district of Saint Domenica. Jean-Henri Fabre

devoted himself then to the study of the garance (Rubia tinctoria) to

improve thereby the production of the natural dye garancine, or alizarin.

Textile manufacturers used garance powder to obtain the red dye for the

trousers ofthe French Army. Jean-Henri Fabre registered three patents in

1860.

The Minister Victor Duruy entrusted him with the creation ofan evening

course for adults, but his very free teaching methods displeased some
people. He resigned then, and settled in Orange. He remained there with

his whole family for almost ten years, and it was there that he wrote the

very first series ofthe ten volume “Souvenirs Entomologiques’'.

He adored to organize botanical excursions to Mount Ventoux with

his friends - Theodore Delacour and Bernard Verlot. It was at this same
period that Jean-Henri Fabre became friendly with the English philoso-

pher John Stuart-Mill, but the latter died early, and their joint project, to

establish a “flora of Vaucluse” was never realised. Then fate dealt a devas-
tating blow to Jean-Henri Fabre with the death of his son Jules, at the age
of 1 6, the only one of his six children to share his passion for the observa-
tion of nature. He dedicated to him some species of plants which he dis-
covered thereafter.

x



INTRODUCTION

Mushrooms always interested Jean-Henri Fabre. In 1878 he wrote a

marvellous text on the “Spheriac^es of Vaucluse.” Inexhaustible on the

subject of mushrooms, it describes with such brilliance their odour that

the gourmet can recognize therein all their aromas. With the end of the

year 1878 appeared the first series of the “Souvenirs Entomologiques,”

This work shows his genius to be animated by a true and authentic pas-

sion for life, in all its forms.

In 1 879 when he was on the verge of retirement Jean-Henri Fabre was

able to buy a small barren patch of land - local ly known as the “Harmas de

S^rignan”. Nothing grew on this sun-scorched and parched land. But this

weed laden and thistle-ridden land was full of insects and wasps and other

creepy-crawly creatures. It was here that Jean-Henri Fabre devoted the

rest his life to the uninterrupted study of his dear insects. Here he could

devote himself to all his experiments and reflexions in total peace. It was

just as he had always dreamed. There he established his family house, his

office, and his library. This incomparable place was the perfect environ-

ment for Jean-Henri Fabre, poet and scientist. Today it is a museum sur-

rounded by a magnificent botanical garden.

He laboured hard on his passions. He got up early in the morning and

after eating a simple breakfast retired for the whole day into his laboratory

- ifa long bare room with whitewashed walls with a big oak table containg

insect cages, a magnifying glass and some other trinkets can be called

one. All his life he relied on a pocket hand lens because he did not have the

money to buy a microscope. Towards the end of his life, the French Gov-

ernment bestowed on him the gift of a modern laboratory and a micro-

scope. Fabre was too old by then to make use of it. Time and Patience,

were Fabre's best friends.

Once inside his laboratory, Fabre lost track of time. He seldom met

visitors or replied to letters. He devoted himself single-mindedly to

unravelling the marvels of the insect world. He must have circumbulated

the big oak table on which was lodged his laboratory so many times, that

towards the end a groove had been dug in the stone floor with the impact

of Fabre's heavy peasant boots. The point Fabre wished to make in his

research was that insects do not think; insects behave strictly according

to instinct.

Jean-Henri Fabre was showered with many scientific titles, in spite of

which he always retained a great simplicity. He taught himselfpainting. He

mastered drawing and watercolour, and we are indebted to him for the
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splendid plates on mushrooms, which Fr6d6ric Mistral greatly admired.

Jean-Henri Fabre was admired by Darwin, Maeterlinck, John Stuart-

Mill, Romain Rolland and others. He can be regarded as one ofthe precur-

sors ofEthology, the science ofanimal and human behavior. Darwin, upon

reading the “Souvenirs Entomologiques,” described him as “that inimi-

table observer” because of the precision of his experiments and his dis-

coveries on the life and habits of insects. Fabre was fact finder and not a

theorist and Darwin’s famous book the Origin ofSpecies did not interest

him one bit. Scientists, men of letters..., all his contemporaries were im-

pressed by his personality, a botanist certainly, but above all a being

bewitched by nature. Jean-Henri Fabre was visited at his home by scien-

tists like Pasteur and the President of France. However, the correspon-

dence of Fabre is not very abundant.

Fame came to Fabre in his old age. Napoleon III awarded him the

Legion ofhonor. Raymond Poincard, passing not far from Sdrignan, made

a detour by the harmas , in order to pay homage to him. In 1 9 1 5, at the age

of 92, Jean-Henri Fabre died: he who had dedicated his whole life to the

study of insects.

Fabre’s life and his monumental work - which runs into more than 2500

pages, would always remain a source ofgreat inspiration to every inquistive

child and adult the world over, more so in a country like India. Fabre’s

simplicity, his innate humility, his ability to be able to improvise experi-

ments with almost zero-cost equipment holds a great message for every-

one in this resource starved country. Fabre did so much with so little. His

message is loud and clear - you do not need expensive apparatus to be

able to do science experiments. You do not need a Phd. to unfathom the

mysteries ofnature. The great pioneers ofscience did their work with very

simple equipment. It is possible, therefore, to follow their footsteps and
learn to do scientific thinking without much expensive or elaborate appa-
ratus. After all the student's mind is the most expensive piece of equip-
ment involved.

ArvindGupta



I

A Laboratory of the Open Fields

The village ofSe’rignan, in the Department of Vaucluse, lies in the

Rhone valley about fifty, miles north ofthe Mediterranean. The nearest

town is Orange. At the time ofFabre 's death, thepopulation ofSe ’rignan

was about 1,000. The soil of the region is rust-red, stony and arid,

supporting, here and there, a vineyard or olive-grove. The Lygues River,

flowing by the village on its way to the Rhone, is a muddy torrent in

spring, a dry river ofstones andpebbles in summer. The horizon to the

east isformed by thefoothills ofthe Alps.

Fabre ’s harmas had an area of2.47 acres, almost exactly a Roman
hectare. It was roughly rectangular in shape, with the fiat-roofed, two-

story house set at one end. A wall provided seclusion andpaths wound

along the tangles ofthis "Eden. ” Beyond the wall, a dusty road, lined

withplane trees, ledto Orange where thefamily did its weekly marketing.

Among the insects named by Fabre in this chapter, the Cicadella is a

froghopper, the Scarab, Lamellicorns, Orycetes andCetoniae are beetles;

the Sphex, Ammophila, Cerceris, Stizus, Pompilus, Pelopaeus, Polistes,

Eumenes, Scoliae and Bembeces are wasps; the Ephippiger is a green

~russhopper and the Halicti, Megachiles, Chalcicodomae, Osmiae,

Anthophorae, Anthidium, Eucerae, Mncrocerae, Dosypodae and
Andrenae are all wild bees. Thefirst twoparagraphs ofthis chapter are

takenfrom THEGLOW-WORM; the restforms Chapter I of THE LIFE
OF THE FLY.

TO TRAVEL THE WORLD, by land and sea, from pole to pole; to

cross-question life, under every dime, in the infinite variety of its

manifestations: that surely would be glorious luck for him that has eyes

to see; and it formed the radiant dreams of my young years, at the time

When ROBINSON CRUSOE was my delight. These rosy illusions, rich

in voyages, were soon succeeded by dull, stay-at-home reality. Thejungles

of India, the virgin forests of Brazil, the towering crests of the Andes,

beloved by the Condor, were reduced, as a field for exploration, to a

patch of pebbles enclosed within four walls.

I go the circuit ofmy enclosure over and over again, a hundred times,

by short stages; I stop here and I stop there; patiently, I put questions

1



THE INSECT WORLD OF J. HENRI FABRE

and, at long intervals, I receive some scrap of a reply. The smallest insect

village has become familiar to me: I know each fruit-branch where the

Praying Mantis perches; each bush where the pale Italian Cricket strums

amid the calmness of the summer nights; each downy plant scraped by

the Anthidium, that maker of cotton bags; each cluster of lilac worked

by the Megachile, the leaf-cutter.

This is what 1 wished for, hoc erat in votis: a bit of land, oh, not so

very large, but fenced in, to avoid the drawbacks of a public way; an

abandoned, barren, sun-scorched bit of land, favoured by thistles and by

Wasps and Bees. Here, without fear of being troubled by the passers-by,

I could consult the Ammophila and the Sphex and engage in that difficult

conversation whose questions and answers have experiment for their

language; here, without distant expeditions that take up my time, without

tiring rambles that strain my nerves, 1 could contrive my plans of attack,

lay my ambushes and watch their effects at every hour of the day. Yes,

this was my wish, my dream, always cherished, always vanishing into

the mists of the future.

And it is no easy matter to acquire a laboratory in the open fields,

when harassed by a terrible anxiety about one’s daily bread. For forty

years have I fought, with steadfast courage, against the paltry plagues of

life; and the long- wished-for laboratory has come at last. What it has

cost me in perseverance and relentless work I will not try to say. It has

come; and, with it—a more serious condition— perhaps a little leisure.

I say perhaps, for my leg is still hampered with a few links ofthe convict’s

chain.

The wish is realized. It is a little late, O my pretty insects! 1 greatly

fear that the peach is offered to me when I am beginning to have no teeth

wherewith to eat it. Yes, it is a little late: the wide horizons of the outset

have shrunk into a low and stifling canopy, more and more straitened

day by day. Regretting nothing in the past, save those whom 1 have lost;

regretting nothing, not even my first youth; hoping nothing either, I

have reached the point at which, worn out by the experience of things,

we ask ourselves if life be worth the living.

Amid the ruins that surround me, one strip of wall remains standing,

immovable upon its solid base: my passion for scientific truth. Is that

enough, O my busy insects, to enable me to add yet a few seemly pages to

your history? Will my strength not cheat my good intentions? Why, indeed,

2
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did I forsake you so long? Friends have reproached me for it Ah, tell them,

tell those friends, who are yours as well as mine, tell them that it was not

forgetfulness on my part, not weariness, nor neglect: 1 thought of you; I

was convinced that the Cerceris cave had more fair secrets to reveal to us,

that the chase of the Sphex held fresh surprises in store. But time failed

me; I was alone, deserted, struggling against misfortune. Before

philosophizing, one had to live. Tell them that; and they will pardon me.

Others again have reproached me with my style, which has not the

solemnity, nay, better, the dryness of the schools. They fear lest a page

that is read without fatigue should not always be the expression of the

truth. Were 1 to take their word for it, we are profound only on condition

of being obscure. Come here, one and all ofyou—you, the sting-bearers,

and you, the wing-cased armour-clads take up my defence and bear

witness in my favour. Tell ofthe intimate terms on which I live with you,

ofthe patience with which I observe you, ofthe care with which 1 record

your actions. Your evidence is unanimous: yes, my pages, though they

bristle not with hollow formulas nor teamed smatterings, are the exact

narrative of facts observed, neither more nor less; and whoso cares to

question you in his turn will obtain the same replies.

And then, my dear insects, ifyou cannot convince those good people,

because you do not carry the weight of tedium, I, in my turn, will say to

them:

“You rip up the animal and l study it alive; you turn it into an object

of horror and pity, whereas I cause it to be loved; you labour in a torture-

chamber and dissecting-room, I make my observations under the blue

sky to the song ofthe Cicadas, you subject cell and protoplasm to chemical

tests, 1 study instinct in its loftiest manifestations: you pry into death, I

pry into life. And why should I not complete my thought: the boars have

muddled the clear stream; natural history, youth’s glorious study, has, by

dint of cellular improvements, become a hateful and repulsive thing.

Well, if I write for men of learning, for philosophers, who, one day, will

try to some extent to unravel the tough problem of instinct, 1 write also,

I write above all things for the young. I want to make them love the

natural history which you make them hate; and that is why, while keeping

strictly to the domain of truth, I avoid your scientific prose, which too

often, alas seems borrowed from some Iroquois idiom!”

But this is not my business for the moment: 1 want to speak ofthe bit
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ofland long cherished inmy plans to form a laboratory ofliving entomology,

the bit of land which I have at last obtained in the solitude ofa little village.

It is a harmas, the name given, in this district, to an untilled, pebbly expanse

abandoned to the vegetation ofthe thyme. It is too poor to repay the work

of the plough; but the sheep passes there in spring, when it has chanced

to rain and a little grass shoots up.

My harmas, however, because of its modicum of red earth swamped

by a huge mass ofstones, has received a rough first attempt at cultivation:

I am told that vines once grew here. And, in fact, when we dig the ground

before planting a few trees, we turn up, here and there, remains Of the

precious stock, half-carbonized by time. The three-pronged fork, therefore,

the only implement of husbandry that can penetrate such a soil as this,

has entered here; and I am sorry, for the primitive vegetation has

disappeared. No more thyme, no more lavender, no more clumps of

kermes-oak, the dwarf oak that forms forests across which we step by

lengthening our stride a little. As these plants, especially the first two,

might be of use to me by offering the Bees and Wasps a spoil to forage, 1

am compelled to reinstate them in the ground whence they were driven

by the fork.

What abounds without my mediation is the invaders of any soil that

is first dug up and then left for a long time to its own resources. We have,

in the first rank, the couch grass, that execrable weed which three years

ofstubborn warfare have not succeeded in exterminating. Next, in respect

of number, come the centauries, grim-looking one and all, bristling with

prickles or starry halberds. They are the yellow- flowered centaury, the

mountain centaury, the star thistle and the rough centaury: the first

predominates. Here and there, amid their inextricable confusion, stands,

like a chandelier with spreading, orange flowers for lights, the fierce

Spanish oyster plant, whose spikes are strong as nails. Above it towers

the Illyrian cotton-thistle, whose straight and solitary stalk soars to a

height of three to six feet; and ends in large pink tufts. Its armour hardly

yields before that of the oyster- plant. Nor must we forget the lesser

thistle-tribe, with first of all, the prickly or “cruel” thistle, which is so
well'armed that the plant-collector knows not where to grasp it; next, the

spear-thistle, with its ample foliage, ending each of its veins with a spear-
head; lastly, the black knap-weed, which gathers itself into a spiky knot.
In among these, in long lines armed with hooks, the shoots of the blue
dewberry creep along the ground. To visit the prickly thicket when the
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Wasp goes foraging, you must wear boots that come to mid-teg or else

resign yourself to a smarting in the calves. As long as the ground retains

a few remnants of the vernal rains, this rude vegetation does not lack a

certain charm, when the pyramids of the oyster-plant and the slender

branches of the cotton-thistle rise above the wide carpet formed by the

yellow-flowered centaury saffron heads; but let the droughts ofsummer

come and we see but a desolate waste, which the flame ofa match would

set ablaze from one end to the other. Such is, or rather was, when I took

possession of it, the Eden of bliss where 1 mean to live henceforth alone

with the insect. Forty years of desperate struggle have won it for me.

Eden, I said; and, from the point of view that interests me, the

expression is not out of place. This cursed ground, which no one would

have had as a gift to sow with a pinch ofturnip-seed, is an earthly paradise

for the Bees and Wasps. Its mighty growth of thistles and centauries

draws them all to me from everywhere around. Never, in my insect-

hunting memories, have I seen so large a population at a single spot; all

the trades have made it their ral lying-point. Here come hunters of every

kind of game, builders in clay, weavers of cotton goods, collectors of

pieces cut from a leaf or the petals of a flower, architects in pasteboard,

plasterers mixing mortar, carpenters boring wood, miners digging

underground galleries, workers handling goldbeater’s skin and many
more.

Who is this one? An Anthidium. She scrapes the cobwebby stalk of

the yellow-flowered centaury and gathers a ball of wadding, which she

carries off proudly in the lips of her mandibles. She will turn it, under

ground, into cotton-felt satchels to hold the store of honey and the egg.

And these others, so eager for plunder? They are Megachiles, carrying

under their bellies their black, white or blood red reaping-brushes. They

will leave the thistles to visit the neighbouring shrubs and there cut from

the leaves oval pieces, which will be made into a fit receptacle to contain

the harvest. And ihese, clad in black velvet? They are Chalcicodomae,

who work with cement and gravel. We could easily find their masonry

on the stones in the harmas. And these, noisily buzzing with a sudden

flight? They are the Anthophorae, who live in the old walls and the

sunny banks of the neighbourhood.

Now come the Osmiae. One stacks her cells in the spiral staircase of

an empty snail-shell; another, attacking the pith of a dry bit of bramble,

obtains for her grubs a cylindrical lodging and divides it into floors by

5
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means ofpartition-walls; a third employs the natural channel ofa cut reed;

a fourth is a rent-free tenant of the vacant galleries of some Mason-bee.

Here are the Macrocerae and the Eucerae, whose males are proudly homed;

the Dasypodae, who carry an ample brush ofbristles on their hind-legs for

a reaping implement; the Andrenae, so manifold in species; the slender-

bellied Halicti. I omit a host of others. If 1 tried to continue this record of

the guests ofmy thistles, it would muster almost the whole ofthe honey-

yielding tribe. A learned entomologist of Bordeaux, Professor Pe’rez, to

whom I submit the naming ofmy prizes, once asked me if I had any special

means of hunting, to send him so many rarities and even novelties. I am

not at all an experienced and, still less, a zealous hunter, for the insect

interests me much more when engaged in its work than when stuck on a

pin in a cabinet. The whole secret ofmy hunting is reduced to my dense

nursery of thistles and centauries.

By a most fortunate chance, with this populous family of honey-

gatherers was allied the whole hunting tribe. The builders’ men had

distributed here and there in the harmas great mounds of sand and heaps

of stones, with a view to running up some surrounding walls. The work

dragged on slowly; and the materials found occupants from the first

year. The Mason bees had chosen the interstices between the stones as a

dormitory where to pass the night, in serried groups. The powerful Eyed

Lizard, who, when close-pressed, attacks both man and dog, wide

mouthed, had selected a cave wherein to lie in wait for the passing Scarab;

the Black-eared Chat, garbed like a Dominican, white-frocked with black

wings, sat on the top stone, singing his short rustic lay: his nest, with its

sky-blue eggs, must be some where in the heap. The little Dominican

disappeared with the loads of stones. I regret him: he would have been a

charming neighbour. The Eyed Lizard I do not regret at all.

The sand sheltered a different colony. Here, the Bembeces were
sweeping the threshold of their burrows, flinging a curve of dust behind
them; the Languedocian Sphex was dragging her Ephippigera by the

antennae; a Stizus was storing her preserves of Cicadellae. To my sorrow,

the masons ended by evicting the sporting tribe; but, should I ever wish
to recall it,J have but to renew the mounds of sand: they will soon all be
there.

Hunters that have not disappeared, their homes being different, are
the Ammophilae, whom I see fluttering, one in spring, the others in

autumn, along the garden-walks and over the lawns, in search of a
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Caterpillar; the Pompili, who travel alertly, beating their wings and

rummaging in every comer in quest of a Spider. The largest of them

waylays the Narbonne Lycosa, whose burrow is not infrequent in the

harmas. This burrow is a vertical well, with a curb of fescue-grass

intertwined with silk. You can see the eyes ofthe mighty Spider gleam at

the bottom of the den like little diamonds, an object of terror to most.

What a prey and what dangerous hunting for the Pompilus! And here,

on a hot summer afternoon, is the Amazon-ant, who leaves her barrack-

rooms in long battalions and marches far a field to hunt for slaves. We
will follow her in her raids when we find time. Here again, around a

heap of grasses turned to mould, are Scoliae an inch and a half long,

who fly gracefully and dive into the heap, attracted by a rich prey, the

grubs of Lamellicoms, Oryctes and Cetoniae.

What subjects for study! And there are more to come. The house was

as utterly deserted as the ground. When man was gone and peace assured,

the animal hastily seized on everything. The Warbler took up his abode

in the lilac-shrubs: the Greenfinch settled in the thick shelter of the

cypresses: the Sparrow carted rags and straw under every slate; the Serin-

finch, whose downy nest is no bigger than half an apricot, came and

chirped in the plane-tree-tops; the Scops made a habit of uttering his

monotonous, piping note here, of an evening; the bird of Palas Athene,

the Owl, came hurrying along to hoot and hiss.

In front ofthe house is a large pond, fed by the aqueduct that supplies

the village-pumps with water. Here, from half a mile and more around,

come the Frogs and Toads in the lovers’ season. The Natterjack,

sometimes as large as a plate, with a narrow stripe of yellow down his

back, makes his appointments here to take his bath; when the evening

twilight falls, we see hopping along the edge the Midwife Toad, the

male, who carries a cluster of eggs, the size of peppercorns, wrapped

round his hind legs: the genial paterfamilias has brought his precious

packet from afar, to leave it in the water and afterwards retire under

some flat stone, whence he will emit a sound like a tinkling bell. Lastly,

when not croaking amid the foliage, the Tree-frogs indulge in the most

graceful dives. And so, in May, as soon as it is dark, the pond becomes a

deafening orchestra: it is impossible to talk at table, impossible to sleep.

We had to remedy this by means perhaps a little too rigorous. What
could we do? He who tries to sleep and cannot needs become ruthless.

Bolder still, the Wasp has taken possession ofthe dwelling-house. On
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my door-sill, in a soil ofrubbish, nestles the White-banded Sphex: when I

go indoors, I must be careful not to damage her burrows, not to tread upon

the miner absorbed in her work. It is quite a quarter ofa century since I last

saw the saucy Cricket-hunter. When 1 made her acquaintance. I used to

visit her at a few miles’ distance: each time, it meant an expedition under

the blazing August sun. Today, 1 find her at my door; we are intimate

neighbours. The embrasure of the closed window provides an apartment

ofa mild temperature for the Pelopeus. The earth-built nest is fixed against

the freestone wall. To enter her home, the Spider-huntress uses a little hole

left open by accident in the shutters. On the mouldings of the Venetian

blinds, a few stray Mason-bees build their group of cells; inside the outer

shutters, left ajar, a Eumenes constructs her little earthen dome, surmounted

by 3 short, hell-mouthed neck. The common Wasp and the Polistes are my
dinner-guests: they visit my table to see if the grapes served are as ripe as

they look.

Here, surely-and the list is far from complete—is a company both

numerous and select, whose conversation will not fail to charm my
solitude, if I succeed in drawing it out. My dear beasts of former days,

my old friends, and others, more recent acquaintances, all are here,

hunting, foraging, building in close proximity. Besides, should we wish

to vary the scene of observation, the mountain is but a few hundred steps

away, with its tangle of arbutus, rock-roses anti arborescent heather;

with its sandy spaces dear to the Wasps and bees; with its many slopes

exploited by different Wasps and Bets. And that is why, foreseeing these

riches, I have abandoned the town for the village and come to Se’rignan

to weed my turnips and water my lettuces.
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The Pine Processionary

Among Fabre 's insect stories, one ofthe most celebrated is this record

of the Pine Processionary caterpillars following their charmed circle

day after day, unable to turn aside even though theyfaced starvation.

Silk-trails are important in the lives of many other social caterpillars,

including the American tent caterpillar, found in wild cherries in the

spring. Since Fabre 's time, the Processionaries have been given a group

all their own in entomological classification and christened the

Thaumatopoeidae. The species with which Fabre experimented was

probably T. processionea (Lin.). The adults ofthese caterpillars are small

nondescript brownish moths with a wing-spread ofabout an inch and a

quarter. The material below originally appeared in Chapters l and III of

THELIFEOFTHE CATERPILLAR.

IN MY harmas laboratory, now stocked with a few trees in addition to

its bushes, stand some vigorous fir-trees, the Aleppo pine and the black

Austrian pine, a substitute for that ofthe Landes. Every year the caterpillar

takes possession ofthem and spins his great purses in their branches. In

the interest ofthe leaves, which are horribly ravaged, as though there had

been a fire, I am obliged each winter to make a strict survey and to extirpate

the nests with a long forked batten.

You voracious little creatures, if I let you have your way, I should soon

be robbed of the murmur of my once so leafy pines! Today I will seek

compensation for all the trouble I have taken. Let us make a compact. You
have a story to tell. Tell it to me; and for a year, fortwo years or longer, until

I know more or less all about it, 1 shall leave you undisturbed, even at the

cost of lamentable suffering to the pines.

Having concluded the treaty and left the caterpillars in peace, 1 soon

have abundant material for my observations. In return for my indulgence I

get some thirty nestsw ithin a few steps ofmy door. I fthe collection were not

large enough, the pine-trees in the neighbourhood would supply me with

any necessaiy additions. But 1 have a preference and a decided preference

for the population ofmy own enclosure, whose nocturnal habits are much

easier to observe by lantem-light. With such treasures daily beforemy eyes,

at any time that I wish and under natural conditions. I cannot fail to see the

Processionary’s story unfolded at full length. Let us try.
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Drover Dingdong’s Sheep followed the Ram which Panurge had

maliciously thrown overboard and leapt nimbly into the sea, one after the

other, “for you know,” says Rabelais, “it is the nature ofthe sheep always

to follow the first, wheresoever it goes; which makes Aristotle mark them

for the most silly and foolish animals in the world.”

The Pine Caterpillar is even more sheeplike, not from foolishness, but

from necessity: where the first goes all the others go, in a regular string,

with no empty spaces.

They proceed in single file, in a continuous row, each touching with its

head the rear ofthe one in front of it. The complex twists and turns described

in his vagaries by the caterpillar leading the van are scrupulously described

by all the others. No Greek theoria winding its way to the Eleusinian

festivals was ever more orderly. Hence the name of Processionary given to

the gnawer of the pine.

His character is complete when we add that he is a rope-dancer all his

life long: he walks only on the tightrope, a silken rail placed in position as

he advances. The caterpillar who chances to be at the head of the

procession dribbles his thread without ceasing and fixes it on the path,

which his fickle preferences cause him to take. The thread is so tiny that

the eye, though armed with a magnifying glass, suspects it rather than

sees it.

But a second caterpillar steps on the slender footboard and doubles it

with his thread; a third trebles it; and all the others, however many there

be, add the sticky spray from their spinnerets, so much so that, when the

procession has marched by, there remains, as a record of its passing, a

narrow white ribbon whose dazzling whiteness shimmers in the sun. Very

much more sumptuous than ours, their system ofroad-making consists in

upholstering with silk instead of macadamazing. We sprinkle our roads

with broken stones and level them by the pressure of a heavy steamroller;

they lay over their paths a soft satin rail, a work of general interest to

which each contributes his thread.

What is the use of all this luxury? Could they not, like other caterpillars,

walk about without these costly preparations? 1 see two reasons for their

mode of progression. It is night when the Processionaries sally forth to

browse upon the pine-leaves. They leave their nest, situated at the top of
a bough, in profound darkness; they go down the denuded pole till they
come to the nearest branch that has not yet been gnawed, a branch which
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becomes lower and lower by degrees as the consumers finish stripping

the upper storeys; they climb up this untouched branch and spread over

the green needles.

When they have had their suppers and begin to feel the keen night air,

the next thing is to return to the shelter of the house. Measured in a

straight line, the distance is not great, hardly an arm’s length; but it cannot

be covered in this way on foot. The caterpillars have to climb down from

one crossing to the next, from the needle to the twig, from the twig to the

branch, from the branch to the bough and from the bough, by a no less

angular path, to go back home. It is useless to rely upon sight as a guide

on this long and erratic journey. The Processionary, it is true, has five

ocular specks on either side of his head, but they are so infinitesimal, so

difficult to make out through the magnifying glass, that we cannot attribute

to them any great power ofvision. Besides, what good would those short-

sighted lenses be in the absence of light, in black darkness?

It is equally useless to think ofthe sense of smell. Has the Processional

any olfactory powers or has he not? I do not know. Without giving a

positive answer to the question, I can at least declare that his sense of

smell is exceedingly dull and in no way suited to help him find his way.

This is proved, in my experiments, by a number ofhungry caterpillars that,

after a long fast, pass close beside a pine-branch without betraying any

eagerness or showing a sign of stopping. It is the sense of touch that tells

them where they are. So long as their lips do not chance to light upon the

pastureland, not one of them settles there, though he be ravenous. They

do not hasten to food, which they have scented from afar; they stop at a

branch, which they encounter on their way.

Apart from sight and smell, what remains to guide them in returning to

the nest? The ribbon spun on the road. In the Cretan labyrinth, Theseus

would have been lost but for the clue ofthread with which Ariadne supplied

him. The spreading maze of the pine-needles is, especially at night, as

inextricable a labyrinth as that constructed for Minos. The Processionary

finds his way through it, without the possibility ofa mistake, by the aid of

his bit of silk. At the time for going home, each easily recovers either his

own thread or one or other of the neighbouring threads, spread fanwise

by the diverging herd; one by one the scattered tribe line up on the common
ribbon, which started from the nest; and the sated caravan finds its way

back to the manor with absolute certainty.
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Longer expeditions are made in the daytime, even in winter, if the

weather be fine. Our caterpillars then come down from the tree, venture on

the ground, march in procession for a distance of thirty yards or so. The

object ofthese sallies is not to look for food, for the native pine-tree is far

from being exhausted: the shorn branches hardly count amid the vast

leafage. Moreover, the caterpillars observe complete abstinence till

nightfall. The trippers have no other object than a constitutional, a

pilgrimage to the outskirts to see what these are like, possibly an inspection

ofthe locality where, later on, they mean to bury themselves in the sand

for their metamorphosis.

It goes without saying that, in these greater evolutions, the guiding

cord is not neglected. It is now more necessary than ever. All contribute to

it from the produce of their spinnerets, as is the invariable rule whenever

there is a progression. Not one takes a step forward without fixing to the

path the thread hanging from his lip.

Ifthe series forming the procession be at all long, the ribbon is dilated

sufficiently to make it easy to find, nevertheless, on the homewardjourney,

it is not picked up without some hesitation. For observe that the caterpillars

when on the march never turn completely; to wheel round on their tight-

rope is a method utterly unknown to them. In order therefore to regain the

road already covered, they have to describe a zig-zag whose windings and

extent are determined by the leader's fancy. Hence come gropings and

roamings which are sometimes prolonged to the point ofcausing the herd

to spend the night out ofdoors. It is not a serious matter. They collect into

a motionless cluster. Tomorrow the search will start afresh and will sooner

or later be successful. Oftener still the winding curve meets the guide-

thread at the first attempt. As soon as the first caterpillar has the rail

between his legs, all hesitation ceases; and the band makes for the nest

with hurried steps.

The use ofthis silk-tapestried roadway is evident from a second point

ofview. To protect himselfagainst the severity ofthe winter which he has

to face when working, the Pine Caterpillar weaves himself a shelter in

which he spends his bad hours, his days ofenforced idleness. Alone, with

none but the meagre resources of his silk-glands, he would find difficulty

in protecting himself on the top of a branch buffeted by the winds. A
substantial dwelling, proof against snow, gales and icy fogs, requires the

cooperation ofa large number. Out ofthe individual’s piled-up atoms, the

community obtains a spacious and durable establishment.

12
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The enterprise takes a long time to complete. Every evening, when the

weather permits, the building has to be strengthened and enlarged. It is

indispensable, therefore, that the corporation of workers should not be

dissolved while the stormy season continues and the insects are still in

the caterpillar stage. But, without special arrangements, each nocturnal

expedition at grazing-time would be a cause ofseparation. At that moment

of appetite for food there is a return to individualism. The caterpillars

become more or less scattered, settling singly on the branches around;

each browses his pine-needle separately. How are they to find one another

afterwards and become a community again?

The several threads left on the road make this easy. With that guide,

every caterpillar, however far he may be, comes back to his companions

without ever missing the way. They come hurrying from a host of twigs,

from here, from there, from above, from below; and soon the scattered

legion reforms into a group. The silk thread is something more than a road-

making expedient: it is the social bond, the system that keeps the members

ofthe community indissolubly united.

At the head of every procession, long or short, goes a first caterpillar

whom I will call the leader of the march or file, though the word leader,

which I use for want ofa better, is a little out ofplace here. Nothing, in fact,

distinguishes this caterpillar from the others: it just depends upon the

order in which they happen to line up; and mere chance brings him to the

front. Among the Processionaries, every captain is an officer of fortune.

The actual leader leads; presently he will be a subaltern, ifthe file should

break up in consequence ofsome accident and be formed anew in a different

order.

His temporary functions give him an attitude of his own. While the

others follow passively in a close file, he, the captain, tosses himselfabout

and with an abrupt movement flings the front of his body hither and

thither. As he marches ahead he seems to be seeking his way. Does he in

point of fact explore the country? Does he choose the most practicable

places? Or are his hesitations merely the result ofthe absence ofa guiding

thread on ground that has not yet been covered? His subordinates follow

very placidly, reassured by the cord which they hold between their legs;

he, deprived of that support, is uneasy.

Why cannot I read what passes under his black, shiny skull, so like a

drop oftar? Tojudge by actions, there is here a small-dose ofdiscernment
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which is able, after experimenting, to recognize excessive roughnesses,

over-slippery surfaces, dusty places that offer no resistance and, above

all, the thread left by other excursionists. This is all or nearly all that my

long acquaintance with the Processionaries has taught me as to their

mentality. Poor brains, indeed; poor creatures, whose commonwealth has

its safety hanging upon a thread!

The processions vary greatly in length. The finest that 1 have seen

manoeuvring on the ground measured twelve or thirteen yards and

numbered about three hundred caterpillars, drawn up with absolute

precision in a wavy line. But, if there were only two in a row, the order

would still be perfect: the second touches and follows the first.

By February 1 have processions of all lengths in the greenhouse. What

tricks can I play upon them? 1 see only two: to do away with the leader, and

to cut the thread.

The suppression of the leader ofthe file produces nothing striking. If

the thing is done without creating a disturbance, the procession does not

alter its way at all. The second caterpillar, promoted to captain, knows the

duties ofhis rank off-hand: he selects and leads, or rather he hesitates and

gropes.

The breaking ofthe silk ribbon is not very important either. 1 remove a

caterpillar from the middle ofthe file. With my scissors, so as not to cause

a commotion in the ranks, I cut the piece ofribbon on which he stood and

clear away every thread of it. As a result of this breach, the procession

acquires two marching leaders, each independent of the other. It may be

that the one in the rearjoins the file ahead ofhim, from which he is separated

by but a slender interval; in that case, things return to their original

condition. More frequently, the two parts do not become reunited. In that

case, we have two distinct processions, each of which wanders where it

pleases and diverges from the other. Nevertheless, both will he able to

return to the nest by discovering sooner or later, in the course of their

peregrinations, the ribbon on the other side of the break.

These two experiments are only moderately interesting. I have thought

out another, one more fertile in possibilities. 1 propose to make the

caterpillars describe a closed circuit, after the ribbons running from it and
liable to bring about a change of direction have been destroyed. The
locomotive engine pursues its invariable course so long as it is not shunted
on to a branch-line. Ifthe Processionaries find the silken rail always clear
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in front of them, with no switches anywhere, will they continue on the

same track, will they persist in following a road that never comes to an

end? What we have to do is to produce this circuit, which is unknown

under ordinary conditions, by artificial means.

The first idea that suggests itself is to seize with the forceps the silk

ribbon at the back of the train, to bend it without shaking it and to bring

the end of it ahead ofthe file. If the caterpillar marching in the van steps

upon it, the thing is done: the others will follow him faithfully. The operation

is very simple in theory but very difficult in practice and produces no

useful results. The ribbon, which is extremely slight, breaks under the

weight of the grains of sand that stick to it and are lifted with it. If it does

not break, the caterpillars at the back, however delicately we may go to

work, feel a disturbance, which makes them curl up or even let go.

There is a yet greater difficulty: the leader refuses the ribbon laid

before him; the cut end makes him distrustful. Failing to see the regular,

uninterrupted road, he slants offto the right or left, he escapes at a tangent.

If I try to interfere and to bring him hack to the path ofmy choosing, he

persists in his refusal, shrivels up, does not budge; and soon the whole

procession is in confusion. We will not insist: the method is a poor one,

very wasteful of effort for at best a problematical success.

We ought to interfere as little as possible and obtain a natural closed

circuit. Can it be done? Yes. It lies in our power, without the least meddling,

to see a procession march along a perfect circular track. I owe this result,

which is eminently deserving of our attention, to pure chance.

On the shelfwith theplayerof sand in which the nests are plantedstand

some big palm-vases measuring nearly a yard and a half in circumference

at the top. The caterpillars often scale the sides and climb up to the moulding,

which forms a cornice around the opening. This place suits them for their

processions, perhaps because of the absolute firmness of the surface,

where there is no fear of landslides, as on the loose, sandy soil below; and

also, perhaps, because of the horizontal position, which is favorable to

repose after the fatigue of the ascent. It provides me, with a circular track

all ready made. 1 have nothing to do but wait for an occasion propitious to

my plans. This occasion is not long in coming.

On the 30th ofJanuary, 1 896, a 1 ittle before twelve o’clock in the day, I

discover a numerous troop making their way up and gradually reaching

the popular cornice. Slowly, in single file, the caterpillars climb the great
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vase, mountthe ledge and advance in regular procession, while others are

constantly arriving and continuing the series. 1 wait for the string to close

up, that is to say, for the leader, who keeps following the circular moulding,

to return to the point from which he started. My object is achieved in a

quarter ofan hour. The closed circuit is realized magnificently, in something

very nearly approaching a circle.

The next thing is to get rid ofthe rest ofthe ascending column, which

would disturb the fine order ofthe procession by an excess ofnewcomers;

it is also important that we should do away with all the silken paths, both

new and old, that can put the cornice into communication with the ground.

With a thick hair-pencil 1 sweep away the surplus climbers; with a big

brush, one that leaves no smell behind it - for this might afterwards prove

confusing - I carefully rub down the vase and get rid of every thread,

which the caterpillars have laid on the march. When these preparations

are finished, a curious sight awaits us.

In the uninterrupted circular procession there is no longer a leader.

Each caterpillar is preceded by another on whose heels he follows, guided

by the silk track, the work of the whole party; he again has a companion

close behind him, following him in the same orderly way. And this is

repeated without variation throughout the length of the chain. None

commands, or rather none modifies the trail according to his fancy; all

obey, trusting in the guide who ought normally to lead the march and who
in reality has been abolished by my trickery.

From the first circuit ofthe edge of the tub the rail ofsilk has been laid

in position and is soon turned into a narrow ribbon by the procession,

which never ceases dribbling its thread as it goes. The rail is simply doubled

and has no branches anywhere, for my brush has destroyed them all.

What will the caterpillars do on this deceptive, closed path? Will they walk

endlessly round and round until their strength gives out entirely?

The old schoolmen were fond of quoting Buridan’s Ass, that famous
Donkey who, when placed between two bundles of hay, starved to death

because he was unable to decide in favour of either by breaking the

equilibrium between two equal but opposite attractions. They slandered

the worthy animal. The Ass, who is no more foolish than any one else,

would reply to the logical snare by feasting off both bundles. Will my
caterpillars show a little ofhis mother wit? Will they, after many attempts,

be able to break the equilibrium oftheir closed circuit, which keeps them
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on a road without a turning? Will they make up their minds to swerve to

this side or that, which is the only method of reaching their bundle ofhay,

the green branch yonder, quite near, not two feet off?

1 thought that they would and I was wrong. I said to myself:

“The procession will go on turning for some time, for an hour, two

hours perhaps, then the caterpillars will perceive their mistake. They will

abandon the deceptive road and make their descent somewhere or other.”

That they should remain up there, hard pressed by hunger and the

lack ofcover, when nothing prevented them from going away, seemed to

me inconceivable imbecility. Facts, however, forced me to accept the

incredible. Let us describe them in detail.

The circular procession begins, as 1 have said, on the 30th ofJanuary,

about midday, in splendid weather. The caterpillars march at an even pace,

each touching the stem of the one in front of him. The unbroken chain

eliminates the leader with his changes of direction; and all follow

mechanically, as faithful to their circle as are the hands of a watch. The

headless file has no liberty left, no will; it has become mere clockwork.

And this continues for hours and hours. My success goes far beyond my
wildest suspicions. 1 stand amazed at it, or rather 1 am stupefied.

Meanwhile, the multiplied circuits change the original rail into a superb

ribbon a twelfth of an inch broad. I can easily see it glittering on the red

ground of the pot. The day is drawing to a close and no alteration has yet

taken place in the position of the trail. A striking proofconfirms this.

The trajectory is not a plane curve, but one which, at a certain point,

deviates and goes down a little way to the lower surface of the comice,

returning to the top some eight inches farther. 1 marked these two points of

deviation in pencil on the vase at the outset. Well, all that afternoon and,

more conclusive still, on the following days, right to the end of this mad
dance, I see the string of caterpillars dip under the ledge at the first point

and come to the top again at the second. Once the first thread is laid, the

road to be pursued is permanently established.

If the road does not vary, the speed does, 1 measure nine centimeters

a minute as the average distance covered. But there are more or less

lengthy halts; the pace slackens at times, especially when the temperature

falls. At ten o'clock in the evening the walk is little more than a lazy

swaying ofthe body. I foresee an early halt, in consequence ofthe cold, of
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fatigue and doubtless also of hunger.

Grazing-time has arrived. The caterpillars have come crowding from all

the nests in the greenhouse to browse upon the pine-branches planted by

myself beside the silken purses. Those in the gardeh do the same, for the

temperature is mild. The others, lined up along the earthenware cornice,

would gladly take part in the feast, they are bound to have an appetite

after a ten hours’ walk. The branch stands green and tempting not a

hand’s breadth away. To reach it they need but go down; and the poor

wretches, foolish slaves oftheir ribbon that they are, cannot make up their

minds to do so. I leave the famished ones at half-past ten. Persuaded that

they will take counsel with their pillow and that on the morrow things will

have resumed their ordinary course.

I was wrong. I was expecting too much ofthem when I accorded them

that faint gleam of intelligence which the tribulations of a distressful

stomach ought, one would think, to have aroused. I visit them at dawn.

They are lined up as on the day before, but motionless. When the air

grows a little warmer, they shake off their torpor, revive and start walking

again. The circular procession begins anew, like that which I have already

seen. There is nothing more and nothing less to be noted in their machine-

like obstinancy.

This time it is a bitter night. A cold snap has supervened, was indeed

foretold in the evening by the garden caterpillars, who refused to come

out despite appearances which to my duller senses seemed to promise a

continuation of the fine weather. At daybreak the rosemary-walks are all

asparkle with rime and for the second time this year there is a sharp frost.

The large pond in the garden is frozen over. What can the caterpillars in

the conservatory be doing?

All are ensconced in their nests, except the stubborn processionists

on the edge of the vase, who, deprived of shelter they are, seem to have

spent a very bad night. 1 find them clustered in two heaps, without any

attempt at order. They have suffered less from the cold, thus huddled

together.

“Tis an ill wind that blows nobody any good. The severity ofthe night

has caused the ring to break into two segments, which will, perhaps,

afford a chance of safety. Each group, as it revives and resumes its walk,
will presently be headed by a leader who, not being obliged to follow a

caterpillar in front of him, will possess some liberty of movement and
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perhaps be able to make the procession swerve to one side. Remember

that, in the ordinary processions, the caterpillar walking ahead acts as,

scout. While the others, if nothing occurs to create excitement, keep to

their ranks, he attends to his duties as a leader and is continually turning

his head to this side and that, investigating, seeking, groping, making his

choice. And things happen as he decides: the band follows him faithfully.

Remember also that, even on a road which has already been travelled and

beribboned, the guiding caterpillar continues to explore.

There is reason to believe that the Processionaries who have lost their

way on the ledge will find a chance of safety here. Let us watch them. On
recovering from their torpor, the two groups line up by degrees into two

distinct files. There are therefore two leaders; free to go where they please,

independent of each other. Will they succeed in leaving the enchanted

circle? At the sight of their large black heads swaying anxiously from side

to side, 1 am inclined to think so for a moment. But 1 am soon undeceiyed.

As the ranks fill out, the two sections of the chain meet and the circle is

reconstituted. The momentary leaders once more become simple

subordinates; and again the caterpillars march round and round all day.

For the second time in succession, the night, which is very calm and

magnificently starry, brings a hard frost. In the morning the Processionaries

on the tub, the only ones who have camped out unsheltered, are gathered

into a heap, which largely overflows both sides of the fatal ribbon. I am
present at the awakening ofthe numbed ones. The first to take the road is,

as luck will have it, outside the track. Hesitatingly he ventures into unknown

ground. He reaches the top of the rim and descends upon the other side

on the earth in the vase. He is followed by six others, no more. Perhaps the

rest of the troops, who have not fully recovered from their nocturnal

torpor, are too lazy to bestir themselves.

The result ofthis briefdelay is a return to the old track. The caterpillars

embark on the silken trail and the circular march is resumed, this time in the

form ofa ring with a gap in it. There is no attempt, however, to strike a new

course on the part of the guide whom this gap has placed at the head. A
chance of stepping outside the magic circle has presented itself at last;

and he does not know how to avail himself of it.

As for the caterpillars who have made their way to the inside of the

vase, their lot is hardly improved. They climb to the top of the palm,

starving and seeking for food. Finding nothing to eat that suits them, they
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retrace their steps by following the thread which they have left on the way,

climb the ledge ofthe pot, strike the procession again and, without further

anxiety, slip back into the ranks. Once more the ring is complete, once more

the circle turns and turns.

Then when will the deliverance come? There is a legend that tells of

poor souls dragged along in an endless round until the hellish charm is

broken by a drop ofholy water. What drop will good fortune sprinkle on

my Processionaries to dissolve their circle and bring them back to the

nest? I see only two means of conjuring the spell and obtaining a release

from the circuit. These two means are two painful ordeals. A strange

linking of cause and effect: from sorrow and wretchedness good is to

come.

And, first, shrivelling as the result of cold. The caterpillars gather

together without any order, heap themselves some on the path, some,

more numerous these, outside it. Among the latter there may be, sooner or

later, some revolutionary who, scorning the beaten track, will trace out a

new road and lead the troop back home. We have just seen an instance of

it. Seven penetrated to the interior ofthe vase and climbed the palm. True,

it was an attempt with no result, but still an attempt. For complete success,

all that need be done would have been to take the opposite slope. An even

chance is a great thing. Another time we shall be more successful.

In the second place, the exhaustion due to fatigue and hunger. A lame

one stops, unable to go farther. In front ofthe defaulter the procession still

continues to wend its way for a short time. The ranks close up and an

empty space appears. On coming to himself and resuming the march, the

caterpillar who has caused the breach becomes a leader, having nothing

before him. The least desire for emancipation is all that he wants to make
him launch the band into a new path, which perhaps will be the saving

path.

In short, when the Processionaries’ train is in difficulties, what it needs,

unlike ours, is to run offthe rails. The sidetracking is left to the caprice of

a leader who alone is capable ofturning to the right or left; and this leader

is absolutely non-existent so long as the ring remains unbroken. Lastly,

the breaking ofthe circle, the one stroke of luck, is the result ofa chaotic

halt, caused principally by excess of fatigue or cold.

The liberating accident, especially that of fatigue, occurs fairly often.

In the course ofthe same day, the moving circumference is cut up several
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times into two or three sections; but continuity soon returns and no change

takes place. Things go on just the same. The bold innovator who is to

save the situation has not yet had his inspiration.

There is nothing new on the fourth day, after an icy night like the

previous one; nothing to tell except the following detail. Yesterday I did

not remove die trace left by the few caterpillars who made theirway to the

inside ofthe vase. This trace, together with a junction connecting it with

the circular road, is discovered in the course ofthe morning. Halfthe troop

takes advantage of it to visit the earth in the pot and climb the palm; the

other halfremains on the ledge and continues to walk along the old rail. In

the afternoon the band of emigrants rejoins the others, the circuit is

completed and things return to their original condition.

We come to the fifth day. The night frost becomes more intense, without

however as yet reaching the greenhouse. It is followed by bright sunshine

in a calm and limpid sky. As soon as the sun’s rays have warmed the panes

a little, the caterpillars, lying in heaps, wake up and resume their evolutions

on the ledge of the vase. This time the fine order of the beginning is

disturbed and a certain disorder becomes manifest, apparently an omen of

deliverance near at hand The scouting-path inside the vase, which was

upholstered in silk yesterday and the day before, is today followed to its

origin on the rim by a part ofthe band and is then abandoned after a short

loop. The other caterpillars follow the usual ribbon. The result of this

bifurcation is two almost equal files, walking along the ledge in the same

direction at a short distance from each other, sometimes meeting, separating

farther on, in every case with some lack oforder.

Weariness increases the confusion. The crippled, who refuse to go

on, are many. Breaches increase; files are split up into sections each of

which has its leader, who poke the front of his body this way and that to

explore the ground. Everything seems to point to the disintegration, which

will bring safety. My hopes are once more disappointed. Before the night

the file is reconstituted and the gyration resumed.

Heat comes,just as suddenly as the cold did. Today, the 4th ofFebruary,

is a beautiful, mild day. The greenhouse is full of life. Numerous festoons

of caterpillars, issuing from the nests, meander along the sand on the

shelf. Above them, at every moment, the ring on the ledge of the vase

breaks up and comes together again. For the first time 1 see daring leaders

who, drunk with heat, standing only on their hinder prolegs at the extreme
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edge ofthe earthenware rim, fling themselves forward into space, twisting

about, sounding the depths. The endeavour is frequently repeated, while

the whole troop stops. The caterpillars’ heads give sudden jerks; their

bodies wriggle.

One of the pioneers decides to take the plunge. He slips under the

ledge. Four follow him. The others, still confiding in the perfidious silken

path, dare not copy him and continue to go along the old road.

The short string detached from the general chain gropes about a great

deal, hesitates long on the side of the vase; it goes half-way down, then

climbs up again slantwise, rejoins and takes its place in the procession.

This time the attempt has failed, though at the foot ofthe vase, not nine

inches away, there lay a bunch of pine-needles which I had placed there

with the object of enticing the hungry ones. Smell and sight told them

nothing. Near as they were to the goal, they went up again.

No matter, the endeavour has its uses. Threads were laid on the way

and will serve as a lure to further enterprise. The road ofdeliverance has

its first landmarks. And two days later, on the eighth day ofthe experiment,

the caterpillars—now singly, anon in small groups, then again in strings of

some length—come, down from the ledge by following the staked-out

path. At sunset the last of the laggards is back in the nest.

Now for a little arithmetic. For seven times twenty-four-hours the

caterpillars have remained on the ledge of the vase. To make an ample

allowance for stops due to the weariness of this one or that and above all

for the rest taken during the colder hours ofthe night, we will deduct one-

halfofthe time. This leaves eighty-four hours’ walking. The average pace

is nine centimeters a minute. The aggregate distance covered, therefore is

453 meters, a good deal more than a quarter ofa mile, which is a greatwalk

for these, little crawlers. The circumference ofthe vase, the perimeter of

the track, is exactly 1 m. 35 cms. Therefore the circle covered, always in the

same direction and always without result, was described three hundred

and thirty-five times.

These figures surprise me, though I am already familiar with the abysmal

stupidity of insects as a class whenever the least accident occurs. I feel

inclined to ask myselfwhether the Processionaries were not kept up there

so long by the difficulties and dangers of the descent rather than by the

lack of any gleam of intelligence in their benighted minds. The facts,

however, reply that the descent is as easy as the ascent.
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The caterpillar has a very supple back, well adapted for twisting round

projections or slipping underneath. He can walk with the same ease

vertically or horizontally, with his back down or up. Besides, he never

moves forward until he has fixed his thread to the ground. With this support

to his feet, he has no falls to fear, no matter what his position.

I had a proof of this before my eyes during a whole week. As I have

already said, the track, instead ofkeeping on one level, bends twice, dips

at a certain point under the ledge of the vase and reappears at the top a

little further on. At one part ofthe circuit, therefore, the procession walks

on the lower surface ofthe rim; and this inverted position implies so little

discomfort or danger that it is renewed at each turn for all the caterpillars

from first to last.

It is out ofthe question then to suggest the dread ofa false step on the

edge ofthe rim, which is so nimbly turned at each point of inflexion. The

caterpillars in distress, starved, shelterless, chilled with cold at night, cling

obstinately to the silk ribbon covered hundreds oftimes, because they lack

the rudimentary glimmers ofreason, which would advise them to abandon

it.
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Insect Weather Prophets

Another ofFabre'sfamous studies concerned the ability ofthe Pine

Processionary caterpillar topredict the coming ofstorms. Various insects

have a "weather sense " but none appears to be more accurate as a
prophet than the humble subject of these experiments. This selection is

takenfrom Chapter IVofTHE LIFE OF THE CATERPILLAR.

DURING THE WHOLE WINTER, the Pine Caterpillars are active only

at night. In the daytime, when the weather is fine, they readily repair to the

dome of the nest and there remain motionless, gathered into heaps. It is

the hour ofthe open-air siesta, under the pale December and January sun.

As yet none leaves the home. It is quite late in the evening, towards nine

o’clock, when they set out, marching in an irregular procession, to browse
on the leaves ofthe branches hard by. Their grazing is a protracted affair.

The flock returns late, some time after midnight, when the temperature falls

too low.

Secondly, it is in the heart of winter, during the roughest months, that

the Processionary displays his full activity. Indefatigably at this time of
year he spins, adding each night a new web to his silken tent; at this time,

whenever the weather permits, he ventures abroad on the neighbouring
boughs to feed, to grow and to renew his skein of silk.

By a very remarkable exception, the harsh season marked by inactivity

and lethargic repose in other insects is for him the season of bustle and
labour, on condition, of course, that the inclemencies of the weather do
not exceed certain limits. Ifthe north wind blow too violently, so that it is

like to sweep the flock away; ifthe cold be too piercing, so that there is a
risk of freezing to death; if it snow, or rain, or ifthe mist thicken into an icy
drizzle, the caterpillars prudently stay at home, sheltering under their
weatherproof tent.

It would be convenient to some extent to foresee these inclemencies.
The caterpillar dreads them. A drop ofrain sets him in a flutter; a snowflake
exasperates him. To start for the grazing-grounds at dark of night, in
uncertain weather, would be dangerous, for the procession goes some
distance and travels slowly. The flock would fare ill before regaining shelter
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did any sudden atmospheric trouble supervene, an event ofsome frequency

in the bad season ofthe year. So that hemay be informed in this particular

during his nocturnal winter rambles, can the Pine Caterpillar be endowed

with some sort of meteorological aptitudes? Let me describe how the

suspicion occurred to me.

Divulged I know nothow,my rearing ofcaterpillars under glass acquired

a certain renown. It was talked about in the village. The forest-ranger, a

sworn enemy to destructive insects, wanted to see the grazing of the

famous caterpillars, ofwhom he had retained a too poignantmemory ever

since the day when he gathered and destroyed their nests in a pine-wood

under his charge. It was arranged that he should call the same evening.

He arrives atthe appointed hour, accompanied by a friend. For amoment

we sit and chat in front of the fire; then, when the clock strikes nine, the

lantern is lit and we all three enter the greenhouse. The visitors are eager

for the spectacle ofwhich they have heard such wonderful things, while 1

am certain ofsatisfying their curiosity.

But, but ...what is this? Not a caterpillar on the nests, not one on the

fresh ration ofbranches! Last night and on the previous nights they came

out in countless numbers; tonight not one reveals himself. Can it be that

they are merely late in going to dinner? Can their habitual punctuality be at

fault because appetite has not yet arrived? We must be patient.... Ten

o’clock. Nothing. Eleven. Still nothing. Midnight was at hand when we
abandoned our watch, convinced that it would be vain to prolong the

sitting. You can imagine what an abject fool I looked at having thus to

send my guests away.

Next day 1 thought that I dimly perceived the explanation of this

disappointment. It rained in the night and again in the morning. Snow, not

the earliest ofthe year, but so far the most abundant, whitened the brow of

the Ventoux. Had the caterpillars, more sensitive than any of us to

atmospheric changes, refused to venture forth because they anticipated

what was about to happen? Had they foreseen the rain and the snow,

which nothing seemed to announce, at all events to us? After all, why
not? Let us continue to observe them and we shall see whether the

coincidence is fortuitous or not.

On this memorable day, therefore, the 1 3th ofDecember 1 895, 1 institute

the caterpillars’ meteorological observatory. I have at my disposal

absolutely none of the apparatus dear to science, not even a modest
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thermometer, formy unlucky star continues in the ascendant, proving as

unkind today as when I learn chemistry with pipe-bowls for crucibles and

bottles that once contained sweets for retorts. I confine myself to visiting

nightly the Processionaries in the greenhouse and those in the garden. It

is a hard task, especially as I have to go to the far end of the enclosure,

often in weather when one would not turn a dog out of doors. I set down

the acts ofthe caterpillars, whether they come out or stay at home; I note

the state of the sky during the day and at the moment of my evening

examination.

To this list I add the meteorological chart ofEurope, which the Temps

publishes daily. If I want more precise data, I request the Normal School at

Avignon to sendme, on occasions ofviolent disturbances, the barometrical

records of its observatory. These are the only documents at my disposal.

Before we come to the results obtained, let me once more repeat that

my caterpillars’ meteorological institute has two stations: one in the

greenhouse and one in the open air, on the pines in the enclosure. The

first, protected against the wind and rain, is that which I prefer: it provides

more regular and more continuous information. In fact, the open-air

caterpillars often enough refuse to come out’ even though the general

conditions be favorable.lt is enough to keep them at home ifthere be too

strong awind shaking the boughs, or even a little moisture dripping on the

web ofthe nests. Saved from these two perils, the greenhouse caterpillars

have only to consider atmospheric incidents of a higher order. The small

variations escape them; the great alone make an impression on them: a

most useful point for the observer and going a long way towards solving

the problem for him. The colonies under glass, therefore, provide most of

the material formy notes; the colonies in the open air add their testimony,

which is not always quite clear.

Now what did they tell me, those greenhouse caterpillars who, on the

13th of December, refused to show themselves to my guest, the forest-

ranger? The rain that was to fall that night could hardly have alarmed

them: they were so well sheltered. The snow about to whiten Mont Ventoux
was nothing to them: it was so far away. Moreover, it was neither snowing
yet nor raining. Some extraordinary atmospheric event, profound and of
vast extent, must have been occurring. The charts in the Temps and the

bulletin ofthe Normal School told me as much.

A cyclonic disturbance, coming from the British Isles, was passing

over our district; an atmospheric depression the like ofwhich the season
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had not as yet known, had spread in our direction, reaching us on die 1 3th

and persisting, in a more or less accentuated form, until the 22nd. At

Avignon the barometer suddenly fell halfan inch, to 29.1 in., on the 13th

and lower still, to 29 in., on the 1 9th.

During this period often days, the garden caterpillars made no sortie

on the pine-trees. True, the weather was changeable. There were a few

showers of fine rain and some violent gusts of the mistral; but more

frequently there were days and nights when the sky was superb and the

temperature moderate. The prudent anchorites would not allow themselves

to be caught. The low pressure persisted, menacing them; and so they

stopped at home.

In the greenhouse things happen rather differently. Sorties take place,

but the staying-in days are still more numerous. It looks as though the

caterpillars, alarmed at first by the unexpected things happening overhead,

had reassured themselves and resumed work, feeling nothing, in their

shelter, of what they would have suffered out of doors—rain, snow and

furious mistral blasts—and had then suspended their work again when

the threats of bad weather increased.

There is, indeed, a fairly accurate agreement between the oscillations

of the barometer and the decisions of the herd. When the column of

mercury rises a little, they come out; when it falls they remain at home.

Thus on the 19th, the night ofthe lowest pressure, 29 in., not a caterpillar

appears.

As the wind and rain can have no effect on my colonies under glass,

one is led to suppose that atmospheric pressure, with its physiological

results, so difficult to define, is here the principal factor. As for the

temperature, within moderate limits there is no need to discuss it. The

Processionaries have a robust constitution, as behooves spinners who
work in the open air in midwinter. However piercing the cold, so long as it

does not freeze, when the hour comes for working or feeding they spin on

the surface of the nest or browse on the neighbouring branches.

Another example. According to the meteorological chart in the Temps,

a depression whose center is near the lies Sanguinaries, at the entrance of

the GulfofAjaccio, reaches my neighbourhood, with a minimum of29.2

in., on the 9th ofJanuary. A tempestuous wind gets up. For the first time

this year there is a respectable frost. The ice on the large pond in the

garden is two or three inches thick. This wild weather lasts for five days.
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Ofcourse, the garden caterpillars do not sally forth on the pine-trees while

these are battered by such a gale.

The remarkable part ofthe business is that the green-house caterpillars

do not venture out of their nests either. And yet for them there are no

boughs dangerously shaken, no cold piercing beyond endurance, for it is

not freezing under the glass. What keeps them in can be only the passage

ofthat wave ofdepression. On the 1 5th the storm ceases; and the barometer

remains between 29.6 and 30 in, for the rest ofthe month and a good part

of February. During this long period there are magnificent sorties every

evening, especially in the greenhouse.

On the 23rd and 24th of February, suddenly the Processionaries stop

at home again, for no apparent reason. Ofthe six nests under cover, only

two have a few rare caterpillars out on the pine-branches, while previously,

in the case of all six, I used every night to see the leaves bending under the

weight ofan innumerable multitude. Warned by this forecast, I enter in my
notes:”

“Some deep depression is about to reach us.”

And I have guessed right. Two days later, sure enough, the

meteorological record ofthe Temps gives me the following information: a

minimum of29.2 in., coming from the Bay ofBiscay on the 22nd, reaches

Algeria on the 23rd and spreads over the Provence coast on the 24th.

There is a heavy snowfall at Marseilles on the 25th.

“The ships,” I read in my paper, “present a curious spectacle, with

their yards and rigging white. That is how the people of Marseilles, little

used to such sights, picture Spitzbergen and the North Pole.”

Here certainly is the gale, which my caterpillars foresaw when they

refused to go out last night and the night before; here is the center of
disturbance which revealed itself at Ser’ignan by a violent and icy north

wind on the 25th and the following days. Again 1 perceive that the

greenhouse caterpillars are alarmed only at the approach of the wave of
atmospheric disturbance. Once the first uneasiness caused by the

depression had abated, they came out again, on the 25th and the following,

days, in the midst of the gale, as though nothing extraordinary were
happening.

From the sum ofmy observations it appears that the Pine Processionary
is eminently sensitive to atmospheric vicissitudes, an excellent quality.
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having regard to his way of life in the sharp winter nights. He foresees die

storm, which would imperil his excursions.

His capacity for seeing bad weather very soon won the confidence of

the household. When we had to go into Orange to renew our provisions,

it became die rule to consult him the night before; and, according to his

verdict, we went or stayed at home. His oracle never deceived us.
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IV

The Hunting Wasp

it wasamong the solitary wasps that Fabrefoundsubjectsforsome of
his most revealing experiments. Sphex wasps have a widespread

distribution. A number ofspeciesfinish the work offilling in their burrows

by using a pebble as a hammer to tamp down the ground. Many are

grasshopper-hunters. The Ephippiger, hunted by the Languedocian

Sphex, is a long-homedgreen grasshopperfound in the south ofFrance.

The scene ofmany ofFabre 's wasp studies, before he retired to Se ’rignan,

was along a deeply sunken road on the outskirts of Carpentras. This

account is takenfrom THEHUNTING WASPS.

WHEN THE CHEMIST has fully prepared his plan of research, he

mixes his reagent at the most convenient moment and lights a flame under

his retort. He is the master of time, place and circumstances. He chooses

his hour, shuts himself up in his laboratory, where nothing can come to

disturb the business in hand; he produces at will this or that condition

which reflection suggests to him: he is in quest ofthe secrets of inorganic

matter, whose chemical activities science can awaken whenever it thinks

fit.

The secrets of living matter—not those of anatomical structure, but

really those of life in action, especially of instinct-present much more
difficult and delicate conditions to the observer. Far from being able to

choose his own time, he is the slave of the season, ofthe day, ofthe hour,

of the very moment. When the opportunity offers, he must seize it as it

comes, without hesitation, for it may be long before it presents itselfagain.

And, as it usually arrives at the moment when he is least expecting it,

nothing is in readiness for making the most of it. He must then and there

improvise his little stock of experimenting-material, contrive his plans,

evolve his tactics, devise his tricks; and he can think himself lucky if

inspiration comes fast enough to allow him to profit by the chance offered.

This chance, moreover, hardly ever comes except to those who look for it.

You must watch for it patiently for days and days, now on sandy slopes

exposed to the full glare of the sun, now on some path walled in by high
banks, where the heat is like that of an oven, or again on some sandstone
ledge, which is none too steady. If it is in your power to set up your
observatory under a meagre olive-tree that pretends to protect you from
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the rays of a pitiless sun. You may bless the fate that treats you as a

sybarite: your lot is an Eden. Above all, keep your eyes open. The spot is

agood one; and—who knows? The opportunity may come atanymoment

It came, late, it is true; but still it came. Ah, ifyou couldnow observe at

your ease, in the quiet of your study, with nothing to distract your mind

from your subject far from the profane wayfarer who, seeing you so busily

occupied at a spot where he sees nothing, will stop, overwhelm you with

queries, take you for some water-diviner, or—a graver suspicion this

—

regard you as some questionable character searching for buried treasure

and discovering by means of incantations where the old pots full ofcoin

lie hidden! Should you still wear a Christian aspect in his eyes, he will

approach you, look to see what you are looking at and smile in a manner

that leaves no doubt as to his poor opinion ofpeople who spend their time

in watching Flies. You will be lucky indeed ifthe troublesome visitor, with

his tongue in his cheek, walks off at least without disturbing things and

without repeating in his innocence the disaster brought about by my two

conscripts’ boots.

Should your inexplicable doings not puzzle the passer-by, they will be

sure to puzzle the village keeper, that uncompromising representative of

the law in the ploughed acres. He has long had his eye on you. He has so

often seen you wandering about, like a lost soul, for no appreciable reason;

he has so often caught you rooting in the ground, or, with infinite

precautions, knocking down some strip of wall in a sunken road, that in

the end he has come to look upon you with dark suspicion. You are nothing

to him but a gypsy, a tramp, a poultry-thief, a shady person or, at the best,

a madman. Should you be carrying your botanizing-case, it will represent

to him the poacher’s ferret-cage; and you would never get it out of his

head that, regardless ofthe game-laws and the rights of landlords, you are

clearing all the neighbouring warrens oftheir rabbits. Take care. However

thirsty you may be, do not lay a finger on the nearest bunch ofgrapes: the

man with the municipal badge will be there, delighted to have a case at last

and so to receive an explanation ofyour highly perplexing behaviour.

1 have never, 1 can safely say, committed any such misdemeanour; and

yet, one day, lying on the sand, absorbed in the details of a Bembex’

household, 1 suddenly heard beside me:

“In the name ofthe law, I arrest you! You come along with me!”

It was the keeper of Les Angles, who, after vainly waiting for an
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opportunity to catch me at fault and being daily more anxious for an

answer to the riddle that was worrying him, at last resolved upon the

brutal expedient of a summons. I had to explain things. The poor man

seemed anything but convinced:

“Pooh!” he said. “Pooh! You will never make me believe that you come

here and roast in the sun just to watch Flies. I shall keep an eye on you,

mark you ! And, the first time 1 . . . ! However, that’ 11 do for the present.”

And he went off. I have always believed that my red ribbon had a good

deal to do with his departure. And I also put down to that red ribbon

certain other little services by which 1 benefited during my entomological

and botanical excursions. It seemed to me—or was I dreaming?— it seemed

to me that, on my botanizing expeditions up Mont Ventoux, the guide was

more tractable and the donkey less obstinate.

The aforesaid bit of scarlet ribbon did not always spare me the

tribulations, which the entomologist must expect when experimenting on

the public way. Here is a characteristic example. Ever since daybreak l

have been ambushed, sitting on a stone, at the bottom of a ravine. The

subject ofmy matutinal visit is the Languedocian Sphex. Three women,

vine-pickers, pass in a group, on the way to their work. They give a glance

at the man seated, apparently absorbed in reflection. At sunset, the same

pickers pass again, carrying their full baskets on their heads. The man is

still there, sitting on the same stone, with his eyes fixed on the same place.

My motionless attitude, my long persistency in remaining at that deserted

spot, must have impressed them deeply. As they passed by me, 1 saw one

ofthem tap her forehead and heard her whisper to the others:

“Un paourt inouce
'

nt
,
pe 'cai 're!”

And all three made the sign of the Cross.

An innocent, she had said, un inouce 'nt, an idiot, a poor creature,

quite harmless, but half-witted; and they had all made the sign of the

Cross, an idiot being to them one with God’s seal stamped upon him.

“How now!” thought I. “What a cruel mockery offate! You, who are so

laboriously seeking to discover what is instinct in the animal and what is

reason, you yourself do not even possess your reason in these good
women’s eyes! What a humiliating reflection!”

No matter: peca 'ire, that expression of supreme compassion, in the

Provencal dialect, pe'caire
, coming from the bottom of the heart, soon

made me forget inouce 'nt.
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It is in this ravine with its three grape-gathering women that I would

meet the reader, if he be not discouraged by the petty annoyances of

which I have given him a foretaste. The Languedocian Sphex frequents

these points, not in tribes congregating at the same spot when nest-

building work begins, but as solitary individuals, sparsely distributed,

settling wherever the chances of their vagabondage lead them. Even as

her kinswoman, the Yellow-winged Sphex, seeks the society ofher kind

and the animation ofa yard full ofworkers, the Languedocian Sphex prefers

isolation, quiet and solitude. Graver ofgait, more formal in her manners, of

a larger size and also more sombrely clad, she always lives apart, not

caring what others do, disdaining company, a genuine misanthrope among
the Sphegidae. The one is sociable, the other is not: a profound difference

which in itself is enough to characterize them.

This amounts to saying that, with the Languedocian Sphex, the

difficulties of observation increase. No long-meditated experiment is

possible in her case; nor, when the first attempts have failed, can one hope

to try them again, on the same occasion, with a second or a third subject

and so on. Ifyou prepare the materials for your observation in advance, if,

for instance, you have in reserve a piece of game which you propose to

substitute for that ofthe Sphex, it is to be feared, nay, it is almost certain

that the huntress will not appear; and, when she does come at last, your

materials are no longer fit for use and everything has to be improvised in

a hurry, that very moment, under conditions that are not always

satisfactory.

Let us take heart. The site is a first-rate one. Many a time already I have

surprised the Sphex here, sunning herselfon a vine-leaf. The insect, spread

out flat, is basking voluptuously in the heat and light. From time to time it

has a sort of frenzied outburst of pleasure: it quivers with content; it

rapidly taps its feet on its couch, producing a tattoo not unlike that ofrain

falling heavily on the leaf. The joyous thrum can be heard several feet

away. Then immobility begins again, soon followed by fresh nervous

commotion and by the whirling ofthe tarsi, a symbol ofsupreme felicity. I

have known some of these passionate sun-lovers suddenly to leave the

workyard, when the larva’s cave has been half-dug, and go to the nearest

vine to take a bath ofheat and light, after which they would comeback to

the burrow, as though reluctantly, just to give a perfunctory sweep and

soon end by knocking offwork, unable to resist the exquisite temptation

of luxuriating on the vine-leaves.
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It may be that the voluptuous couch is also an observatory, whence

the Wasp surveys the surrounding country in order to discover and select

her prey. Her exclusive game is the Ephippiger ofthe Vine, scattered here

and there on the branches or on any brambles hard by. The joint is a

substantial one, especially as the Sphex favours solely the females, whose

bellies are swollen with a mighty cluster ofeggs.

Let us take no notice of the repeated trips, the fruitless searches, the

tedium offrequent long waiting, but rather present the Sphex suddenly to

the reader as she herself appears to the observer. Here she is, at the

bottom of a sunken road with high, sandy banks. She comes on foot, but

gets help from her wings in dragging her heavy prize. The Ephippiger’s

antennae, long and slender as threads, are the hamessing-ropes. Holding

her head high, she grasps one of them in her mandibles. The antenna

gripped passes between her legs; and the game follows, turned over on its

back. Should the soil be too uneven and so offer resistance to this method

of carting, the Wasp clasps her unwieldly burden and carries it with very

short flights, interspersed, as often as possible, with journeys on foot. We
never see her undertake a sustained flight, for long distances, holding the

game in her legs, as is the practice ofthose expert aviators, the Bembeces

and Cerceres, far instance, who bear through the air for more than half a

mile their respective Flies or Weevils, a very light booty compared with the

huge Ephippiger. The overpowering weight of her capture compels the

Languedocian Sphex, to make the whole or nearly the whole journey on

foot, her method of transport being consequently slow and laborious.

The same reason, the bulk and weight of the prey, have entirely

reversed the usual order, which the Burrowing Wasps follow in their

operations. This order we know; it consists of first digging a burrow and

then stocking it with provisions. As the victim is not out of proportion to

the strength ofthe spoiler, it is quite simple to carry it flying, which means

that the Wasp can choose any site that she likes for her dwelling. She does

not mind how far afield she goes for her prey; once she has captured her

quarry, she comes flying home at a speed which makes questions ofdistance

quite immaterial. Hence she prefers as the site for her burrow the place

where she herselfwas bom, the place where her forebears lived; she here

inherits deep galleries, the accumulated work ofearlier generations; and,

by repairing them a little, she makes them serve as approaches to new
chambers, which are in this way better protected than they would be if

they depended upon the labours ofa single Wasp, who had to start boring
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from the surface each year. This happens, for instance, in the case ofthe

Great Cerceris and the Bee eating Philanthus. And, should the ancestral

abode not be strong enough to withstand the rough weather from one

year to the next and to be handed down to the offspring, should the

burrower have each time to start her tunnelling afresh, at least the Wasp
finds greater safety in places consecrated by the experience of her

forerunners. Consequently she goes there to dig her galleries, each of

which serves as a corridor to a group of cells, thus effecting an economy
in the aggregate labour expended upon the whole business ofthe laying.

In this way are formed not real societies, for there are no concerted

efforts towards a common object, but at least assemblies where the sight

ofher kinswomen and her neighbours doubtless puts heart into the labour

ofthe individual. We can observe, in fact these little tribes springing from

the same stock. The burrowers do their work alone, a difference in activity,

which reminds of the emulation prevailing in a crowded yard and the

indifference oflabourers who have to work in solitude. Action is contagious

in animals as in men; it is fired by its own example.

To sum up: when of a moderate weight for its captor, the prey can be

conveyed flying, to a great distance. The Wasp can then choose any site

that she pleases for her burrow. She adopts by preference the spot where

she was bom and uses each passage as a common corridor giving access

to several cells. The result of this meeting at a common birthplace is the

formation of groups, like turning to like, which is a source of friendly

rivalry. This first step towards social life comes from facilities for travelling.

Do not things happen in the same way with man, if I may be permitted the

comparison? When he has nothing but trackless paths, man builds a

solitary hut; when supplied with good roads, he and his fellows collect in

populous cities; when served by railways which, so to speak, annihilate

distance, they assemble in those immense human hives called London or

Paris.

The situation of the Languedocian Sphex is just the reverse. Her prey

is a heavy Ephippiger, a single dish representing by itselfthe sum total of

provisions, which the other free-booters amass on numerous journeys,

insect by insect. What the Cerceres and the other plunderers strong on

the wing accomplish by dividing the labour she does in a single journey.

The weight of the prey makes any distant flight impossible; it has to be

brought home slowly and laboriously, for it is a troublesome business to

cart things along the ground. This alone makes the site of the burrow
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dependent on the accidents of the chase: the prey comes first and the

dwelling next. So there is no assembling at a common meeting-place, no

association of kindred spirits, no tribes stimulating one another in their

work by mutual example, but isolation ih the particular spot where the

chances ofthe day have taken the Sphex, solitary labour, carried on without

animation though with unfailing diligence. First of all, the prey is sought

for, attacked, reduced to helplessness. Not until after that does the digger

trouble about the burrow. A favourable place is chosen, as near as possible

to the spot where the victim lies, so as to cut short the tedious work of

transport; and the chamber ofthe future larva is rapidly hollowed out and

at once receives the egg and the victuals. There you have an example of

the inverted method of the Languedocian Sphex, a method, as all my
observations go to prove, diametrically opposite to that of the other

Hymenoptera. I will give some ofthe more striking ofthese observations.

When caught digging, the Languedocian Sphex is always alone,

sometimes at the bottom of a dusty recess left by a stone that has dropped

out of an old wall, sometimes ensconced in the shelter formed by a flat,

projecting bit ofsandstone, a shelter much sought after by the fierce Eyed

Lizard to serve as an entrance-hall to his lair. The sun beats full upon it; it

is an oven. The soil, consisting of old dust that has fallen little by little

from the roof, is very easy to dig. The cell is soon scooped out with the

mandibles, those pincers, which are also used for digging, and the tarsi,

which serve as rubbish-rakes. Then the miner flies off, but with a slow

flight and no sudden display of wing-power, a manifest sign that the

insect is not contemplating a distant expedition. We can easily follow it

with our eyes and perceive the spot where it alights, usually ten or twelve

yards away. At other times it decides to walk. It goes offand makes hurriedly

for a spotwhere we will have the indiscretion to follow it, for our presence

does not trouble it at all. On reaching its destination, either on foot or on

the wing, it looks round for some time, as we gather from its undecided

attitude and itsjourneys hither and thither. It looks round; at last it finds or

rather retrieves something. The object recovered is an Ephippiger, half-

paralysed, but still moving her tarsi, antennae and ovipositor. She is a

victim, which the Sphex certainly stabbed not long ago with a few stings.

After the operation, the Wasp left her prey, an embarrassing burden amid
the suspense of house-hunting; she abandoned it perhaps on the very
spot where she captured it, contenting herselfwith making it more or less

conspicuous by placing it on some grass-tuft, in order to find it more
easily later; and, trusting to her good memory to return presently to the
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spot where the booty lies, she set out to explore the neighbourhood with

the object offinding a suitable site and there digging a burrow. Once the

home was ready, she came back to her prize, which she found again without

much hesitation, and she now prepares to lug it home. She bestrides the

victim, seizes one or both of the antennae and off she goes, tugging and

dragging with all the strength of her loins and jaws.

Sometimes, she has only to make onejourney: at other times and more

often, the carter suddenly plumps down her load and quickly runs home.

Perhaps it occurs to her that the entrance-door is not wide enough to

admit so substantial a morsel; perhaps she remembers some lack offinish

that might hamper the storing. And, in point offact, the worker does touch

up her work: she enlarges the doorway, smoothes the threshold, and

strengthens the ceiling. It is all done with a few strokes ofthe tarsi. Then

she returns to the Ephippiger, lying yonder, on her back, a few steps away.

The hauling begins again. On the road, the Sphex seems struck with a new

idea, which flashes through her quick brain. She has inspected the door,

but has not looked inside. Who knows if all is well in there? She hastens to

see, dropping the Ephippiger before she goes. The interior is inspected;

and apparently a few pats of the trowel are administered with the tarsi,

giving a last polish to the walls. Without lingering too long over these

delicate after touches, the Wasp goes back to her booty and harnesses

herselfto its antennae. Forward! Will thejourney be completed this time?

I would not answer for it. I have known a Sphex, more suspicious than the

others, perhaps, or more neglectful of the minor architectural details, to

repair her omissions, to dispel her doubts, by abandoning her prize on the

way five or six times running, in order to hurry to the burrow, which each

time was touched up a little or merely inspected within. It is true that

others make straight for their destination, without even stopping to rest. I

must also add that, when the Wasp goes home to improve the dwelling,

she does not fail to give a glance from a distance every now and then at

the Ephippiger over there, to make sure that nothing has happened to her.

This solicitude recalls that of the Sacred Beetle when he leaves the hall

which he is excavating in order to come and feel his beloved pellet and

bring it a little nearer to him.

The inference to be drawn from the details which I have related is

manifest. The fact that every Languedocian Sphex surprised in her mining-

operations, even though it be at the very beginning ofthe digging, at the

first stroke ofthe tarsus in the dust, afterwards, when the home is prepared.
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makes a short excursion, now on foot, anon flying, and invariably finds

herself in possession of a victim already stabbed, already paralysed,

compels us to conclude, in all certainty, that this Wasp does her work as a

huntress first and as a burrower after, so that the place of the capture

decides the place ofdie home.

This reversal of procedure, which causes the food to be prepared

before the larder, whereas hitherto we have seen the larder come before

the food, I attribute to the weight ofthe Sphex’ prey, a prey which it is not

possible to carry far through the air. It is not that the Languedocian Sphex

is ill-built for flight: on the contrary, she can soar magnificently; but the

prey which she hunts would weigh her down if she had no other support

than her wings. She needs the support ofthe ground for her hauling work,

in which she displays wonderful strength. When laden with her prey, she

always goes afoot, or takes but very short flights, even under conditions

when flight would save her time and trouble. I will quote an instance taken

from my latest observations on this curious Wasp.

A Sphex appears unexpectedly, coming I know not whence. She is on

foot, dragging her Ephippiger, a capture which apparently she has made

that moment in the neighbourhood. In the circumstances, it behoves her

to dig herselfa burrow. The site is as bad as bad can be. It is a well-beaten

path, hard as stone. The Sphex, who has no time to make laborious

excavations, because the already captured prize must he stored as quickly

as possible, the Sphex wants soft ground, wherein the larva’s chamber can

be contrived in one short spell ofwork. I have described her favourite soil,

namely, the dust of years which has accumulated at the bottom of some

hole in a wall or of some little shelter under the rocks. Well, the Sphex

whom I am now observing stops at the foot of a house with a newly

whitewashed front some twenty to twenty-five feet high. Her instinct tells

her that up there, under the red tiles ofthe roof, she will find nooks rich in

old dust. She leaves her prey at the foot of the house and flies up to the

roof. For some time, I see her looking here, there and everywhere. After

finding a proper site, she begins to work under the curve of a pantile. In

ten minutes or fifteen at most, the home is ready. The insect now flies

down again. The Ephippiger is promptly found. She has to be taken up.

Will this be done on the wing, as circumstances seem to demand? Not at

all. The Sphex adopts the toilsome method of scaling a perpendicular wall,

with a surface smoothed by the mason’s— trowel and measuring twenty

to twenty-five feet in height. Seeing her take this road, dragging the game
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between her legs, I at first think the feat impossible; but I am soon reassured

as to the outcome of the bold attempt. Getting a foot-hold on the little

roughnesses in the mortar, the plucky insect, despite the hindrance of her

heavy load, walks up this vertical plane with the same assured gait and the

same speed as on level ground. The top is reached without the least

accident; and the prey is laid temporarily on the edge ofthe roof, upon the

rounded back of a tile. While the digger gives a finishing touch to die

burrow, the badly-balanced prey slips and drops to the foot of the wall.

The thing must be done all over again and once more by laboriously

climbing the height. The same mistake is repeated. Again the prey is

incautiously left on the curved tile, again it slips and again it falls to the

ground. With a composure which accidents such as these cannot disturb,

the Sphex for the third time hoists up the Ephippiger by scaling the wall

and, better-advised, drags her forthwith right into the home.

As even under these conditions no attempt has been made to carry

the prey on the wing, it is clear that the Wasp is incapable of long flight

with so heavy a load. To this incapacity we owe the few characteristics

that form the subject ofthis chapter. A quarry that is not too big to permit

the effort offlying makes ofthe Yellow-winged Sphex a semi-social species,

that is to say, one seeking the company ofher fellows; a quarry too heavy

to carry through the air makes ofthe Languedocian Sphex a species vowed

to solitary labour, a sort of savage disdainful of the pleasures that come
from the proximity ofone’s kind. The lighter or heavier weight ofthe game
selected here determines the fundamental character of the huntress.



V

The Wisdom of Instinct

Continuing his questioning of the Sphex “through the language of

experiment, ” Fabre is seen in this chapter in the midst of classic

researches into the nature ofinstinct. It was in thisfield that he made his

greatest contributions to science. THE HUNTING WASPS is also the

source ofthis selection.

TO PARALYSE HER PREY, the Languedocian Sphex, I have no doubt,

pursues the method ofthe Cricket-huntress and drives her lancet repeatedly

into the Ephippiger’s breast in order to strike the ganglia ofthe thorax. The
process ofwounding the nerve-centres must be familiar to her; and I am
convinced beforehand ofher consummate skill in that scientific operation.

This is an art thoroughly known to all the Hunting Wasps, who carry a

poisoned dart that has not been given them in vain. At the same time, I

must confess that 1 have never yet succeeded in witnessing the deadly

performance. This omission is due to the solitary life led by the

Languedocian Sphex.-

When a number of burrows are dug on a common site and then

provisioned, one has but to wait on the spot to see how one huntress and

now another arrive with the game which they have caught. It is easy in

these circumstances to try upon the new arrivals the substitution ofa live

prey for the doomed victim and to repeat the experiment as often as we
wish. Besides, the certainty that we shall not lack subjects ofobservation,

as and when wanted, enables us to arrange everything in advance. With
the Languedocian Sphex, these conditions of success do not exist. To set

out expressly to look for her, with one’s material prepared, is almost useless,

as the solitary insect is scattered one by one over vast expanses ofground.
Moreover, ifyou do come upon her, it will most often be in an idle hour and
you will get nothing out of her. As 1 said before, it is nearly always

unexpectedly, when your thoughts are elsewhere engaged, that the Sphex
appears, dragging her Ephippiger after her.

This is the moment, the only propitious moment to attempt a
substitution of prey and invite the huntress to let you witness her lancet-

thrust Quick, let us procure an alternative morsel, a live Ephippiger! Hurry,

time presses; in a few minutes, the burrow will have received the victuals

and the glorious occasion will be lost! Must I speak ofmy mortification at
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these moments of good fortune, the mocking bait held out by chance?

Here, before my eyes, is matter for interesting observations; and I cannot

profit by it! I cannot surprise the Sphex’ secret for the lack ofsomething to

offer her in the place ofher prize! Try it for yourself, try setting out in quest

of an alternative piece with only a few minutes at your disposal, when it

took me three days of wild running about before I found Weevils for my
Cerceres! And yet I made the desperate experiment twice over. Ah, ifthe

keeper had caught me this time, tearing like mad through the vineyards,

what a good opportunity it would have been for crediting me with robbery

and having me up before the magistrate! Vine-branches and clusters of

grapes: not a thing did I respect in my mad rush, hampered by the trailing

shoots. I must have an Ephippiger at all costs; 1 must have him that moment.

And once 1 did get my Eph ippiger during one ofthese frenzied expeditions.

I was radiant with joy, never suspecting the bitter disappointment in store

forme.

If only I arrive in time, if only the Sphex be still engaged'in transport

work! Thank heaven, everything is in my favour! The Wasp is still some

distance away from her burrow and still dragging her prize along. With my
forceps 1 pull gently at it from behind. The huntress resists, stubbornly

clutches the antennae of her victim and refuses to let go. 1 pull harder,

even drawing the carter back as well; it makes no difference: the Sphex

does not loose her hold. I have with me a pair of sharp scissors, belonging

to my little entomological case. I use them and promptly cut the harness-

ropes, the Ephippiger’s long antennae. The Sphex continues to move
ahead, but soon stops, astonished at the sudden decrease in the weight of

the burden which she is trailing, for this burden is now reduced merely to

the two antennae, snipped offby my mischievous wiles. The real load, the

heavy, pot-bellied insect, remains behind and is instantly replaced by my
live specimen. The Wasp turns round, lets go the ropes that now draw

nothing after them and retraces her steps. She comes face to face with the

prey substituted for her own. She examines it, walks round it gingerly, then

stops, moistens her foot with saliva and begins to wash her eyes. In this

attitude of meditation, can some such thought as the following pass

through her mind:

“Come now! Am I awake or am I asleep? Do I know what I am about or

do 1 not? That thing’s not mine. Who or what is trying to humbug me?”

At any rate, the Sphex shows no great hurry to attack my prey with her

mandibles. She keeps away from it and shows not the smallest wish to
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seize it. To excite her, I offer the insect to her in my fingers; I almost thrust

the antennae under her teeth. 1 know that she does not suffer from shyness;

I know that she will come and take from your fingers, without hesitation,

the prey, which you have snatched from her and afterwards present to her.

But what is this? Scorningmy offers, the Sphex retreats instead ofsnapping

up what 1 place within her reach. I put down the Ephippiger, who, obeying

a thoughtless impulse, unconscious ofdanger, goes straight to his assassin.

Now we shall see! Alas, no: the Sphex continues to recoil, like a regular

coward, and ends by flying away. I never saw her again. Thus ended, to

my confusion, an experiment that had filled me with such enthusiasm.

Later and by degrees, as I inspected an increasing number ofburrows,

1 came to understand my failure and the obstinate refusal of the Sphex. 1

always found the provisions to consist, without a single exception, of a

female Ephippiger, harbouring in her belly a copious and succulent cluster

of eggs. This appears to be the favourite food of the grubs. Well, in my
hurried rush through the vines, I had laid my hands on an Ephippiger of

the other sex. 1 was offering the Sphex a male. More far-seeing than 1 in this

important question of provender, the Wasp would have nothing to say to

my game:

“A male, indeed ! Is that a dinner for my larva? What do you take them

for?”

What nice discrimination they have, these dainty epicures, who are

able to differentiate between the tender flesh of the female and the

comparatively dry flesh ofthe males! What an unerring glance, which can

distinguish at once between the two sexes, so much alike in shape and

colour! The female carries a sword at the tip of her abdomen, the ovipositor

wherewith the eggs are buried in the ground; and that is about the only

external difference between her and the male. This distinguishing feature

never escapes the perspicacious Sphex; and that is why, in my experiment,

the Wasp rubbed her eyes, hugely puzzled at beholding swordless a prey,

which she well knew carried a sword when she caught it. What must not

have passed through her little Sphex brain at the sight of this

transformation?

Let us now watch the Wasp when, having prepared the burrow, she

goes back for her victim, which, after its capture and the operation that

paralysed it, she has left at no great distance. The Ephippiger is in a

condition similar to that of the Cricket sacrificed by the Yellow-winged

Sphex, a condition proving for certain that stings have been driven into
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her thoracic ganglia. Nevertheless, a good many movements still continue;

but they are disconnected, though endowed with certain vigour. Incapable

of standing on its legs, the insect lies on its side or on its back. It flutters

its long antenna: and also its palpi; it opens and closes its mandibles and

bites as hard as in the normal state. The abdomen heaves rapidly and

deeply. The ovipositor is brought back sharply under the belly, against

which it almost lies flat. The legs stir, but languidly and irregularly; the

middle legs seem more torpid than the others. Ifpricked with a needle, the

whole body shudders convulsively; efforts are made to get up and walk,

.but without success. In short, the insect would be full of life, but for its

inability to move about or even to stand upon its legs. We have here

therefore a wholly local paralysis, a paralysis ofthe legs, or rather a partial

abolition and ataxia of their movements. Can this very incomplete inertia

be caused by some special arrangement ofthe victim's nervous system, or

does it come from this, that the Wasp perhaps administers only a single

prick, instead of stinging each ganglion of the thorax, as the Cricket-

huntress does? 1 cannot tell.

Still, for all its shivering, its convulsions, its disconnected movements,

the victim is none the less incapable of hurting the larva that is meant to

devour it. I have taken from the burrow ofthe Sphex Ephippigers struggling

just as lustily as when they were first half-paralysed; and nevertheless the

feeble grub, hatched but a few hours since, was digging its teeth into the

gigantic victim in all security; the dwarf was biting into the colossus

without danger to itself. This striking result is due to the spot selected by

the mother for laying her egg. I have already said how the Yellow-winged

Sphex glues her egg to the Cricket’s breast, a little to one side, between the

first and second pair of legs. Exactly the same place is chosen by the

White-edged Sphex; and a similar place, a little farther back, towards the

root of one of the large hind-thighs, is adopted by the Languedocian

Sphex, all three thus giving proof, by this uniformity, of wonderful

discernment in picking out the spot where the egg is bound to be safe.

Consider the Ephippiger pent in the burrow. She lies stretched upon

her back, absolutely incapable of turning. In vain, she struggles, in vain

she writhes: the disordered movements of her legs are lost in space, the

room being too wide to afford them the support of its walls. The grub cares

nothing for the victim’s convulsions: it is at a spot where naught can reach

it, not tarsi, nor mandibles, nor ovipositor, nor antennae; a spot absolutely

stationary, devoid ofso much as a surface tremor. It is in perfect safety, on
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the sole condition that the Ephippiger cannot shift her position, turn over,

get upon her feet; and this one condition is admirably fulfilled.

But, with several heads ofgame, all in the same stage ofparalysis, the

larva’s dangerwould be great. Though it would have nothing to fear ftom

the insect first attacked, because of its position out of the reach of its

victim, it would have every occasion to dread the proximity ofthe others,

which, stretching their legs at random, might strike it and rip it open with

their spurs. This is perhaps the reason why the Yellow-winged Sphex, who

heaps up three or four Crickets in the same cell, practically annihilates all

movement in its victims, whereas the Languedocian Sphex, victualling

each burrow with a single piece ofgame, leaves her Ephippigers the best

part oftheir power ofmotion and contents herselfwith making it impossible

for them to change their position or stand upon their legs. She may thus,

though I cannot say so positively, economize her dagger-thrusts.

While the only half-paralysed Ephippiger cannot imperil the larva,

fixed on a part of the body where resistance is impossible, the case is

different with the Sphex, who has to cart her prize home. First, having still,

to a great extent, preserved the use of its tarsi, the victim clutches with

these at any blade of.grass encountered on the road along which it is

being dragged; and this produces an obstacle to the hauling process

which is difficult to overcome. The Sphex, already heavily burdened by

the weight ofher load, is liable to exhaust herselfwith her efforts to make

the other insect relax its desperate grip in grassy places. But this is the

least serious drawback. The Ephippiger preserves the complete use ofher

mandibles, which snap and bite with their customary vigour. Now what

these terrible nippers have in front ofthem is just the slender body ofthe

enemy, at atime when she is in her hauling attitude. The antennae, in fact,

are grasped not far from their roots, so that the mouth ofthe victim dragged

along on its back faces either the thorax or the abdomen ofthe Sphex, who,

standing high on her long legs, takes good care, 1 am convinced, not to be

caught in the mandibles yawning underneath her. At all events, a moment
of forgetfulness, a slip, the merest trifle can bring her within the reach of
two powerful nippers, which would not neglect the opportunity oftaking

a pitiless vengeance. In the more difficult cases at any rate, ifnot always,

the action of those formidable pincers must be done away with; and the

fish-hooks of the legs must be rendered incapable of increasing their

resistance to the process of transport.

How will the Sphex go to work to obtain this result? Here man, even
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the man ofscience, would hesitate, v/ould waste his time in barren efforts

and would perhaps abandon all hope of success. He can come and take

one lesson from the Sphex. She, without ever being taught it, without ever

seeing it practised by others, understands her surgery through and

through. She knows the most delicate mysteries of the physiology ofthe

nerves, or rather she behaves as if she did. She knows that under her

victim’s skull there is a circlet ofnervous nuclei, something similar to the

brain ofthe higher animals. She knows that this main centre ofinnervation

controls the action ofthe mouth-parts and moreover is the seat ofthe will,

without whose orders not a single muscle acts; lastly, she knows that, by

injuring this sort of brain, she will cause all resistance to cease, the insect

no longer possessing any will to resist. As for the mode ofoperating, this

is the easiest matter in the world to her; and, when we have been taught in

her school, we are free to try her process in our turn. The instrument

employed is no longer the sting; the insect, in its wisdom, has deemed

compression preferable to a poisoned thrust. Let us accept its decision,

for we shall see presently how prudent it is to he convinced of our own
ignorance in the presence ofthe animal’s knowledge. Lest by editing my
account I should fail to give a true impression ofthe sublime talent ofthis

masterly operator, 1 here copy out my note as I pencilled it on the spot,

immediately after the stirring spectacle.

The Sphex finds that her victim is offering too much resistance, hooking

itself here and there to blades of grass. She then stops to perform upon it

the following curious operation, a sort ofcoup de grace. The Wasp, still

astride her prey, forces open the articulation of the neck, high up, at the

nape. Then she seizes the neck with her mandibles and, without making

any external wound, probes as far forward as possible under the skull, so

as to seize and chew up the ganglia of the head. When this operation is

done, the victim is utterly motionless, incapable of the least resistance,

whereas previously the legs, though deprived of the power of connected

movement needed for walking, vigorously opposed the process oftraction.

There is the fact in all its eloquence. With the points of its mandibles,

the insect, while leaving uninjured the thin and supple membrane of the

neck, goes rummaging into the skull and munching the brain. There is no

effusion ofblood, no wound, but simply an external pressure. Ofcourse, 1

kept for my own purposes the Ephippigei paralysed before my eyes, in

order to ascertain the effects ofthe operation at my leisure; also ofcourse,

1 hastened to repeat in my turn, upon live Ephippigers, what the Sphex had
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just taught me. I will here compare my results with the Wasp’s.

Two Ephippigers whose cervical ganglia I squeeze and compress with

a forceps fall rapidly into a state resembling that of the victims of the

Sphex. Only, they grate their cymbals if I tease them with a needle; and the

legs still retain a few disordered and languid movements. The difference

no doubt is due to the fact that my patients were not previously injured in

their thoracic ganglia, as were those ofthe Sphex, who were first stung on

the breast. Allowing for this important condition, we see that I was none

too bad a pupil and that I imitated pretty closely my teacher ofphysiology,

the Sphex. I confess, it was not without a certain satisfaction that I

succeeded in doing almost as well as the insect with her prey.

As well? What am I talking about? Wait a bit and you shall see that 1

still have much to learn from the Sphex. For what happens is that my two

patients very soon die: 1 mean, they really die; and, in four or five days, I

have nothing but putrid corpses before my eyes. And the Wasp’s

Ephippiger? I need hardly say that the Wasp’s Ephippiger, even ten days

after the operation, is perfectly fresh, just as she will be required by the

larva for which she has been destined. Nay, more: only a few hours after

the operation under the skull, there reappeared, as though nothing had

occurred, the disorderly movements ofthe legs, antenna: palpi, ovipositor

and mandibles; in a word, the insect returned to the condition wherein it

was before the Sphex bit its brain. And these movements were kept up

after, though they became feebler every day. The Sphex had merely reduced

her victim to a passing state of torpor, lasting amply long enough to

enable her to bring it home without resistance; and 1, who thought myself

her rival, was but a clumsy and barbarous butcher: I killed my prize. She,

with her inimitable dexterity, shrewdly compressed the brain to produce a

lethargy of a few hours; I, brutal through ignorance, perhaps crushed

under my forceps that delicate organ, the main seat of life. If anything

could prevent me from blushing at my defeat, it would be the conviction

that very few, ifany, could vie with these clever ones in cleverness.

Ah, I now understand why the Sphex does not use her sting to injure

the cervical ganglia! A drop of poison injected here, at the center of vital

force, would destroy the whole nervous system; and death would follow

soon after. But it is not death that the huntress wishes to obtain; the larvae

have not the least use for dead game, for a corpse, in short, smelling of

corruption; and all that she wants to bring about is a lethargy, a passing

torpor, which will put a stop to the victim’s resistance during the carting
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process, this resistance being difficult to overcome and moreover

dangerous for the Sphex.

The torpor is obtained by a method known in laboratories of

experimental physiology: compression ofthe brain. The Sphex acts like a

Flourens, who, laying bare an animal's brain and bearing upon the cerebral

mass, forthwith suppresses intelligence, will, sensibility and movement.

The pressure is removed; and everything reappears. Even so do the remains

of the Ephippiger’s life reappear, as the lethargic effects of a skilfully-

directed pressure pass off. The ganglia ofthe skull, squeezed between the

mandibles but without fatal contusions, gradually recover their activity

and put an end to the general torpor. Admit that it is all alarmingly scientific.

Fortune has her entomological whims: you run after her and catch no

glimpse of her; you forget about her and behold, she comes tapping at

your door! How vainly 1 watched and waited, how many uselessjourneys

I made to see the Languedocian Sphex sacrifice her Ephippigers! Twenty

years pass; these pages are in the printer’s hands; and, one day early this

month, on the 8th of August 1 878, my son Emile comes rushing into my
study:

“Quick!” he shouts. “Come quick: there’s a Sphex dragging her prey

under the plane-trees, outside the yard!”

Emile knew all about the business, from what I had told him, to amuse

him when we used to sit up late, and better still from similar incidents,

which he had witnessed in our life out of doors. He is right. I run out and

see a magnificent Languedocian Sphex dragging a paralysed Ephippiger

by the antennae. She is making for the hen-house close by and seems

anxious to scale the wall, with the object of fixing her burrow under some

tile on the roof; for, a few years ago, in the same place, I saw a Sphex ofthe

same species accomplish the ascent with her game and make her home
under the arch of a badly-joined tile. Perhaps the present Wasp is

descended from the one who performed that arduous climb.

A like feat seems about to be repeated; and this time before numerous

witnesses, for all the family, working under the shade of the plane-trees,

come and form a circle around the Sphex, They wonder at the

unceremonious boldness ofthe insect, which is not diverted from its work

by a gallery of onlookers; all are struck by its proud.and lusty bearing, as,

with raised head and the victim's antennae firmly gripped its mandibles, it

drags the enormous burden after it. 1, alone among the spectators, feel a

twinge of regret at the sight:
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“Ah, ifonly I had some live Ephippigers!” I cannot help saying, with

not the least hope ofseeing my wish realized.

“Live Ephippigers?” replies Emile. “Why, 1 have some perfectly fresh

ones, caught this morning.”

He dashes upstairs, four steps at a time, and runs to his little den,

where a fence of dictionaries encloses a park for the rearing ofsome fine

caterpillars ofthe Spurge Hawk moth. He brings me three Ephippigers, the

best that I could wish for, two females and a male.

How did these insects come to be at hand, at the moment when they

were wanted, for an experiment tried in vain twenty years ago? That is

another story. A Lesser Grey Shrike had nested in one of the tall plane

trees ofthe avenue. Now a few days earlier, the mistral, the brutal northwest

wind ofour parts, blew with such violence as to bend the branches as well

as the reeds; and the nest, turned upside down by the swaying of its

support, had dropped its contents, four small birds. Next morning, I found

the brood upon the ground; three were killed by the fall, the fourth was

still alive. The survivor was entrusted to the cares of Emile, who went

Cricket-hunting twice a day on the neighbouring grass-plots for the benefit

of his young charge. But Crickets are small and the nursling’s appetite

called for many of them. Another dish was preferred, the Ephippiger, of

whom a stock was collected from time to time among the stalks and prickly

leaves ofthe eryngo. The three insects which Emile brought me came from

the Shrike’s larder. My pity for the fallen nestling had procured me this

unhoped for success.

After making the circle of spectators stand back so as to leave the field

clear for the Sphex, I take away her prey with a pair ofpincers and at once

give her in exchange one ofmy Ephippigers, carrying a sword at the end of

her belly, like the game which I have abstracted. The dispossessed Wasp
stamps her feet two or three times; and that is the only sign of impatience,

which she gives. She goes for her new prey, which is too stout, too obese

even to try to avoid pursuit, grips it with her mandibles by the saddle-

shaped corselet, gets astride and, curving her abdomen, slips the end of it

under the Ephippiger’s thorax. Here, no dpubt, some stings are

administered, though I am unable to state it exactly, because ofthe difficulty

ofobservation. The Ephippiger, a peaceable victim, suffers herself to be

operated on without resistance; she is like the silly Sheep ofour slaughter-

houses. The Sphex takes her time and wields her lancet with a deliberation.
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which favours accuracy ofaim. So far, the observer has nothing to complain

of; but the prey touches the ground with its breast and belly and exactly

what happens underneath escapes his eye. As for interfering and lifting

the Ephippiger a little, so as to see better, that must not be thought of: the

murderess would resheathe her weapon and retire. The act that follows is

easy to observe. After stabbing the thorax, the tip ofthe abdomen appears

under the victim’s neck, which the operator forces open by pressing the

nape. At this point, the sting probes with marked persistency, as if the

prick administered here were more effective than elsewhere. One would be
inclined to think that the nerve-centre attacked is the lower part of the

aesophageal chain; but the continuance ofmovement in the mouth-parts

—

the mandibles, jaws and palpi—controlled by this seat of innervation

shows that such is not the case. Through the neck, the Sphex reaches

simply the ganglia ofthe thorax, or at any rate the first ofthem, which is

more easily accessible through the thin skin ofthe neck than through the

integuments of the chest.

And in a moment it is all over. Without the least shiver denoting pain,

the Ephippiger becomes henceforth an inert mass. I remove the Sphex’

patient for the second time and replace it by the other female at my disposal.

The same proceedings are repeated, followed by the same result. The

Sphex has performed her skilful surgery thrice over, almost in immediate

succession, first with her own prey and then with my substitutes. Will she

do so a fourth time with the male Ephippiger whom I still have left? I have

my doubts, not because the Wasp is tired, but because the game does not

suit her. I have never seen her with any prey but females, who, crammed

with eggs, are the food which the larvas appreciate above all others. My
suspicion is well-founded; deprived ofher capture, the Sphex stubbornly

refuses the male whom I offer to her. She runs hither and thither, with

hurried steps, in search of the vanished game; three or four times, she

goes up to the Ephippiger, walks round him, casts a scornful glance at him;

and at last she flies away. He is not what her larvae want; experiment

demonstrates this once again after an interval of twenty years.

The three females stabbed, two ofthem before my eyes, remain in my
possession. In each case, all the legs are completely paralysed. Whether

lying naturally, on its belly or on its back or side, the insect retains

indefinitely whatever position we give it. A continued fluttering of the

antennae, few intermittent pulsations of the belly and the play of the
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mouth-parts are the only signs of life. Movement is destroyed but not

susceptibility; for, at the least prick administered to a thin-skinned spot,

the whole body gives a slight shudder. Perhaps, some day, physiology

will find in such victims the material for valuable work on the functions of

the nervous system. The Wasp’s sting, so incomparably skilful at striking

a particular point and administering a wound which affects that point

alone, will supplement, with immense advantage, the experimenter’s brutal

scalpel, which rips open where it ought to give merely a light touch.

Meanwhile, here are the results, which 1 have obtained from the three

victims, but in another direction.

As only the movement of the legs has been destroyed, without any

wound save that ofthe nerve-centres, which are the seat ofthat movement,

the insect must die of inanition and not of its injuries. The experiment was

conducted as follows: two sound and healthy Ephippigers, just as 1 picked

them up in the fields, were imprisoned without food, one in the dark, the

other in the light. The second died in four days, the first in five. This

difference ofa day is easily explained. In the light, the insect made greater

exertions to recover its liberty; and, as every movement of the animal

machine is accompanied by a corresponding expenditure of energy, a

greater sum total ofactivity has involved a more rapid consumption ofthe

reserve force ofthe organism. In the light, there is more restlessness and

a shorter life; in the dark, less restlessness and a longer life, while no food

at all was taken in either case.

One ofmy three stabbed Ephippigers was kept in the dark, fasting. In

her case, there were not only the conditions of complete abstinence and

darkness, but also the serious wounds inflicted by the Sphex; and

nevertheless for seventeen days 1 saw her continually waving her antennae.

As long as this sort ofpendulum keeps on swinging, the clock of life does

not stop. On the eighteenth day, the creature ceased its antennary

movements and died. The badly wounded insect therefore lived, under

the same conditions, four times as long as the insect that was untouched.

What seemed as though it should be a cause of death was really a cause

oflife.

Howeverparadoxical itmay seem at first sight, this result is exceedingly

simple. When untouched, the insect exerts itself and consequently uses

up itsresave. When paralysed, it has merely the feeble, internal movements,

which are inseparable from any organism; and its substance is economized

in proportion to the weakness ofthe action displayed. In the first case, the
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animal machine is at work and wears itself out; in the second, it is at rest

and saves itself. There being no nourishment now to repair the waste, the

moving insect spends its nutritive reserves in four days and dies; the

motionless insect does not spend them and lives for eighteen days. Life is

a continual dissolution, the physiologists tell us; and the Sphex’ victims

give us the neatest possible demonstration of the fact.

One remark more. Fresh food is absolutely necessary for the Wasp’s

larvae. If the prey were warehoused in the burrow intact, in four or five

days it would be a corpse abandoned to corruption; and the scarce-hatched

grub would find nothing to live upon but a putrid mass. Pricked with the

sting, however, it can keep alive for two or three weeks, a period more than

long enough to allow the egg to hatch and the larva to grow. The paralysing

of the victim therefore has a twofold result: first, the living dish remains

motionless and the safety ofthe delicate grub is not endangered; secondly,

the meat keeps good a long time and thus ensures wholesome food for the

larva. Man’s logic, enlightened by science, could discover nothing better.

My two other Ephippigers stung by the Sphex were kept in the dark

with food. To feed inert insects, hardly differing from corpses except by

the perpetual waving oftheir long antennae, seems at first an impossibility;

still, the play of the mouth-parts gave me some hope and I tried. My
success exceeded my anticipations. There was no question here, ofcourse,

of giving them a lettuce-leaf or any other piece of green stuff on which

they might have browsed in their normal state; they were feeble

valetudinarians, who needed spoon-feeding, so to speak, and supporting

with liquid nourishment. I used sugar-and-water.

Laying the insect on its back, I place a drop of the sugary fluid on its

mouth with a straw. The palpi at once begin to stir; the mandibles andjaws

move. The drop is swallowed with evident satisfaction, especially after a

somewhat prolonged fast. 1 repeat the dose until it is refused. The meal

takes place once a day, sometimes twice, at irregular intervals, lest I should

become too much of a slave to my patients. Well, one of the Ephippigers

lived for twenty-one days on this meagre fare. It was not much, compared

with the eighteen days of the one whom I had left to die of starvation.

True, the insect had twice had a bad fall, having dropped from the

experimenting-table to the floor owing to some piece ofawkwardness on

my part. The bruises, which it received, must have hastened its end. The

other, which suffered no accidents, lived for forty days. As the nourishment

employed, sugar-and-water, could not indefinitely take the place of the
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natural green food, it is very likely that the insect would have lived longer

still if die usual diet had been possible. And so the point which I had in

view is proved: the victims stung by the Digger-wasps die of starvation

and not of their wounds.
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VI

The Ignorance of Instinct

As was often the case with Fabre ’s major researches, thefield-notes

ofmany successive summers were combined to give thefinal picture of

the wisdom and the ignorance of the instinctive acts ofthe Sphex. The

Bee-eating Philanthi, mentioned in this chapter are also hunting wasps.

Several species arefound in America,
all ofthem preying on bees and in

some instances becoming serious problems around apiaries. This section

originallyformed ChapterXofTHEHUNTING WASPS.

THE SPHEX HAS SHOWN US how infallibly and with what

transcendental art she acts when guided by the unconscious inspiration

of her instinct; she is now going to show us how poor she is in resource,

how limited in intelligence, how illogical even, in circumstances outside of

her regular routine. By a strange inconsistency, characteristic of the

instinctive faculties, profound wisdom is accompanied by an ignorance

no less profound. To instinct nothing is impossible, however great the

difficultymay be. In building her hexagonal cells, with their floors consisting

of three lozenges, the Bee solves with absolute precision the arduous

problem ofhow to achieve the maximum result at a minimum cost, a problem

whose solution by man would demand a powerful mathematical mind. The

Wasps whose larvae live on prey display in their murderous art methods

hardly rivalled by those of a man versed in the intricacies ofanatomy and

physiology. Nothing is difficult to instinct, so long as the act is not outside

the unvarying cycle of animal existence; on the other hand, nothing is

easy to instinct, ifthe act is at all removed from the course usually pursued.

The insect which astounds us, which terrifies us with its extraordinary

intelligence, surprises us, the next moment, with its stupidity, when

confronted with some simple fact that happens to lie outside its ordinary

practice. The Sphex will supply us with a few instances.

Let us follow her dragging her Ephippiger home. Iffortune smile upon

us, we may witness some such little scene as that which I will now describe.

When entering her shelter under the rock, where she has made her burrow,

the Sphex finds, perched on a blade of grass, a Praying Mantis, a

carnivorous insect which hides cannibal habits under a pious appearance.

The danger threatened by this robber ambushed on her path must be

known to the Sphex, for she lets go her game and pluckily rushes upon the
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Mantis, to inflict some heavy blows and dislodge her, or at all events to

frighten her and inspire her with respect. The robber does not move, but

closes her lethal machinery, the two terrible saws ofthe arm and forearm.

The Sphex goes back to her capture, harnesses herself to the antennae

and boldly passes under the blade ofgrass whereon the other sits perched.

By the direction of her head we can see that she is on her guard and that

she holds the enemy rooted, motionless, under the menace of her eyes.

Her courage meets with the reward, which it deserves: the prey is stored

away without further mishap.

A word more on the Praying Mantis, or, as they say in Provence, iou

Pre ’go Die ’ou, the Pray-to-God. Her long, pale-green wings, like spreading

veils, her head raised heavenwards, her folded arms, crossed upon her

breast, are in fact a sort of travesty of a nun in ecstasy. And yet she is a

ferocious creature, loving carnage. Though not her favourite spots, the

work-yards ofthe various Digger wasps receive her visits pretty frequently.

Posted near the burrows, on some bramble or other, she waits for chance

to bring within her reach some ofthe arrivals, forming a double capture for

her, as she seizes both the huntress and her prey. Her patience is long put

to the test: the Wasp suspects something and is on her guard; still, from

time to time, a rash one gets caught. With a sudden rustle of wings half-

unfurled as by the violent release of a clutch, the Mantis terrifies the

newcomer, who hesitates for a moment, in her fright. Then, with the

sharpness of a spring, the toothed fore-arm folds back on the toothed

upper arm; and the insect is caught between the blades ofthe double saw.

It is as though thejaws ofa Wolf-trap were closing on the animal that had

nibbled at its bait. Thereupon, without unloosing the cruel machine, the

Mantis gnaws her victim by small mouthfuls. Such are the ecstasies, the

prayers, the meditations of the Pre ’go Die ou.

Of the scenes of carnage, which the Praying Mantis has left in my
memory, let me relate one. The thing happens in front of a work-yard of

Bee-eating Philanthi. These diggers feed their larva on Hive-bees, whom
they catch on the flowers while gathering pollen and honey. Ifthe Philanthus

who has made a capture feels that her Bee is swollen with honey, she

never fails, before storing her, to squeeze her crop, either on the way or at

the entrance of the dwelling, so as to make her disgorge the delicious

syrup, which she drinks by licking the tongue which her unfortunate

victim, in her death- agony, sticks out of her mouth at full length. This

profanation ofa dying creature, whose enemy squeezes its belly to empty
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it and feast on the contents, has something so hideous about it that I

should denounce the Philanthus as a brutal murderess, if animals were

capable of wrongdoing. At the moment ofsome such horrible banquet, 1

have seen the Wasp, with her prey, seized by the Mantis: the bandit was

rifled by another bandit. And here is an awful detail: while the Mantis held

her transfixed under the points ofthe double saw and was already munching

her belly, the Wasp continued to lick the honey of her Bee, unable to

relinquish the delicious food even amid the terrors ofdeath. Let us hasten

to cast a veil over these horrors.

We will return to the Sphex, with whose burrow we must make ourselves

acquainted before we go further. This burrow is a hole made in fine sand,

or rather in a sort of dust at the bottom of a natural shelter. Its entrance-

passage is very short, merely an inch or two, without a bend, and leads to

a single, roomy, oval chamber. The whole thing is a rough den, hastily dug

out, rather than a leisurely and artistically, excavated dwelling. 1 have

explained that the reason for this simplicity is that the game is captured

First and set down for a moment on the hunting-field while the Wasp
hurriedly makes a burrow in the vicinity, a method of procedure which

allows ofbut one chamber or cell to each retreat. For who can tell whither

the chances ofthe day will lend the huntress for her second capture? The

prisoner is heavy and the burrow must therefore he near; so today’s home,

which is too far away for the next Ephippiger to be conveyed to it, cannot

be utilized tomorrow. Thus, as each prey is caught, there is a fresh

excavation, a fresh burrow, with its single chamber, now here, now there.

Having said this, we will try a few experiments to see how the insect

behaves when we create circumstances new to it.

Experiment I

A Sphex, dragging her prey along, is a few inches from the burrow.

Without disturbing her, I cut with a pair of scissors the Ephippiger’s

antennae, which the Wasp, as we know, uses for harness-ropes. On
recovering from the surprise caused by the sudden lightening ofher Load,

the Sphex goes back to her victim and, without hesitation, now seizes the

root of the antenna, the short stump left by the scissors. It is very short

indeed, hardly a millimeter; no matter: it is enough for the Sphex, who grips

this fag-end ofa rope and resumes her hauling. With the greatest precaution,

so as not to injure the Wasp, I now cut the two antennary stumps level
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with the skull. Finding nothing left to catch hold of at the familiar points,

the insect seizes, close by, one ofthe victim’s long palpi and continues its

hauling-work, without appearing at all perturbed by this change in the

harness. 1 leave it alone. The prey is brought home and placed so that its

head faces the entrance to the burrow; and the Wasp goes in by herself, to

make a brief inspection of the inside of the cell before proceeding to

warehouse die provisions. Her behaviour reminds us ofthat ofthe Yellow-

winged Sphex in similar circumstances. I take advantage of this short

moment to seize the abandoned prey, remove all its palpi and place it a little

farther off, about half a yard from the burrow. The Sphex reappears and

goes straight to her captive, whom she has seen from her threshold. She

looks at the top of the head; she looks underneath, on either side and

finds nothing to take hold of. A desperate attempt is made: the Wasp,

opening wide her mandibles, tries to grab the Ephippiger by the head; but

the pincers have not a sufficient compass to take in so large a bulk and

they slip offthe round, polished skull. She makes several fresh endeavours,

each time without result. She is at length convinced ofthe uselessness of

her efforts. She draws back a little to one side and appears to be renouncing

further attempts. One would, say that she was discouraged; at least, she

smoothes her wings with her hind-legs, while with her front tarsi, which

she first puts into her mouth, she washes her eyes. This, so it has always

seemed to me, is a sign in Hymenoptera of giving up a job.

Nevertheless there is no lack of parts by which the Ephippiger might

be seized and dragged along as easily as by the antennae and the palpi.

There are the six legs, there is the ovipositor: all organs slender enough to

be gripped boldly and to serve as hauling-ropes. I agree that the easiest

way to effect the storing is to introduce the prey head first, drawn down
by the antennae; but it would enter almost as readily if drawn by a leg,

especially one of the front legs, for the orifice is wide and the passage

short or sometimes even nonexistent. Then how is it that the Sphex did not

once try to seize one ofthe six tarsi or the tip of ovipositor, whereas she

attempted the impossible, the absurd, in striving to grip, with her much too

short mandibles, the huge skull ofher prey? Can it be that the idea did not

occur to her? We will suggest it.

I offer her, right under her mandibles, first a leg, next the end of the

abdominal rapier. The insect obstinately refuses to bite; my repeated

blandishments lead to nothing. A singular huntress, to be embarrassed by

her game, not knowing how to seize it by a leg when she is not able to take
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it by the horns! Perhaps my prolonged presence and the unusual events

that have just occurred have disturbed her faculties. Then let us leave the

Sphex to herself, between her Ephippiger and her burrow; let us give her

time to collect herselfand, in the calm ofsolitude, to think out someway of

managing her business. I leave her therefore and continue my walk; and,

two hours later, I return to the same place. The Sphex is gone, the burrow

is still open and the Ephippiger is lyingjust where I placed her. Conclusion:

the Wasp has tried nothing; she went away, abandoning everything, her

home and her game, when, to utilize them both, all that she had to do was

to take her prey by one leg. And so this rival of Flourens, who but now
was startling us with her cleverness as she dexterously squeezed her

victim’s brain to produce lethargy, becomes incredibly helpless in the

simplest case outside her usual habits. She, who so well knows how to

attack a victim’s thoracic ganglia with her sting and its cervical ganglia

with her mandibles: she, who makes such ajudicious difference between a

poisoned prick annihilating the vital influence ofthe nerves forever and a

pressure causing only momentary torpor, cannot grip her prey by this part

when it is made impossible for her to grip it by any other. To understand

that she can take a leg instead ofan antenna is utterly beyond her powers.

She must have the antenna, or some other string attached to the head,

such as one ofthe palpi. Ifthese cords did not exist, her race would perish,

for lack ofthe capacity to solve this trivial problem.

Experiment II

The Wasp is engaged in closing her burrow, where the prey has been

stored and the egg laid upon it. With her front tarsi, she brushes her

doorstep, working backwards and sweeping into the entrance a stream of

dust which passes under her belly and spurts behind in a parabolic spray

as continuous as a liquid spray, so nimble is the sweeper in her actions.

From time to time, the Sphex picks out with her mandibles a few grains of

sand, so many solid blocks which she inserts one by one into the mass of

dust, causing it all to cake together by beating and compressing it with her

forehead and mandibles. Walled up by this masonry, the entrance-door

soon disappears from sight.

I intervene in the middle ofthe work. Pushing the Sphex aside, 1 carefully

clear the short gallery with the blade ofa knife, take away die materials that

close it and restore hill communication between the cell and the outside.
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Then, withmy forceps, without damaging the edifice, I take the Ephippiger

from the cell, where she lies with her head at the back and her ovipositor

towards the entrance. The Wasp’s egg is on the victim’s breast, at the

usual place, the root of one of the hinder thighs: a proof that the Sphex

was finishing the burrow, with the intention ofnever returning.

Having done this and put the stolen prey safely away in a box, I yield

my place to the Sphex, who has been on the watch beside me while I was

rifling her home. Finding the door open, she goes in and stays for a few

moments. Then she comes out and resumes her work where 1 interrupted

it; that is to say, she starts conscientiously stopping the entrance to the

cell by sweeping dust backwards and carrying grains of sand, which she

continues to heap up with scrupulous care, as though she were doing

useful work. When the door is once again thoroughly walled up, the

insect brushes itself, seems to give a glance of satisfaction at the task

accomplished and finally flies away.

The Sphex must have known that the burrow contained nothing,

because she went inside and even stayed there for some time; and yet,

after this inspection of the pillaged abode, she once more proceeds to

close up the cell with the same care as though nothing out ofthe way had

happened. Can she be proposing to use this burrow later, to return to it

with a fresh victim and lay a new egg there? If so, her work of closing

would be intended to prevent the access of intruders to the dwelling

during her absence; it would be a measure ofprudence against the attempts

of other diggers who might covet the ready-made chamber; it might also

be a wise precaution against internal dilapidations. And. as a matter of

fact, some Hunting Wasps do take care to protect the entrance to the

burrow by closing it temporarily, when the work has to be suspended for

a time. Thus I have seen certain Ammophilae, whose burrow is a

perpendicular shaft, block the entrance to the home with a small flat stone

when the insect goes offhunting or ceases its mining-operations at sunset,

the hour for striking work. But this is a slight affair, a mere slab laid overthe

mouth of the shaft. When the insect comes, it only takes a moment to

remove the little flat stone; and the entrance is free.

On the other hand, the obstruction which we have just seen built by

the Sphex is a solid barrier, a stout piece ofmasonry, where dust and gravel

form alternate layers all the way down the passage. It is a definite

performance and not a provisional defence, as is proved by the care with

which it is constructed. Besides, as I think I have shown pretty clearly, it is
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very doubtful, considering the way in which she acts, whether the Sphex

will ever return to make use ofthe home, which she has prepared. The next

Ephippiger will be caught elsewhere; and the warehouse destined to receive

her wil) be dug elsewhere too. But these, after all, are only arguments: let

us rather have recourse to experiment, which is more conclusive here than

logic.

I allowed nearly a week to elapse, in order to give the Sphex time to

return to the burrow which she had so methodically closed and to make
use of it for her next laying ifsuch were her intention. Events corresponded

with the logical inferences: the burrow was in the condition wherein I left

it, still firmly closed, but without provisions, egg or larva. The proofwas

decisive: the Wasp had not been back.

So the plundered Sphex enters her house, makes a leisurely inspection

of the empty chamber and, a moment afterwards, behaves as though she

had not perceived the disappearance of the bulky prey which but now
filled the cell. Did she, in fact, fail to notice the absence ofthe provisions

and the egg? Is she, who is so clear-sighted in her murderous proceedings,

dense enough not to realize that the cell is empty? I dare not accuse her of

such stupidity. She is aware of it. But then why that other piece ofstupidity

which makes her close— and very conscientiously close—an empty

burrow, one which she does not purpose to victual later? Here the work of

closing is useless, is supremely absurd; no matter: the insect performs it

with the same ardour as though the larva’s future depended on it. The

insect’s various instinctive actions are then fatally linked together. Because

one thing has been done, a second thing must inevitably be done to

complete the first or to prepare the way for its completion; and the two

acts depend so closely upon each other that the performing of the first

entails that ofthe second, even when, owing to casual circumstances, the

second has become not only inopportune but sometimes actually opposed

to the insect’s interests. What object can the Sphex have in blocking up a

burrow, which has become useless, now that it no longer contains the

victim and the egg, and which will always remain useless, since the insect

will not return to it? The only way to explain this inconsequent action is to

look upon it as the inevitable complement ofthe actions that went before.

In the normal order ofthings, the Sphex hunts down her prey, lays an egg

and closes her burrow. The hunting has been done; -the game, it is true,

has been withdrawn by me from the cell; never mind: the hunting has been

done, the egg has been laid, and now comes the business of closing up
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the home. This is what the insect does, without another thought, without

in the least suspecting the futility of her present labours.

Experiment III

To know everything and to know nothing, according as it acts under

normal or exceptional conditions: that is the strange antithesis presented

by the insect race. Other examples, also drawn from the Sphex tribe, will

confirm this conclusion. The White-edged Sphex (S. albisecta) attacks

medium-sized Locusts, whereof the different species to be found in the

neighbourhood ofdie burrow all furnish her with their tribute of victims.

Because of the abundance of these Acridians, there is no need to go

hunting far afield. When the burrow, which takes the form ofa perpendicular

shaft, is ready, the Sphex merely explores the purlieus ofher lair, within a

small radius, and is not long in finding some Locust browsing in the

sunshine. To pounce upon her and sting her, despite her kicking, is to the

Sphex the matter ofa moment. After some fluttering of its wings, which

unfurl their carmine or azure fan, after some drowsy stretching of its legs,

the victim ceases to move. It has now to be brought home, on foot. For this

laborious operation, the Sphex employs thesame method as her kinswomen,

that is to say, she drags her prize along between her legs, holding one of

its antenna: in her mandibles. If she encounters some grassy jungle, she

goes hopping and flitting from blade to blade, without ever letting slip her

prey. When at last she comes within a few feet ofher dwelling, she performs

a manoeuvre which is also practised by the Languedocian Sphex: but she

does not attach as much importance to it, for she frequently neglects it.

Leaving her captive on the road, the Wasp hurries home, though no

apparent danger threatens her abode, and puts her head through the

entrance several times, even going part ofthe way down the burrow. She

next returns to the Locust and, after bringing her nearer the goal, leaves

her a second time to revisit the burrow. This performance is repeated over

and over again, always with the same haste.

These visits are sometimes followed by grievous accidents. The victim,

rashly abandoned on hilly ground, rolls to the bottom of the slope; and

the Sphex on her return, no longer finding it where she left it, is obliged to

seek for it, sometimes fruitlessly. Ifshe finds it, she must renew a toilsome

climb, which does not prevent her from once more abandoning her booty

on the same unlucky declivity. Ofthese repeated visits to the mouth ofthe
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shaft, the first can be very logically explained. The Wasp, before arriving

with her heavy burden, enquires whether the entrance to the home be

really clear, whether nothing will hinder her from bringing in her game. But,

once this first reconnaissance is made, what can be the use of the rest,

following one after the other, at— close intervals? Is the Sphex so volatile

in her ideas that she forgets the visit, which she has just paid and runs

afresh to the burrow a moment later, only to forget this new inspection

also and to start doing the same thing over and over again? That would be

a memory with very fleeting recollections, whence the impression vanished

almost as soon as it was produced. Let us not linger too long on this

obscure point.

At last the game is brought to the brink ofthe shaft, with its antennae

hanging down the hole. We now again see, faithfully imitated, the method

employed in the like case by the Yellow-winged Sphex and also, but under

less striking conditions, by the Languedocian Sphex. The Wasp enters

alone, inspects the interior, reappears at the entrance, lays hold of the

antennae and drags the Locust down. While the Locust-huntress was

making her examination ofthe home, I have pushed her prize a little farther

back; and 1 obtained results similar in all respects to those, which the

Cricket-huntress gave me. Each Sphex displays the same obstinacy in

diving down her burrow before dragging in the prey. Let us recall here that

the Yellow-winged Sphex does not always allow herself to be caught by

this trick of pulling away her Cricket. There are picked tribes, strong-

minded families which, after a few disappointments, see through the

experimenter’s wiles and know how to baffle them. But these

revolutionaries, fit subjects for progress, are the minority; the remainder,

mulish conservatives clinging to the old manners and customs, are the

majority, the crowd. I am unable to say whether the Locust-huntress also

varies in ingenuity according to the district which she hails from.

But here is something more remarkable; and it is this with which I

wanted to conclude the present experiment. After repeatedly withdrawing

the White-edged Sphex’ prize from the mouth ofthe pit and compelling her

to come and fetch it again, I take advantage of her descent to the bottom

of the shaft to seize the prey and put it in a place of safety where she

cannot find it. The Sphex comes up, looks about for a long time and, when

she is convinced that the prey is really lost, goes down into her home
again. A few moments after, she reappears. It is with the intention of

resuming the chase? Not the least in the world: the Sphex begins to stop
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up the burrow. And what we see is not a temporary closing, effected with

a small flat stone, a slab covering the mouth ofthe well; it is final closing,

carefully done with dust and gravel swept into the passage until it is filled

up. The white edged Sphex makes only one cell at the bottom ofher shaft

and puts one head of game into this cell. That single Locust has been

caught and dragged to the edge ofthe hole. Ifshe was not stored away, it

was not the huntress’ fault, but mine. The Wasp performed her task

according to the inflexible rule; and, also according to the inflexible rule,

she completes her work by stopping up the dwelling, empty though it be.

We have here an exact repetition of the useless exertions made by the

Languedocian Sphex whose home has just been plundered.

Experiment IV

It is almost impossible to make certain whether the Yellow-winged

Sphex, who constructs several cells at the end of the same passage and

stacks several Crickets in each, is equally illogical when accidentally

disturbed in her proceedings. A cell can be closed though empty or

imperfectly victualled and the Wasp will nonetheless continue to come to

the same burrow in order to work at the others. Nevertheless, I have

reason to believe that this Sphex is subject to the same aberrations as her

two kinswomen. My conviction is based on the following facts: the number

ofCrickets found in the cells, when all the work is done, is usually four to

each cell, although it is not uncommon to and only three, or even two.

Four appears to me to be the normal number, first, because it is the most

frequent and, secondly, because, when rearing young larvae dug up while

they were still engaged on their first joint, I found that all of them, those

actually provided with only two or three pieces of game as well as those

which had four, easily managed the various Crickets wherewith 1 served

them one by one, up to and including the fourth, but that after this they

refused all nourishment, or barely touched the fifth ration. Iffour Crickets

are necessary to the larva to acquire the full development called for by its

organization,why are sometimes only three, sometimes only two provided

for it? Why this enormous difference in the quantity ofthe victuals, some

larva having twice as much as the others? It cannot be because of any

difference in the size ofthe dishes provided to satisfy the grubs appetite,

for all have very much the same dimensions; and it can therefore be due

only to the wastage ofthe game on the way. We find, in fact, at the foot of
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the banks whose upper stages are occupied by the Sphex wasp, crickets

that have been paralysed but lost, owing to the slope ofthe ground, down
which they have slipped when the huntresses have momentarily left them,

for some reason or other. These Crickets fall a prey to the Ants and Flies;

and the Sphex-wasps who come across them take good care not to pick

them up, for, ifthey did, they would themselves be admitting enemies into

the house.

These facts seem to me to prove that, while the Yellow-winged Sphex’

arithmetical powers enable her to calculate exactly how many victims to

capture; she cannot achieve a census ofthose which have safely reached

their destination. It is as though the insect had no mathematical guide

beyond an irresistible impulse that prompts her to hunt for game a definite

number of times. When the Sphex has made the requisite number of

journeys, when she has done her utmost to store the captures that result

from these, her work is ended; and she closes the cell whethercompletely

or incompletely provisioned. Nature has endowed her with only those

faculties called for in ordinary circumstances by the interests ofher larvae;

and, as these blind faculties, which cannot be modified by experience, are

sufficient for the preservation ofthe race, the insect is unable to go beyond

them.

I conclude therefore as I began: instinct knows everything, in the

undeviating paths marked out of it; it knows nothing, outside those paths.

The sublime inspirations of science and the astounding inconsistencies

of stupidity are both its portion, according as the insect acts under normal

or accidental conditions.



VII

The Great Peacock Moth
r

Printedfirst in English in THE LIFE OF THE CATERPILLAR, this

account ofthe assembling ofthe male moths is one ofthe best known of

Fabre 's experiments. It has even been mentioned in a Hollywood movie.

However, before it got on the screen, it was given a super-colossal twist.

According to the dialogue: “This scientist, Fabre, was; in the heart of

Africa. He caughtafemale moth. When he returnedhome, a malefollowed

him all the wayfrom Africa to Paris!" In several of his experiments,

including this one, Fabre tended to underrate the importance ofsmell.

The smelling equipment of many insects is highly specialized; it is

concentrated on detecting one or a very few odors; it is like a radio

permanently set toa certain wavelength. In laboratory tests, since Fabre ’s

time, scientists have removed the scent-producing organs from female

moths and havefound that the males fly direct to this fragment of the

moth’s body, ignoring the female entirely. Phil Rau, an amateur

experimenter near St. Louis, Missouri, found that a number ofAmerican

moths tend to arrive at certain hours ofthe night: the males ofone moth,

for instance, are more likely to appear before midnight, those ofanother

moth after midnight.

ITWAS AMEMORABLE EVENIMG. I shall call it the Great Peacock

evening. Who does not know the magnificent Moth, the largest in Europe,

clad in maroon velvet with a necktie of white fur? The wings, with their

sprinkling of grey and brown, crossed by a faint zig-zag and edged with

smoky white, have in the centre a round patch, a great eye with a black

pupil and a variegated iris containing successive black, white, chestnut

and purple arcs.

Well, on the morning of the 6th of May, a female emerges from her

cocoon in my presence, on the table ofmy insect-laboratory. I forthwith

cloister her, still damp with the humours of the hatching, under a wire-

gauze bell-jar. For the rest, I cherish no particular plans. I incarcerate her

from mere habit, the habit ofthe observer always on the lookout for what

may happen.

It was a lucky thought. At nine o’clock in the evening, just as the

household is going to bed, there is a great stir in the room next to mine.

Little Paul, half-undressed, is rushing about, jumping and stamping,
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knocking the chairs over like amad thing. I hear him call me:

“Come quick!” he screams. “Come and see these Moths, big as birds!

The room is full ofdiem!”

I hurry in. There is enough to justify the child’s enthusiastic and

hyperbolical exclamations, an invasion as yet unprecedented in our house,

a raid of giant Moths. Four are already caught and lodged in a bird-cage.

Others, more numerous, are fluttering on the ceiling.

At this sight, the prisoner ofthe morning is recalled to my mind.

“Put on your things, laddie,” I say to my son. “Leave your cage and

come with me. We shall see something interesting.”

We run downstairs to go to my study, which occupies the right wing

ofthe house. In the kitchen I find the servant, who is also bewildered by

what is happening and stands flicking her apron at great Moths whom she

took at first for Bats.

The Great Peacock, it wou Id seem , has taken possession ofpretty wel 1

every part ofthe house. What will it be around my prisoner, the cause of

this incursion? Luckily, one ofthe two windows ofthe study had been left

open. The approach is not blocked.

We enter the room, candle in hand. What we see is unforgettable. With

a soft flick-flack the great Moths fly around the bell-jar, alight, set off

again, come back, fly up to the ceiling and down. They rush at the candle,

putting it out with a stroke oftheir wings; they descend on our shoulders,

clinging to our clothes, grazing our faces. The scene suggests a wizard’s

cave, with its whirl ofBats. Little Paul holds my hand tighterthan usual, to

keep up his courage.

How many ofthem are there? About a score. Add to these the number

that have strayed into the kitchen, the nursery and the other rooms ofthe

house; and the total of those who have arrived from the outside cannot

fall far short of forty. As 1 said, it was a memorable evening, this Great

Peacock evening. Coming from every direction and apprised I know not

how, here are forty lovers eager to pay their respects to the marriageable

bride bom that morning amid the mysteries ofmy study.

For the moment let us disturb the swarm of wooers no further. The

flame ofthe candle is a danger to the visitors, who fling themselves into it

madly and singe their wings. We will resume the observation tomorrow

with an experimental interrogatory thought out beforehand.
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But first let us clear the ground and speak of what happens every

night during the week thatmy observation lasts. Each time it is pitch dark,

between eight and ten o’clock, when the Moths arrive one by one. It is

stormy weather, the sky is very much overcast and the darkness is so

profound that even in the open air, in the garden, far from the shadow of

the trees, it is hardly possible to see one’s hand before one’s face.

In addition to this darkness there is the difficulty of access. The house

is hidden by tall plane-trees; it is approached by a walk thickly bordered

with lilac and rose trees, forming a sort of outer vestibule; it is protected

against die mistral by clumps of pines and screens of cypresses. Clusters

of bushy shrubs make a rampart a few steps away from the door. It is

through this tangle of branches, in complete darkness, that the Great

Peacock has to tack about to reach the object of his pilgrimage.

Under such conditions, the Brown Owl would not dare leave the hole

in his olive-tree. The Moth, better endowed with his faceted optical organs

than the night-bird with its great eyes, goes forward without hesitating

and passes through without knocking against things. He directs his

tortuous flight so skillfully that, despite the obstacles overcome, he arrives

in a state ofperfect freshness, with his big wings intact, with not a scratch

upon him. The darkness is light enough for him.

Even ifwe grant that it perceives certain rays unknown to common
retinae, this extraordinary power of sight cannot be what warns the Moth

from afar and brings him hurrying to the spot. The distance and the screens

interposed make this quite impossible.

Besides, apart from deceptive refractions, ofwhich there is no question

in this case, the indications provided by light are so precise that we go

straight to the thing seen. Now the Moth sometimes blunders, not as to

the general direction, which he is to take, but as to.the exact spot where the

interesting events are happening. I have said that the children’s nursery,

which is, at the side ofthe house opposite my study, the real goal ofmy
visitors at the present moment, was occupied by the Moths before I went

there with a light in my hand. These certainly were ill informed. There was

the same throng of hesitating visitors in the kitchen; but here the light of

a lamp, that irresistible lure to nocturnal insects, may have beguiled the

eager ones.

Let us consider only the places that were in the dark. In these there are

several stray Moths. 1 find them more or less everywhere around the
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actual spot aimed at. For instance, when the captive is in my study, the

visitors do not all enter by the open window, the safe and direct road, only

two or three yards away from the caged prisoner. Several ofthem come in

downstairs, wander about the hall and at most reach the staircase, a blind

alley barred at the top by a closed door.

These data tell us that the guests at this nuptial feast do not make

straight for their object, as they would if they derived their information

from some kind of luminous radiation whether known or unknown to our

physical science. It is something else that apprises them from afar, leads

them to the proximity ofthe exact spot and then leaves the final discovery

to the airy uncertainty ofrandom searching. It is very much like the way in

which we ourselves are informed by hearing and smell, guides which are

far from accurate when we want to decide the precise point oforigin ofthe

sound or the smell.

What are the organs of information that direct the rutting Moth on his

nightly pilgrimage? One suspects the antennae, which, in the males, do in

fact seem to be questioning space with their spreading tufts of feathers.

Are those glorious plumes mere ornaments, or do they at the same time

play a part in the perception of the effluvia that guide the enamoured

swain? A conclusive experiment seems to present no difficulty. Let us try

it.

On the day after the invasion, I find in the study eight ofmy visitors of

the day before. They are perched motionless on the transoms ofthe second

window, which is kept closed. The others, when their dance was over,

about ten o’clock in the evening went out as they came in, that is to say,

through the first window, which is left open day and night. Those eight

persevering ones are just what 1 want for my schemes.

With a sharp pair of scissors, without otherwise touching the Moths,

I cut offtheir antennae, near the base. The patients take hardly any notice

ofthe operation. Not one moves; there is scarcely a flutter of the wings.

These are excellent conditions: the wound does not seem at all serious.

Undistraught by pain, the Moths bereft oftheir horns will adapt themselves

all the better to my plans. The rest ofthe day is spent in placid immobility

on the crossbars of the window.

There are still a few arrangements to be made. It is important in particular

to shift the scene ofoperations and not to leave the female before the eyes

ofthe maimed ones at the moment when they resume theirnocturnal flight.
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else the merit oftheir quest would disappear. I therefore move the bell-jar

with its captive and place it under a porch at the other end ofthe house,

some fifty yards from my study.

When night comes, I go to make a last inspection ofmy eight victims.

Six have flown out through the open window; two remain behind, but

these have dropped to the floor and no longer have the strength to turn

over if 1 lay them on their backs. They are exhausted, dying. Pray do not

blame my surgical work. This quick decrepitude occurs invariably, even

without the intervention ofmy scissors.

Six, in better condition, have gone off. Will they return to the bait that

attracted them yesterday? Though deprived oftheir antennae, will they be

able to find the cage, now put in another place, at a considerable distance

from its original position?

The cage is standing in the dark, almost in the open air. From time to

time, I go out with a lantern and a Butterfly-net. Each visitor is captured,

examined, catalogued and forthwith let loose in an adjoining room, of

which I close the door. This gradual elimination will enable me to tell the

exact number, with no risk of counting the same Moth more than once.

Moreover, the temporary gaol, which is spacious and bare, will in no way

endanger the prisoners; who will find a quiet retreat there and plenty of

room. I shall take similar precautions during my subsequent investigations.

At halfpast ten no more arrive. The sitting is over. In all, twenty-five

males have been caught, of whom only one was without antennae.

Therefore, of the six on whom I operated yesterday and who were hale

enough to leave my study and go back to the fields, one alone has returned

to the bell-jar. It is a poor result, on which I dare not rely when it comes to

asserting or denying that the antennae play a guiding part. We must begin

all over again, on a larger scale.

Next morning I pay a visit to the prisoners ofthe day before. What I

see is not encouraging. Many are spread out on the floor, almost lifeless.

Several ofthem give hardly a sign of life when I take them in my fingers.

What can I hope from these cripples? Still, let us try. Perhaps they will

recover their vigour when the time comes to dance the lovers’ round.

The twenty-four new ones undergo amputation of the antennae. The

old, hornless one is left out of count, as dying or close to it. Lastly, the

prison-door is left open for the remainder ofthe day. He who will may leave

the room, he who can shalljoin in the evening festival. In order to put such
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as go out to the test ofsearching for the bride, the cage, which they would

be sure to notice on the threshold, is once more removed. I shift it to a

room in the opposite wing on the ground floor. The access to this room is

ofroom is ofcourse left free.

Ofthe twenty-four deprived oftheir antennae, only sixteen go outside.

Eight remain, powerless to move. They will soon die where they are. Out of

the sixteen who have left, how many are there that return to the cage in the

evening? Not one! I sit up to capturejust seven, all newcomers, all sporting

feathers. This result would seem to show that the amputation of the

antennae is a rather serious matter. Let us not draw conclusions yet: a

doubt remains and an important one.

“A nice state I’m in!” said Mouflard, the Bull-pup, when his pitiless

breeder has docked his ears. “How dare I show my face before the other

Dog?”

Can it be that my Moths entertain Master Mouflard’s apprehensions?

Once deprived of their fine plumes, dare they no longer appear amidst

their rivals and a-wooing go? Is it bashfulness on their part or lack of

guidance? Or might it not rather be exhaustion after a wait that exceeds the

duration ofan ephemeral flame? Experiment shall tell us.

On the fourth evening, I take fourteen Moths, all new ones, and

imprison them, as they arrive, in a room where I intend them to pass the

night. Next morning, taking advantage oftheir daytime immobility, I remove

a little ofthe fur from the center oftheir corselet. The silky fleece comes off

so easily that this slight tonsure does not inconvenienoe the insects at all;

it deprives them ofno organ which may be necessary to them later, when

the time comes to find the cage. It means nothing to the shorn ones; to me
it means the unmistakable sign that the callers have repeated their visit.

This time there are no weaklings incapable of flight. At night, the

fourteen shaven Moths escape into the open. Of course the place of the

cage is once more changed. In two hours, I capture twenty Moths, including

two tonsured ones, no more. Of those who lost their antennae two days

ago, not one puts in an appearance. Their nuptial time is over forgood and

all.

Only two return out ofthe fourteen marked with a bald patch. Why do

the twelve others hang back, although supplied with whatwe have assumed

to be their guides, their antennary plumes? Why again that formidable list

ofdefaulters, which we find nearly always after a night ofsequestration?
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1 perceive but one reply: the Great Peacock is quickly worn out by the

ardours ofpairing-time.

With a view to his wedding
,
the one and only object of his life, the

Moth is gifted with a wonderful prerogative. He is able to discover the

object ofhis desire in spite ofdistance, obstacles and darkness. For two or

three evenings, he is allowed a few hours wherein to indulge his search

and his amorous exploits. Ifhe cannot avail himselfofthem, all is over: the

most exact ofcompasses fails, the brightest of lamps expires. What is the

use of living after that? Stoically we withdraw into a comer and sleep our

last sleep, which is the end of our illusions and of our woes alike.

The Great Peacock becomes a Moth only in order to perpetuate his

species. He knows nothing of eating. While so many others, jolly

companions one and all, flit from flower to flower, unrolling the spiral of

their proboscis and dipping it into the honeyed cups, he, the incomparable

faster, wholly freed from the bondage of the belly, has no thought of

refreshment. His mouth-parts are mere rudiments, vain simulacra, not real

organs capable ofperforming their functions. Not a sup enters his stomach:

a glorious privilege, it involves a briefexistence. The lamp needs its drop

of oil, if it is not to be extinguished. The Great Peacock renounces that

drop, but at the same time he renounces long life. Two or three evenings,

just time enough to allow the couple to meet, and that is all: the big Moth

has lived.

Then what is the meaning of the staying away of those who have lost

their antennae? Does it show that the absence of these organs has made

them incapable offinding the wire bell in which the prisoner awaits them?

Not at all. Like the shorn ones, whose operation has left them uninjured,

they prove only that their time is up. Whether maimed or intact, they are

unfit for duty because of their age; and their non-return is valueless as

evidence. For lack ofthe time necessary for experimenting, the part played

by the antennae escapes us. Doubtful it was and doubtful it remains.

My caged prisoner lives for eight days. Every evening she draws for

my benefit a swarm of visitors, in varying numbers, now to one part ofthe

house, now to another, as 1 please. 1 catch them, as they come, with the net

and transfer them, the moment they are captured, to a closed room, in

which they spend the night. Next morning, I mark them with a tonsure on

the thorax.

The aggregate of the visitors during those eight evenings amounts to
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a hundred and fifty, an astounding number when I consider how hard I

had to seek during the following two years to collect the materials necessary

for continuing these observations. Though not impossible to find in my
near neighbourhood, the cocoons of the Great Peacock are at least very

rare, for old almond-trees, on which the caterpillars live, are scarce in these

parts. For two winters I visited every one of those decayed trees at the

lower part ofthe trunk, under the tangle ofhard grasses in which they are

clad, and time after time I returned empty-handed. Therefore my hundred

and fifty Moths came from afar, from very far, within a radius ofperhaps a

mile and a halfor more. How did they know ofwhat was happening in my
study?

The perceptive faculties can receive information from a distance by

means ofthree agents; light, sound and smell. Is it permissible to speak of

vision in this instance? I will admit that sight guides the visitors once they

have passed through the open window. But before that, in the mystery out

of doors! It would not be enough to grant them the fabulous eye of the

Lynx, which was supposed to see through walls; we should have to admit

a keenness of sight, which could be exercised miles away. It is useless to

discuss anything so outrageous; let us pass on.

Sound is likewise out of the question. The great fat Moth, capable of

sending a summons to such a distance is mute even to the most acute

hearing. It is just possible that she possesses delicate vibrations,

passionate quivers, which might perhaps be perceptible with the aid ofan

extremely sensitive microphone; but remember that the visitors have to be

informed at considerable distances, thousands ofyards away. Under these

conditions, we cannot waste time thinking of acoustics. That would be to

set silence the task<of waking the surrounding air.

There remains the sense of smell. In the domain of our senses, scent,

better than anything else, would more or less explain the onrush of the

Moths, even though they do not find the bait that allures them until after

a certain amount ofhesitation. Are there, in point of fact, effluvia similar to

what we call odour, effluvia ofextreme subtlety, absolutely imperceptible

to ourselves and yet capable of impressing a sense ofsmell better endowed

than ours? There is a very simple experiment to be made. It is a question of

masking those effluvia, of stifling them under a powerful and persistent

odour, which masters the olfactory sense entirely. The too strong scent

will neutralize the very faint one.
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I began by sprinkling naphthaline in the room where the males will be

received this evening. Also, in the bell-jar, beside the female, I lay a big

capsule full ofthe same stuff. When the visiting-hour comes, 1 have only

to stand in the doorway of the room to get a distinct smell of gasworks.

My artifice fails. The Moths arrive as usual, they enter the room, pass

through its tany atmosphere and make for the cage with as much certainty

of direction as though in unscented surroundings.

My confidence in the olfactory explanation is shaken. Besides, I am

now unable to go on. Wom out by her sterile wait, my prisoner dies on the

ninth day after laying her unfertilized eggs on the wirework ofthe cage. In

the absence ofa subject of experiment, there is no more to be done until

next year.

This time I shall take my precautions, 1 shall lay in a stock so as to be

able to repeat as often as I wish the experiments which I have already tried

and those which I am contemplating. To work, then; and that without

delay.

In the summer, I proclaim myselfa buyer ofcaterpillars at a sou apiece.

The offer appeals to some urchins in the neighbourhood, my usual

purveyors. On Thursdays, emaciated from the horrors of parsing, they

scour the fields, find the fat caterpillar from time to time and bring him to

me clinging to the end ofa stick. They dare not touch him, poor mites; they

are staggered at my audacity when I take him in my fingers as they might

take the familiar Silk-worm.

Reared on almond-tree branches, my menagerie in a few days supplies

me, with magnificent cocoons, in the winter, assiduous searches at the

foot ofthe fostering tree complete my collection. Friends interested in my
enquiries come to my assistance. In short, by dint oftrouble, much running

about, commercial bargains and not a few scratches from brambles, 1 am
the possessor ofan assortment of cocoons, of which twelve, bulkier and

heavier than the others, tell me that they belong to females.

A disappointment awaits me, for May arrives, a fickle month which

brings to naught my preparations, the cause ofso much anxiety. We have

winter back again. Hie mistral howls, tears the budding leaves from the

plane-trees and strews the ground with them. It is as cold as in December.

We have to light the fires again at night and resume the thick clothes,

which we were beginning to leave off.

My Moths are sorely tried. They hatch late and are torpid. Around my
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w're cages, in which the females wait, one today, another tomorrow,

according to the order of their birth, few males or none come from the

outside. And yet there are some close at hand, for the plumed gallants

resulting from my harvest were placed out in the garden as soon as they

were hatched and recognized. Whether near neighbours or strangers from

afar, very few arrive; and these are only half-hearted. They enter for a

moment, then disappear and do not return. The lovers have grown cold.

It is also possible that the low temperature is unfavourable to the tell-

tale effluvia, which might well be enhanced by the warmth and decreased

by the cold, as happens with scents. My year is lost. Oh, what laborious

work is this experimenting at the mercy of the sudden changes and

deceptions of a short season!

I begin all over again, for the third time. I rear caterpillars; I scour the

country in search ofcocoons. When May returns, I am suitably provided.

The weather is fine and responds to my hopes. I once more see the

incursions which had struck me so powerfully at the beginning, at the time

ofthe historic invasion which first led to my researches.

Nightly the visitors turn up, in squads oftwelve, twenty or more. The

female, a lusty, big-bellied matron, clings firmly to the trellis-work ofthe

cage. She makes no movement, gives not so much as a flutter ofdie wings,

seems indifferent to what is going on. Nor is there any odour, so far as the

most sensitive nostrils in the household can judge, nor any rustle

perceptible to the most delicate hearing among my family, all ofwhom are

called in to bear evidence. In motionless contemplation she waits.

The others, in twos or threes or more, flop down upon the dome ofthe

cage, run about it briskly in every direction, lash it with the tips of their

wings in continual movement. There are no affrays between rivals. With

not a sign ofjealousy in regard to the others suitors, each does his utmost

to enter the enclosure. Tiring oftheir vain attempts, they fly away andjoin

die whirling throng ofdancers. Some, giving up all hope, escape through

the open window; fresh arrivals take their places; and, on the top of the

cage, until ten o’clock in the evening, attempts to approach are incessandy

renewed, soon to be abandoned and as soon resumed.

Every evening the cage is moved to a different place. I put it on the

north side and the south, on the ground-floor and the first floor, in the

right wing and fifty yards away in the left, in the open air or hidden in a

distant room. All these sudden displacements, contrived ifpossible to put
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the seekers offthe scent, do not trouble the Moths in the least. I waste my

time and ingenuity in trying to deceive them

.

Recollection ofplaces plays no part here. Yesterday, for instance, the

female was installed in a certain room. The feathered males came fluttering

thither for a couple ofhours; several even spent the night there. Next day,

at sunset, when 1 move the cage, all are out of doors. Ephemeral though

they be, the newest comers are ready to repeat their nocturnal expeditions

a second time and a third. Where will they go first, these veterans of a

day?

They know all about the meeting-place ofyesterday. One is inclined to

think that they will go back to it, guided by memory, and that, finding

nothing left, they will proceed else whither to continue their investigations.

But no: contrary to my expectations, they do nothing ofthe sort. Not one

reappears in the place, which was so thickly crowded last night; not one

pays even a short visit. The room is recognized as deserted, without the

preliminary enquiry which recollection would seem to demand. A more

positive guide than memory summons them elsewhere.

Until now the female has been left exposed, under the meshes ofa wire

gauze. The visitors, whose eyes are used to piercing the blackest gloom,

can see her by the vague light ofwhat to us is darkness. What will happen

if I imprison her under an opaque cover? According to its nature, will not

this cover either set free or arrest the tell-tale effluvia?

Physical science is to-day preparing to give us wireless telegraphy, by

means ofthe Hertzian waves. Can the Great Peacock have anticipated our

efforts in this direction? In order to set the surrounding air in motion and

to inform pretenders miles away, can the newly-hatched bride have at her

disposal electric or magnetic waves, which one sort ofscreen would arrest

and another let through? In a word, does she, in her own manner, employ

a kind ofwireless telegraphy? I see nothing impossible in this: insects are

accustomed to invent things quite as wonderful.

I therefore lodge the female in boxes of various characters. Some are

made oftin, some ofcardboard, some ofwood. All are hermetically closed,

are even sealed with stout putty. 1 also use a glass bell-jar standing on the

insulating support of a pane of glass.

Well, under these conditions of strict closing, never a male arrives, not

one, however favourable the mildness and quiet of the evening. No matter

its nature, whether of metal or glass, of wood or cardboard, the closed
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receptable forms an insuperable obstacle to the effluvia that betray the

captive’s whereabouts.

A layer of cotton two fingers thick gives the same result. I place the

female in a largejar, tying a sheet ofwadding over the mouth by way ofa

lid. This is enough to keep the neighbourhood in ignorance ofthe secrets

ofmy laboratory. No male puts in an appearance.

On the other hand, make use of ill-closed, cracked boxes, or even hide

them in a drawer, in a cupboard; and, notwithstanding this added mystery,

the Moths will arrive in numbers as great as when they come thronging to

the trellised case standing in full view on a table. I have retained a vivid

recollection ofan evening when the recluse was waiting in a hat-box at the

bottom of a closed wall-cupboard. The Moths arrived, went to the door,

struck it with their wings, knocked at it to express their wish to enter.

Passing wayfarers, coming no one knows whence across the fields, they

well knew what was inside there, behind those boards.

We must therefore reject the idea of any means of information similar

to that of wireless telegraphy, for the first screen set up, whether a good

conductor or a bad, stops the female’s signals completely. To give these a

free passage and carry them to a distance, one condition is indispensable:

the receptacle in which the female is contained must be imperfectly closed,

so as to establish a communication between the inner and the outer air.

This brings us back to the probability of an odour, though that was

contradicted by my experiment with naphthaline.

My stock of cocoons is exhausted and the problem is still obscure.

Shall 1 try again another year, the fourth? 1 abandon the thought for the

following reasons: Moths that mate at night are difficult to observe if I

want to watch their intimate actions. The gallant certainly needs no

illuminant to attain his ends; but my feeble human powers ofvision cannot

dispense with one at night. I must have at least a candle, which is often

extinguished by the whirling swarm. A lantern saved us from these sudden

eclipses; but its dim light, streaked with broad shadows, does not suit a

conscientious observer like myself, who wants to see and to see clearly.

Nor is this all. The light ofa lamp diverts the Moths from their object,

distracts them from their business and, ifpersistent, gravely compromises

the success of the evening. The visitors no sooner enter the room than

they make a wild rush for the flame, singe their fluff in it and henceforth,

frightened by the scorching received, cease to be trustworthy witnesses.
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When they are not burnt, when they are kept at a distance by a glass

chimney, they perch as closely as they can to the light and there Stay,

hypnotized

One evening, the female was in the dining-room, on a table facing the

open window. A lighted paraffin-lamp, with a large white-enamel shade,

was hanging from the ceiling, facing the open window, was hanging from

the ceiling. Two of the arrivals alighted on the dome of the cage and

fussed around the prisoner; seven others, after greeting her as they passed,

made for the lamp, circled about it a little and then, fascinated by the

radiant glory ofthe opal cone, perched on it, motionless, under the shade.

Already the children's hands were raised to seize them.

“Don’t,” I said. “Leave them alone. Let us be hospitable and not disturb

these pilgrims to the tabernacle of light.”

All that evening, not one of the seven budged. Next morning, they

were still there. The intoxication oflight had made them forget the intoxication

of love.

With creatures so madly enamoured ofthe radiant flame, precise and

prolonged experiment becomes unfeasible the moment the observer

requires an artificial illuminant. I give up the Great Peacock and his nocturnal

nuptials. I want a Moth with different habits, equally skilled in keeping

conjugal appointments, but performing in the daytime.

Before continuing with a subject that fulfils these conditions, let us

drop chronological order for a moment and say a few words about a late-

comer who arrived after 1 had completed my enquiries, I mean the Lesser

Peacock (Attacus pavonia minor, LIN.). Somebody brought me, I don’t

know where from, a magnificent cocoon loosejy wrapped in an ample

white-silk envelope. Out ofthis covering, with its thick, irregular folds, it

was easy to extract a case similar in shape to the Great Peacock’s, but a

good deal smaller. The fore-end, worked into the fashion ofan eel-trap by

means offree and converging fibres, which prevent access to the dwelling

while permitting egress without a breach of the walls, indicated a

kinswoman ofthe big nocturnal Moth; the silk bore the spinner’s mark.

And, in point of fact, towards the end of March, on the morning of

Palm Sunday, the cocoon with the eel-trap formation provides me with a

female ofthe Lesser Peacock, whom I at once seclude under a wire-gauze

bell in my study. I open the window to allow the event to be made known
all over the district; I want the visitors, ifany come, to find free entrance.
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The captive grips the wires and does not move for a week.

A gorgeous creature is my prisoner, in her brown velvet streaked with

wavy lines. She has white fur around her neck; a speck ofcarmine at the tip

of the upper wings; and four large, eye-shaped spots, in which black,

white, red and yellow-ochre are grouped in concentric crescents. The

dress is very like that of the Great Peacock, but less dark in colouring. I

have seen this Moth, so remarkable for size and costume, three or four

times in my life. It was only the other day that I first saw the cocoon. The

male I have never seen. I only know that, according to the books, he is half

the size ofthe female and ofa brighter and more florid colour, with orange-

yellow on the lower wings.

Will he come, the unknown spark, the plume-wearer on whom I have

never set eyes, so rare does he appear to bfe in my part ofthe country? In

his distant hedges will he receive news ofthe bride that awaits him on my
study table? I venture to feel sure of it; and I am right. Here heroines, even

sooner than I expected.

On the stroke ofnoon, as we were sitting down to table, little Paul who
is late owing to his eager interest in what is likely to happen, suddenly

runs up to us, his cheeks aglow. In his fingers flutters a pretty Moth, a

Moth caught that moment hovering in front ofmy study. Paul shows me
his prize; his eyes ask an unspoken question.

“Hullo!” I say. “This is the very pilgrim we were expecting. Let’s fold

up our napkins and go and see what’s happening. We can dine later.”

Dinner is forgotten in the presence of the wonders that are taking

place. With inconceivable punctuality, the plume-wearers hasten to answer

the captive’s magic call. They arrive one by one, with a tortuous flight. All

ofthem come from the north. This detail has its significance. As a matter of

fact, during the past week we have experienced a fierce return of winter.

The north wind has been blowing a ^ale, killing the imprudent almond-

blossoms. It was one of those ferocious storms which, as a rule, usher in

the spring in our part of the world. Today the temperature has suddenly

grown milder, but the wind is still blowing from the north.

Now at this first visit all the Moths hurrying to the prisoner enter the

enclosure from the north; they follow the movement of the air; not one

beats against it. Iftheir compass were a sense of smell similar to our own,

if they were guided by odoriferous particles dissolved in the air, they

ought to arrive from the opposite direction. If they came from the south,
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we might believe them to be informed by effluvia carried by the wind;

coming as they do from the north, through the mistral, that mighty sweeper

ofthe atmosphere, how can we suppose them to have perceived, at a great

distance, whatwe call a smell? This reflux ofscented atoms in a direction

contrary to the aerial current seems to me inadmissible.

For a couple of hours, in radiant sunshine, the visitors come and go

outside the front of the study. Most of them search for a long while,

exploring the wall, hitting along the ground. To see their hesitation, one

would think that they were at a loss to discover the exact place ofthe bait

that attracts diem. Though they have come from very far without a mistake,

they seem uncertain of their bearings once they are on the spot.

Nevertheless, sooner or later they enter the room and pay their respects to

the captive, without much importunity. At two o’clock all is over. Ten

Moths came.

All through the week, each time at noon-day, when the light is at its

brightest. Moths arrive, but in decreasing numbers. The total is nearly

forty. I see no reason to repeat experiments, which could add nothing to

what I already know; and I confine myself to stating two facts. In the first

place, the Lesser Peacock is a day insect; that is to say, he celebrates his

wedding in the brilliant light of the middle of the day. He needs radiant

sunshine. The Great Peacock, on the contrary, whom he so closely

resembles in his adult form and in the work, which he does as a caterpillar,

requires the dusk ofthe early hours ofthe night. Let him who can explain

this strange contrast of habits.
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The Song of the Cicada

As anyone knows who has listened to the shrill din ofthe summer

cicadas, these insects are lovers of heat. The hotter the day, the more

vehement their music becomes. Thus, Fabre ’ssun-bakedProvence village

was to the liking ofthe insect musicians. His amusing efforts to outdo the

din ofthe sap-drinking cicadas, relatedhere, is takenfrom THELIFEOF
THEGRASSHOPPER.

MYNEIGHBOURS the peasants say that, at harvest-time, the Cicada

sings, “Sego. sego, sego! Reap, reap, reap!” to encourage them to work.

Whether harvesters ofwheat or harvesters ofthought, we follow the same

occupation, one for the bread ofthe stomach, the other for the bread ofthe

mind. I can understand their explanation, therefore; and I accept it as an

instance cfcharming simplicity.

Science asks for something better; but she finds in the insect a world

that is closed to us. There is no possibility of divining or even suspecting

the impression produced by the clash of the cymbals upon those who
inspire it. All that I can say is that their impassive exterior seems to denote

complete indifference. Let us not insist too much: the private feelings of

animals are an unfathomable mystery.

Another reason for doubt is this: those who are sensitive to music

always have delicate hearing; and this hearing, a watchful sentinel, should

give warning of any danger at the least sound. The birds, those skilled

songsters, have an exquisitely fine sense of hearing. Should a leaf stir in

the branches, should two wayfarers exchange a word, they will be suddenly

silent, anxious, on their guard. How far the Cicada is from such sensibility!

He has very clear sight. His large faceted eyes inform him of what

happens on the right and what happens on the left; his three stemmata,

like little ruby telescopes, explore the expanse above his head. The moment

he sees us coming, he is silent and flies away. But place yourselfbehind

the branch on which he is singing, arrange so that you are not within reach

of the five visual organs; and then talk, whistle, clap your hands, knock

two stones together. For much less than this, a bird, though it would not

see you, would interrupt its singing and fly away terrified. The imperturbable

Cicada goes on rattling as though nothing were afoot.
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Ofmy experiments in this matter, 1 will mention only one, the most

memorable. I borrow the municipal artillery, that is to say, the mortars

which are made to thunder forth on die feast of the patron-saint. The

gunner is delighted to load them for the benefit ofthe Cicadae and to come

and fire them offatmy place. There are two ofthem, crammed as though

for the most solemn rejoicings. No politician making die circuit of his

constituency in search of reelection was ever honoured with so much

powder. We are careful to leave the windows open, to save the panes from

breaking. The two thundering engines are set at the foot of the plane-

trees in front of my door. No precautions are taken to mask them: the

Cicadae singing in the branches overhead cannot see what is happening

below.

We are an audience ofsix. We wait for a moment ofcomparative quiet.

The number of singers is checked by each of us, as are the depths and

rhythm ofthe song. We are now ready, with ears pricked up to hear what

will happen in the aerial orchestra. The mortar is let off, with a noise like a

genuine thunderclap.

There is no excitement whatever up above. The number ofexecutants

is the same, the rhythm is the same, the volume ofsound the same. The six

witnesses are unanimous: the mighty explosion has in no way affected the

song ofthe Cicadae. And the second mortar gives an exactly similar result.

What conclusion are we to draw from this persistence ofthe orchestra,

which is not at all surprised or put out by the firing ofa gun?Am 1 to infer

from it that the Cicada is deaf? I will certainly not venture so far as that;

but, ifanyone else, more daring than 1, were to make the assertion, I should

really not know what arguments to employ in contradicting him. 1 should

be obliged at least to concede that the Cicada is extremely hard ofhearing

and thatwe may apply to him the familiar saying, to bawl like a deafman.

When the Blue-winged Locust takes his luxurious fill ofsunshine on a

gravelly path and with his great hind-shank rubs the rough edge of his

wing-cases; when die Green Tree frog, suffering from as chronic a cold as

the Cacan, swells his throat among the leaves and distends it into a

resounding bladder at the approach of a storm, are they both calling to

their absent mates? By.no means. The bow-strokes of the first produce

hardly a perceptible stridulation; the throaty exuberance ofthe second is

no more effective: the object oftheir desire does not come.

Does the insect need these sonorous outbursts, these loquacious

avowals, to declare its flame? Consultthe vast majority, whom the meeting
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ofdie two sexes leaves si|ent. I see in the Grasshopper’s fiddle, die Tree-

frog’s bagpipes and the cymbals of the Cacan bot so many methods of

expressing diejoy of living, the universaljoy which every animal species

celebrates after its kind.

If any one were to tell me that die Cicadae strum on their noisy

instruments without giving a thought to the sound produced and for the

sheer pleasure of feeling themselves alive, just as we rub our hands in a

moment of satisfaction, I should not be greatly shocked. That there may

be also a secondary object in their concert, an object in which the dumb
sex is interested, is quite possible, quite natural, though this has not yet

been proved.



IX

The Praying Mantis

The European mantis ofwhich Fabre writes, Mantis religiosa, is now

a naturalized insect citizen ofthe United States. About the time ofthe

Spanish-American War, a nurseryman at Rochester, N. Y. noticed these

striking creatures among his trees. They had come from the south of

France in the form of egg-cases attached to packing material around

nursery stock. Since then, the Rochester colony has spread northward

until the insects are nowfound across the Canadian line. At almost the

same time the European mantis was found at Rochester, an Oriental

mantis, Tenodera senensis was discoveredby another nurseryman outside

ofPhiladelphia, Pa. It, too, hadcrossed the ocean in theform ofan egg-

case attached topacking material. This mantis has nowspread into New
Englandandwest along the Great Lakes. A native species, Stagmomantis

Carolina, is indigenous to the South. It isfound asfar north as southern

New Jersey. Mention is made in this selection, from THE LIFE OF THE
GRASSHOPPER, ofthe big Grey Locust, Pachytyluscinerescens(FAB).

It should he noted that the "Fab the abbreviation ofthe name ofthe

namer of the insect—does not standfor Fabre butfor Johan Christian

Fabricius (1745-1808) the Danish entomologist andfriend ofLinnaeus

who contributed so many scientific names to the lists ofentomology’.

ANOTHER CREATURE of the south is at least as interesting as the

Cicada, but much less famous, because it makes no noise. Had Heaven

granted it a pair of cymbals, the one thing needed, its renown would

eclipse the great musician’s, for it is most unusual in both shape and

habits. Folk hereabouts call it lou Pre ’go-Die 'ou, the animal that prays to

God. Its official name is the Praying Mantis (M. religiosa, LIN.).

The language of science and the peasant’s artless vocabulary agree in

this case and represent the queer creature as a pythoness delivering her

oracles or an ascetic rapt in pious ecstasy. The comparison dates a long

way back. Even in the time ofthe Greeks the insect was called Ma vris, the

divine, the prophet. The tiller ofthe soil is not particular about analogies:

where points of resemblance are not too clear, he will make up for their

deficiencies. He saw on the sun scorched herbage an insect of imposing

appearance, drawn up majestically in a half-erect posture. He noticed its

gossamer wings, broad and green, trailing like long veils offinest lawn; he
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saw its forelegs, its arms so to speak, raised to the imagination did the rest;

and behold die bushes from ancienttimes stocked with Delphic priestesses^

with nuns in orison.

Good people, with your childish simplicity,how greatwas your mistake!

Those sanctimonious airs are a mask for Satanic habits; those aims folded

in prayer are cut-throat weapons: they tell no beads, they slay whatever

passes within range. Forming an exception, which one would never have

suspected in the herbivorous order of the Orthoptera, the Mantis feeds

exclusively on living prey. She is the tigress ofthe peaceable entomological

tribes, the ogress in ambush who levies a tribute of fresh meat. Picture her

with sufficient strength; and her carnivorous appetites, combined with

her traps ofhorrible perfection, would make her the terror ofthe country-

side. The Pre ‘go-Die ’ou would become a devilish vampire.

Apart from her lethal implement, the Mantis has nothing to inspire

dread. She is not without a certain beauty, in fact with her slender figure,

her elegant bust, her pale-green colouring and her long gauze wings. No
ferocious mandibles, opening like shears; on the contrary, a dainty pointed

muzzle that seems made for billing and cooing. Thanks to a flexible neck,

quite independent ofthe thorax, the head is able to move freely, to turn to

right or left, to bend, to lift itself. Alone among insects, the Mantis directs

her gaze; she inspects and examines; she almost has a physiognomy.

Great indeed is the contrast between the body as a whole with its very

pacific aspect, and the murderous mechanism ofthe forelegs, which are

correctly described as raptorial. The haunch is uncommonly long and

powerful. Its function is to throw forward the rat-trap, which does not

await its victim but goes in search of it, The snare is decked out with some

show of finery. The base of the haunch is adorned on the inner surface

with a pretty, black mark, having a white spot in the middle; and a few rows

ofbead-like dots complete the ornamentation.

The thigh, longer still, a sort of flattened spindle, carries on the front

halfof its lower surface two rows ofsharp spikes. In the inner row there are

a dozen, alternately black and green, the green being shorter than the

black. This alternation of unequal lengths increases the number of cogs

and improves the effectiveness ofthe weapon. The outer row is simpler

and has only four teeth. Lastly, three spurs, the longest of all, stand out

behind the two rows. In short, the thigh is a saw with two parallel blades,

separated by a groove in which the leg lies when folded back.
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The leg, which moves very easily on its joint with the thigh, is likewise

a double-edged saw. The teeth are smaller, more numerous and closer

together than those on the thigh. It ends in a strong hook whose point

vies with the finest needle for sharpness, a hook fluted underneath and

having a double blade like a curved pruning-knife.

This hook, a most perfect instrument for piercing and tearing, has left

me many a painful memory. How often, when Mantis-hunting, clawed by

die insect which I had just caught and not having both hands at liberty,

have I been obliged to ask somebody else to release me from my tenacious

captive! To try to free yourself by force, without first disengaging the

claws implanted in your flesh, would expose you to scratches similar to

those produced by the thorns of a rose-tree. None of our insects is so

troublesome to handle. The Mantis claws you with her pruning-hooks,

pricks you with her spikes, seizes you in her vise and makes self-defence

almost impossible if, wishing to keep your prize alive, you refrain from

giving the pinch of the thumb that would put an end to the struggle by

crushing the creature.

When at rest, the trap is folded and pressed back against the chest

and looks quite harmless. There you have the insect praying. But, should

a victim pass, the attitude ofprayer is dropped abruptly. Suddenly unfolded,

the three long sections of the machine throw to a distance their terminal

grapnel, which harpoons the prey and, in returning, draws it back between

the two saws. The vice closes with a movement like that of the fore-arm

and the upper arm; and all is over: Locusts, Grasshoppers and others even

more powerful, once caught in the mechanism with its four rows ofteeth,

are irretrievably lost. Neither their desperate fluttering nor their kicking

will make the terrible engine release its hold.

An uninterrupted study of the Mantis’ habits is not practicable in the

open fields; we must rear her at home. There is no difficulty about this; she

does not mind being interned under glass, on condition that she be well

fed. Offer her choice viands, served up fresh daily, and she will hardly feel

her absence from the bushes.

As cages formy captives I have some ten large wire-gauze dish-covers,

the same that are used to protect meat from the Flies. Each stands in a pan

filled with sand. A dry tuft ofthyme and a flat stone on which the laying

may be done later constitute all the furniture. These huts are placed in a

row on the large table in my insect laboratory, where the sun shines on
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them for the best part ofthe day. 1 install my captives in them, some singly,

some in groups.

It is in the second fortnight of August that I begin to come upon the

adult Mantis in the withered grass and on the brambles by the roadside.

The females, already notably corpulent, aremore frequent from day to day.

Their slender companions, on the other hand, are rather scarce; and I

sometimes have a good deal of difficulty in making up my couples, for

there is an appalling consumption of these dwarfs in the cages. Let us

keep these atrocities for later and speak first ofthe females.

They are great eaters, whose maintenance, when it has to last for some

months, is none too easy. The provisions, which are nibbled at disdainfully

and nearly all wasted, have to be renewed almost every day. I trust that the

Mantis is more economical on her native bushes. When game is not

plentiful, no doubt she devours every atom of her catch; in my cages she

is extravagant, often dropping and abandoning the rich morsel after a few

mouthfuls, without deriving any further benefit from it. This appears to be

her particular method ofbeguiling the tedium of captivity.

To cope with these extravagant ways 1 have to employ assistants. Two
or three small local idlers, bribed by the promise of a slice of melon or

bread-and-butter, go morning and evening to the grass-plots in the

neighbourhood and fill their game-bags—cases made of reed-stumps

—

with live Locusts and Grasshoppers. 1 on my side, net in hand, make a

daily circuit ofmy enclosure, in the hope ofobtaining some choice morsel

formy boarders.

These tit-bits are intended to show me to what lengths the Mantis’

strength and daring can go. They include the big Grey Locust (Pachytylus

cinerescens, FAB.), who is larger than the insect that will consume him;

the White-faced Decticus, armed with a vigorous pairofmandibles whereof

our fingers would do well to fight shy; the quaint Tryxalis, who wears a

pyramid-shaped mitre on her head; the Vine Ephippiger, who clashes

cymbals and sports a sword at the bottom of her pot-belly. To this

assortment of game that is not any too easy to tackle, let us add two

monsters, two ofthe largest Spiders ofthe district: the Silky Epeira, whose

flat, festooned abdomen is the size ofa franc piece; and the Cross Spider,

or Diadem Epeira, who is hideously hairy and obese.

1 cannot doubt that the Mantis attacks such adversaries in the open,

when I see her, undermy covers, boldly giving battle to whatever comes in
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sight. Lying in wait among the bushes, she must profit by the fat prizes

offered by chance even as, in the wire cage, she profits by the treasures

due to my generosity. Those big hunts, full of danger, are no new thing;

they form part of her normal existence. Nevertheless they appear to be

rare, for want of opportunity, perhaps to the Mantis’ deep regret.

Locusts of all kinds, Butterflies, Dragonflies, large Flies, Bees and

other moderate-sized captures are what we usually fmd in the lethal limbs.

Still the fact remains that, in my cages, the daring huntress recoils before

nothing. Sooner or later, Grey Locust and Decticus, Epeira and Tryxalis are

harpooned, held tight between the saws and crunched with gusto. The

facts are worth describing.

At the sight ofthe Grey Locust who has heedlessly approached along

the trelliswork of the cover, the Mantis gives a convulsive shiver and

suddenly adopts a terrifying posture. An electric shock would not produce

a more rapid effect. The transition is so abrupt, the attitude so threatening

that the observer beholding it for the first time at once hesitates and draws

back his fingers, apprehensive of some unknown danger. Old hand as I

am, I cannot even now help being startled, should 1 happen to be thinking

ofsomething else.

You see before you, most unexpectedly, a sort ofbogey-man or Jack-

in-the-box. The wing-covers open and are turned back on either side,

slantingly; the wings spread to their full extent and stand erect like parallel

sails or like a huge heraldic crest towering over the back; the tip of the

abdomen curls upwards like a crosier, rises and falls, relaxing with short

jerks and a sort of sough, a “Whoofl Whoof!” like that of a Turkey-cock

spreading his tail. It reminds one ofthe puffing of a startled Adder.

Planted defiantly on its four hind-legs, the insect holds its long bust

almost upright. The murderous legs, originally folded and pressed together

upon the chest, open wide, forming a cross with the body and revealing

the arm-pits decorated with rows of beads and a black spot with a white

dot in the centre. These two faint imitations ofthe eyes in a Peacock’s tail,

together with the dainty ivory beads, are warlike ornaments kept hidden at

ordinary times. They are taken from the jewel-case only at the moment
when we have to make ourselves brave and terrible for battle.

Motionless in her strange posture, the Mantis watches the Locust,

with her eyes fixed in his direction and her head turning as on a pivot

whenever the other changes his place. The object of this attitudinizing is
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evident: the Mantis wants to strike terror into her dangerous quarry, to

paralyse it with fright, for, unless demoralized by fear, it would prove too

formidable.

Does she succeed in this? Under the shiny head of die Decticus,

behind the long face of the Locust, who can tell what passes? No sign of

excitement betrays itself to our eyes on those impassive masks.

Nevertheless it is certain that; the threatened one is aware ofthe danger.

He sees standing before him a spectre, with uplifted claws, ready to fall

upon him; he feels that he is face to face with death; and he fails to escape

while there is yet time. He who excels in leaping and could so easily hop

out ofreach ofthose talons, he, the big-thighedjumper, remains stupidly

where he is, or even draws nearer with a leisurely step.

They say that little birds, paralysed with terror before the openjaws of

the Snake, spell-bound by the reptile gaze, lose their power of flight and

allow themselves to be snapped up. The Locust often behaves in much
the same way. See him within reach ofthe enchantress. The two grapnels

fall, the claws strike, the double saws close and clutch. In vain the poor

wretch protests: he chews space with his mandibles and, kicking

desperately, strikes nothing but the air. His fate is sealed. The Mantis furls

her wings, her battle-standard; she resumes her normal posture; and the

meal begins.

In a fit of hunger, after a fast of some days’ duration, the Praying

Mantis will gobble up a Grey Locust whole, except for the wings, which

are too dry; and yet the victim of her voracity is as big as herself, or even

bigger. Two hours are enough for consuming this monstrous head of

game. An orgy of the sort is rare. I have witnessed it once or twice and

have always wondered how the gluttonous creature found room for so

much food and how it reversed in its favour the axiom that the cask must

be greater than its contents. I can but admire the lofty privileges of a

stomach through which matter merely passes, being at once digested,

dissolved and done away with.

The usual bill of fare in my cages consists ofLocusts ofgreatly varied

species and sizes. It is interesting to watch the Mantis nibbling her

Acridian, firmly held in the grip of her two murderous forelegs.

Notwithstanding the fine, pointed muzzle, which seems scarcely made for

this gorging; the whole dish disappears, with the exception ofthe wings,

ofwhich only the slightly fleshy base is consumed. The legs, the tough
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skin, everything goes down. Sometimes the Mantis seizes one ofthe big

hinderthighs by the knuckle-end, lifts itto her mouth, tastes it and crunches

it with a little air ofsatisfaction. The Locust’s fat andjuicy thigh may well

be a choice morsel for her, even as a leg ofmutton is for us.

The prey is first attacked in the neck. While one ofthe two lethal legs

holds the victim transfixed through the middle of the body, the other

presses the head and makes the neck open upwards. The Mantis’ muzzle

roots and nibbles at this weak point in the armour with some persistency.

A large wound appears in the head. The Locust gradually ceases kicking

and becomes a lifeless corpse; and, from this moment, freer in its

movements, the carnivorous insect picks and chooses its morsel.

The Mantis naturally wants to devour the victuals in peace, without

being troubled by the plunges of a victim who absolutely refuses to be

devoured. A meal liable to interruptions lacks savour. Now the principal

means of defence in this case are the hind-legs, those vigorous levers

which can kick out so brutally and which moreover are armed with toothed

saws that would rip open the Mantis’ bulky paunch if by ill-luck they

happen to graze it. What shall we do to reduce them to helplessness,

together with the others, which are not dangerous but troublesome all the

same, with their desperate gesticulations?

Strictly speaking, it would be practicable to cut them offone by one.

But that is a long process and attended with a certain risk. The Mantis has

hit upon something better. She has an intimate knowledge ofthe anatomy

ofthe spine. By first attacking her prize at the back ofthe half-opened neck

and munching the cervical ganglia, she destroys the muscular energy at

its main seat; and inertia supervenes, not suddenly and completely, for the

clumsily constructed. Locusts has not the Bee’s exquisite and frail vitality,

but still sufficiently, after the first mouthfuls. Soon the kicking and the

gesticulating die down, all movement ceases and the game, however big it

be, is consumed in perfect quiet.
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Mating of the Mantis

In regions where the mantis isfound, museums andzoos areflooded

with telephone calls each autumn when the insects reachfull size. Few
other species arouse more general interest than these large, striking

appearingmembers ofthe Orthoptera order. Ihavegivenseveralchapters

relating to the Preying Mantis, partly because ofthe unusual interest in

the insect and partly because Fabre is at his best in describing the

strange habits ofthe creature. His outlook on the insects was sympathetic

but not sentimental. He recordedfacts. The following selection isfrom

the seventh chapter ofTHELIFEOF THEGRASSHOPPER.

THE LITTLE THAT WE HAVE SEEN ofthe Mantis’ habits hardly

tallies with whatwe might have expected from her popularname. Tojudge

by the term Pre ’go-Die 'ou, we should look to see a placid insect, deep in

pious contemplation; and we find ourselves in the presence ofa cannibal,

ofa ferocious spectre munching the brain ofa panic-stricken victim. Nor is

even this the most tragic part. The Mantis has in store for us, in her

relations with her own kith and kin, manners even more atrocious than

those prevailing among th'e Spiders, who have an evil reputation in this

respect.

To reduce the number ofcages on my big table and give myselfa little

more space while still retaining a fair-sized menagerie, I install several

females, sometimes as many as a dozen, under one cover. So far as

accommodation is concerned, no fault can be found with the common
lodging. There is room and to spare for the evolutions ofmy captives, who
naturally do not want to move about much with their unwieldy bellies.

Hanging to the trelliswork ofthe dome, motionless, they digest their food

or else await an unwary passer-by. Even so do they act when at liberty in

the thickets.

Cohabitation has its dangers. I know that even Donkeys, those peace-

loving animals, quarrel when hay is scarce in the manger. My boarders,

who are less complaisant, might well, in a moment ofdearth, become sow-

tempered and fight among themselves. I guard against this by keeping the

cages well supplied with Locusts, renewed twice a day. Should civil war

break out, famine cannot be pleaded as the excuse.
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At first, tilings go pretty well. The community lives in peace, each

Mantis grabbing and eating whatever comes near her, without seeking

strife with her neighbours. But this harmonious period does not last long.

The bellies swell, the eggs are ripening in the ovaries, marriage and laying-

time are at hand. Then a sort ofjealous fury bursts out, though there is an

entire absence ofmales who might be held responsible for feminine rivalry.

The working ofthe ovaries seems to pervert the flock, inspiring its members

with a mania for devouring one another. There are threats, personal

encounters, cannibal feasts. Once more the spectral pose appears, the

hissing of the wings, the fearsome gesture of the grapnels outstretched

and uplifted in the air. No hostile demonstration in front ofa Grey Locust

or White-faced Decticus could be more menacing.

For no reason that I can gather, two neighbours suddenly assume

their attitude of war. They turn their heads to right and left, provoking

each other, exchanging insulting glances. The “Puff! Puff!” ofthe wings

rubbed by the abdomen sounds the charge. When the duel is to be limited

to the first scratch received, without more serious consequences, the

lethal fore-arms, which are usually kept folded, open like the leaves of a

book and fall back sideways, encircling the long bust. It is a superb pose,

but less terrible than that adopted in a fight to the death.

Then one of the grapnels, with a sudden spring, shoots out to its full

length and strikes the rival; it is no less abruptly withdrawn and resumes

the defensive. The adversary hits back. The fencing is rather like that of

two Cats boxing each other’s ears. At the first blood drawn from her flabby

paunch, or even before receiving the least wound, one of the duellists

confesses herself beaten and retires. The other furls her battle-standard

and goes off elsewhither to meditate the capture of a Locust, keeping

apparently calm, but ever ready to repeat the quarrel.

Very often, events take a more tragic turn. At such times, the full

posture ofthe duels to the death is assumed. The murderous fore-arms are

unfolded and raised in the air. Woe to the vanquished! The other seizes

her in her vise and then and there proceeds to eat her, beginning at the

neck, of course. The loathsome feast takes place as calmly as though it

were a matter ofcrunching up a Grasshopper. The diner enjoys her sister

as she would a lawful dish and those around do not protest, being quite

willing to do as much on the first occasion.

Oh, what savagery! Why, even Wolves are said not to eat one another.
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The Mantis has no such scruples; she banquets off her fellows when
there is plenty ofher favourite game, the Locust, around her. She practises

the equivalent ofcannibalism, that hideous peculiarity ofman.

These aberrations, these child-bed cravings can reach an even more

revolting stage. Let us watch the pairing and, to avoid the disorder of a

crowd, let us isolate the couples under different covers. Each pair shall

have its own home, where none will come to disturb the wedding. And let

us not forget the provisions, with which we will keep them well supplied,

so that there may be no excuse of hunger.

It is near the end of August. The male, that slender swain, thinks the

moment propitious. He makes eyes at his strapping companion; he turns

his head in her direction; he bends his neck and throws out his chest. His

little pointed face wears an almost impassioned expression. Motionless, in

this posture, for a long time he contemplates the object ofhis desire. She

does not stir, is as though indifferent. The lover, however, has caught a

sign of acquiescence, a sign ofwhich I do not know the secret. He goes

nearer; suddenly he spreads his wings, which quiver with a convulsive

tremor. That is his declaration. He rushes, small as he is, upon the back of

his corpulent companion, clings on as best he can, steadies his hold. As a

rule, the preliminaries last a long time. At last, coupling takes place and is

also long drawn out, lasting sometimes for five or six hours.

Nothing worthy of attention happens between the two motionless

partners. They end by separating, but only to unite again in a more intimate

fashion. Ifthe poor fellow is loved by his lady as the vivifier ofher ovaries,

he is also loved as a piece ofhighly flavoured game. And, that same day,

or at latest on the morrow, he is seized by his spouse who first gnaws his

neck, in accordance with precedent, and then eats him deliberately, by

little mouthfuls, leaving only the wings. Here we have no longer a case of

jealousy in the harem, but simply a depraved appetite.

I was curious to know what sort of reception a second male might

expect from a recently fertilized female. The result of my enquiry was

shocking. The Mantis, in many cases, is never sated with conjugal raptures

and banquets. After a rest that varies in length, whether the eggs be laid or

not, a second male is accepted and then devoured like the first. A third

succeeds him, performs his function in life, is eaten and disappears. A
fourth undergoes a like fate. In the course oftwo weeks 1 thus see one and

the same Mantis use up seven males. She takes them all'to her bosom and
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makes them all pay for the nuptial ecstasy with their lives.

Orgies such as this are frequent, in varying degrees, though there are

exceptions. On very hot days, highly charged— with electricity, they are

almost the general rule. At such times the Mantes are in a very irritable

mood. In the cages containing a large colony, the females devour one

another more than ever; in the cages containing separate pairs, the males,

after coupling, are more than ever treated as an ordinary prey.

I should like to be able to say, in mitigation ofthese conjugal atrocities,

that the Mantis does not behave like this in a state of liberty; that the male,

after doing his duty, has time to get out ofthe way, to make off, to escape

from his terrible mistress, for in my cages he is given a respite, lasting

sometimes until next day. What really occurs in the thickets I do not know,

chance, a poor resource, having never instructed me concerning the love-

affairs ofthe Mantis when at large. I can only go by what happens in the

cages, where the captives, enjoying plenty of sunshine and food and

spacious quarters, do not seem to suffer from home-sickness in any way.

What they do here they must also do under normal conditions.

Well, what happens there utterly refutes the idea that the males are

given time to escape. I find, by themselves, a horrible couple engaged as

follows. The male, absorbed in the performance of his vital functions,

holds the female in a tight embrace. But the wretch has no head; he has no

neck; he has hardly a body. The other, with her muzzle turned over her

shoulder continues very placidly to gnaw what remains of the gentle

swain. And, all the time, that masculine stump, holding on firmly, goes on

with the business!

Love is stronger than death, men say. Taken literally, the aphorism has

never received a more brilliant confirmation. A headless creature, an insect

amputated down to the middle of the chest, a very corpse persists in

endeavouring to give life. It will not let go until the abdomen, the seat of

the procreative organs, is attacked.

Eating the lover after consummation ofmarriage, making a meal ofthe

exhausted dwarf, henceforth good for nothing, can be understood, to

some extent, in the insect world, which has no great scruples in matters of

sentiment; but gobbling him up during the act goes beyond the wildest

dreams ofthe most horrible imagination. I have seen it done with my own
eyes and have not yet recovered from my astonishment.
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The Hatching of the Mantis

Hardly larger than mosquitoes when they hatchfrom the hardened

froth-mass that has been their insulated winter home, the young insects

disappear among the grass and weeds. They are rarely noticeduntil late

in summer when their large size makes them conspicuous and their newly

acquired wings enable them to travel about over greater distances. The

chalcis parasites that prey upon the mantis are species ofa widely

distributed group. Some have the ability of laying eggs that multiply

themselves, 2,000 or more individuals resultingfrom a single egg. This

selectionfrom THE LIFEOF THE GRASSHOPPER originallyappeared

in the ninth chapter ofthat book.

THE EGGS OF THE PRAYING MANTIS usually hatch in bright

sunshine, at about ten o’clock on a mid-June morning. The median band

or exit-zone is the only portion of the nest that affords an outlet to the

youngsters.

From under each scale of that zone we see slowly appearing a blunt,

transparent protuberance, followed by two large black specks, which are

the eyes. Softly the new-born grub slips under the thin plate and half-

releases itself. Is it the little Mantis in his larval form, so nearly allied to

that ofthe adult? Not yet. It is a transition organism. The head is opalescent,

blunt, swollen, with palpitations caused by the flow ofthe blood. The rest

is tinted reddish-yellow, It is quite easy to distinguish, under a general

overall, the large black eyes clouded by the veil that covers them, the

mouth-parts flattened against the chest, the legs plastered to the body

from front to back. Altogether, with the exception of the very obvious

legs, the whole thing, with its big blunt head, its eyes, its delicate abdominal

segmentation and its boat like shape, reminds us somewhat of the first

state ofthe Cicadae on leaving the egg, a state which is pictured exactly

by a tiny, Unless fish.

Here then is a second instance ofan organization ofvery briefduration

having as its function to bring into the light of day, through narrow and

difficult passes, a microscopic creature whose limbs, iffree, would, because

oftheir length, be an insurmountable impediment. To enable him to emerge

from the exiguous tunnel ofhis twig, a tunnel bristling with woody fibres

and blocked with shells already empty, the Cicada is bom swathed in
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bands andendowed with a boat shape, which is eminently suited to slipping

easily to similar difficulties. He has to emerge from the depths ofthe nest

through narrow, winding ways, in which full-spread, slender limbs would

not be able to find room. The high stilts, the murderous harpoons, the

delicate antennae, organs which will be most useful presently, in the

brushwood, would now hinder the emergence, would make it very

laborious, impossible. The creature therefore comes into existence

swaddled and furthermore takes the shape of a boat.

The case of the Cicada and the Mantis opens up a new vein to us in

the inexhaustible entomological mine. I extract from it a law which other

and similar facts, picked up more or less everywhere, will certainly not fail

to confirm. The true larva is not always the direct product of the egg.

When the new-born grub is likely to experience special difficulties in

effecting its deliverance, an accessory organism, which I shall continue to

call the primary larva, precedes the genuine larval state and has as its

function to bring to the light ofday the tiny creature which is incapable of

releasing itself.

To go on with our story, the primary larvae show themselves under the

thin plates of the exit-zone. A vigorous flow of humours occurs in the

head, swelling it out and converting it into a diaphanous and ever-throbbing

blister. In this way the splitting-apparatus is prepared. At the same time,

the little creature, half-caught under its scale, sways, pushes forward,

draws back. Each swaying is accompanied by an increase ofthe swelling

in the head. At last the prothorax arches and the head is bent low towards

the chest. The tunic bursts across the prothorax. The little animal tugs,

wriggles, sways, bends and straightens itself again. The legs are drawn

from their sheaths; the antennae, two long parallel threads, are likewise

released. The creature is now fastened to the nest only by a worn-out

cord. A few shakes complete the deliverance.

We here have the insect in its genuine larval form. All that remains

behind is a sort of irregular cord, a shapeless clout which the least breath

blows about like a flimsy bit of fluff. It is the exit-tunic violently shed and

reduced to a mere rag.

The hatching does not take place all over the nest at one time, but

rather in sections, in successive swarms which may be separated by

intervals oftwo days or more. The pointed end, containing the last eggs,

usually begins. This inversion of chronological order, calling the last to
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the light ofday before the first, may well be due to the shape ofthe nest.

The thin end, which is more accessible to the stimulus ofa fine day, wakes

up before die blunt end, which is larger and does not so soon acquire the

necessary amount of heat.

Sometimes, however, although still broken up in swarms, the hatching

embraces the whole length ofdie exit-zone. A striking sight indeed is the

sudden exodus ofa hundred young Mantes. Hardly does the tiny creature

show its black eyes under a scale before others appear instantly, in their

numbers. It is as though a certain shock were being communicated from

one to another, as though an awakening signal were transmitted, so swiftly

does the hatching spread all round. Almost in a moment the median band

is covered with young Mantes who run about feverishly, stripping

themselves oftheir rent garments.

The nimble little creatures do not stay long on the nest. They let

themselves drop offor else clamber into the nearest foliage. All is over in

less than twenty minutes. The common cradle resumes its peaceful

condition, prior to furnishing a new legion a few days later; and so on until

all the eggs are finished.

I have witnessed this exodus as often as I wished to, either out of

doors, in my enclosure, where I had deposited in sunny places the nests

gathered more or less everywhere during my winter leisure, or else in the

seclusion ofa green-house, where 1 thought, in my simplicity, that I should

be better able to protect the budding family. I have witnessed the hatching

twenty times if I have once; and 1 have always beheld a scene of

unforgettable carnage. The round-bellied Mantis may procreate germs by

the thousands: she will never have enough to cope with the devourers

who are destined to decimate the breed from the moment that it leaves the

egg-

The Ants above all are zealous exterminators. Daily I surprise their ill-

omened visits onmy rows ofnests. It is vain for me to intervene, however

seriously; their assiduity never slackens. They seldom succeed in making

a breach in the fortress: that is too difficult; but, greedy ofthe dainty flesh

in course offormation inside, they await a favourable opportunity, they lie

in wait for the exit.

Despite my daily watchfulness, they are there the moment that the

young Mantes appear. They grab them by the abdomen, pull them out of

their sheaths, cut them up. You see a piteous fray between tender babes
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gesticulating as their only means of defence and ferocious brigands

carrying their spolia opima at the end oftheir mandibles. In less than no

time the massacre ofthe innocents is consummated; and all that remains

ofthe flourishing family is a few scattered survivorswho have escaped by

accident.

The future assassin, the scourge of the insect race, the terror of the

Locust on die brushwood, the dread devourer of fresh meat, is herself

devoured, from her birth, by one of the least of that race, the Ant. The

ogress, prolific to excess, sees her family thinned by the dwarf. But the

slaughter is not long continued. So soon as she has acquired a little

firmness from the air and strengthened her legs, the Mantis ceases to be

attacked. She trots about briskly among the Ants, who foil back as she

passes, no longer daring to tackle her. With her grappling-legs brought

close to her chest, like arms ready for self-defence, already she strikes awe

into them by her proud bearing.

A second connoisseur in tender meats pays no heed to these threats.

This is the little Grey Lizard, the lover ofsunny walls. Appraised I know
nothow ofthe quany, here he comes, picking up one by one, with the tip

of his slender tongue, the stray insects that have escaped the Ants. They

make a small mouthful but an exquisite one, so it seems, to judge by the

blinking ofthe reptile’s eye. For each little wretch gulped down, its lid half-

closes, a sign ofprofound satisfaction. I drive away the bold Lizard who
ventures to perpetrate his raid before my eyes. He comes back again and,

this time pays dearly for his rashness. If 1 let him have his way, I should

have nothing left.

Is this all? Not yet. Another ravager, the smallest ofall but not the least

formidable, has anticipated the Lizard and the Ant. This is a very tiny

Hymenopteron armed with a probe, a Chalcis, who establishes her eggs in

the newly-built nest. The Mantis’ brood shares the fate of the Cicada’s:

parasitic vermin attack the eggs and empty the shells. Out of all that I have

collected I often obtain nothing or hardly anything. The Chalcis has been

thatway.

Let us gather up what the various exterminators, known or unknown,

have left me. When newly hatched, the larva it ofa pale hue, white faintly

tinged with yellow. The swelling of its head soon diminishes and

disappears. Its colour is not long in darkening and turns light-brown within

twenty-four hours. The little Mantis very nimbly lifts up her grappling
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legs, opens and closes them ; she turns her head to right and left; she curls

her abdomen. The fully developed larva has no greater litheness and

agility. For a few minutes the family stops where it is, swarming over the

nest; then it scatters at random on the ground and the plants hard by.
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How I Met the Mason-bee

At the time ofthe events recorded here, Fabre had just obtained a

diplomafrom the normal school at Avignon and began his teaching

career as a schoolmaster at Carpentras. He was then nineteenyears old.

His salary, ofwhich he spent his wholefirst month 's income topurchase

an illustrated book on insects, was $140 a year. THE MASON-BEES is

the source ofthefollowing selection.

IT WAS WHEN I first began to teach, about 1843, that I made the

Mason-bee’s acquaintance. I had left the normal school at Vaucluse, some

months before, with my diploma and all the simple enthusiasm of my
eighteen years, and had been sent to Carpentras, there to manage the

primary school attached to the college.

Among die subjects taught, one in particular appealed to both master

and pupils. This was open-air geometry, practical surveying. The college

had none of the necessary outfit; but, with my fat pay—seven hundred

francs a year, if you please! —1 could not hesitat4 over the expense. A
surveyor’s chain and stakes, arrows, level, square and compass were

bought with my money. A m icroscopic graphometer, not much larger than

the palm ofone’s hand and costing perhaps five francs, was provided by

the establishment. There was no tripod to it; and I had one made. In short,

my equipmentwas complete.

And so, when May came, once every week we left the gloomy

schoolroom for the fields. It was a regular holiday. The boys disputed for

the honour ofcarrying the stakes, divided into bundles ofthree; and more

than one shoulder, as we walked through the town, felt the reflected glory

ofthose erudite rods. I myself—why conceal the fact? - was not without a

certain satisfaction as I piously carried that most delicate and precious

apparatus, the historic five-franc graphometer. The scene of operations

was an unfilled, flinty plain, a harmas, as we call it in the district. Here, no

curtain ofgreen hedges or shrubs prevented me from keeping an eye upon

my staff; here—an indispensable condition—I had not the irresistible

temptation ofthe unripe apricots to fear formy scholars. The plain stretched

far and wide, covered with nothing but flowering thyme and rounded

pebbles. There was ample scope for every imaginable polygon; trapezes

and triangles could be combined in all sorts of ways. The inaccessible
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distances had ample elbow-room; and there was even an old ruin, once a

pigeon-house, that lent its perpendicular to the graphometer’s

performances.

Well, from the very first day, my attention was attracted by something

suspicious. If I sent one ofthe boys to plant a stake, I would see him stop

frequently on his way, bend down, stand up again, look about and stoop

once more, neglecting his straight line and his signals. Another, who was
told to pick up the arrows, would forget the iron pin and take up a pebble

instead; and a third, deafto the measurements ofangles, would crumble a

clod ofearth between his fingers. Most ofthem were caught licking a bit of

straw. The polygon came to a full stop, the diagonals suffered. What

could the mystery be?

I enquired; and everything was explained. A bom searcher and observer,

the scholar had long known what the master had not yet heard of, namely,

that there was a big black Bee who made clay nests on the pebbles in the

harmas. These nests contained honey; and my surveyors used to open

them and empty the cells with a straw. The honey, although rather strong-

flavoured, was most acceptable. I acquired a taste for it myselfandjoined

the nest-hunters, putting off the polygon till later. It was thus that I first

saw Re’aumur’s Mason-bee, knowing nothing ofher history and, for that

matter, knowing nothing ofher historian.

The magnificent Bee herself, with her dark-violet wings and black-

velvet raiment, her rustic edifices on the sun blistered pebbles amid the

thyme, her honey, providing a diversion from the severities ofthe compass

and the square, all made a great impression on my mind; and I wanted to

know more than I had learned from the schoolboys, which was justhow to

rob the cells of their honey with a straw. As it happened, my bookseller

had a gorgeous work on insects for sale. It was called Histoire nuturelle

des animavx articule 's by de Castelnau, E. Blanchard and Lucas, and

boasted a multitude ofmost attractive illustrations; but the price of it, the

price of it! No matter; was not my splendid income supposed to cover

everything, food for the mind as well as food for the body? Anything extra

that I gave to the one I could save upon the other: a method ofbalancing

painfully familiar to those who look to science for their livelihood. The

purchase was effected. That day my professional emoluments were

severely strained: I devoted a month’s salary to the acquisition of the

book. I had to resort to miracles ofeconomy for some time to come before

making up the enormous deficit.
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The book was devoured; there is no other word for it. In it, I learned

the name ofmy black Bee; I read for the first time various details ofthe

habits of insects; I found, surrounded in my eyes with a sort ofhalo, the

revered names ofRe’aumur, Huber and Le’on Dufour; and, while I turned

over the pages for the hundredth time, a voice within me seemed to

whisper

:

“You also shall be oftheir company!”



xm

Experiments with Mason-bees

“The best ofwitnesses

,

” Fabre used to say
, “are experiments. ” In this

chapter, takenfrom, THEMASON-BEES, he is drawingfrom such witnesses

one ofthe most amazing ofall examples ofthe limitations ofinstinct, the

story of an insect that bites its way through masonry and then dies a

prisoner within a thin paper shell. One ofFabre s reveredpredecessors

in the study of the insects was Re’ne Antoine Ferchault de Re’aumur,

French inventor and scientist. During his lifetime
,
from 1683 to 1757,

Re iaumur conductedmany experiments
,
particularly with bees and ants.

In several of his books, as in this chapter, Fabre pays homage to the

pioneer work he accomplished.

AS THE NESTS of the Mason-bee of the Walls are erected on small-

sized pebbles, which can be easily carried wherever you like and moved

about from one place to another, without disturbing either the work ofthe

builder or the repose of the occupants of the cells, they lend themselves

readily to practical experiment, the only method that can throw a little light

on the nature of instinct. To study the insects mental faculties to any

purpose, it is not enough for the observer to be able to profit by some

happy combination ofcircumstances: he must know how to produce other

combinations, vary them as much as possible and to test them by

substitution and interchange. Lastly, to provide science with a solid basis

of facts, be must experiment. In this way, the evidence of formal records

will one day dispel the fantastic legends with which our books are crowded:

the Sacred Beetle calling on his comrades to lend a helping hand in dragging

his pellet out ofa rut; the Sphex cutting up her fly so as to be able to carry

him despite the obstacle ofthe wind; and all the other fallacies which are

the stock-in-trade ofthose who wish to see in the animal world what is not

really there. In this way, again, materials will one day be worked up by the

hand ofthe master and consign hasty and unfounded theories to oblivion.

Re’aumur, as a rule, confines himselfto stating facts as he sees them in

the normal course of events and does not try to probe deeper into the

insect’s ingenuity by means of artificially produced conditions. In his

time, everything had yet to be done; and the harvest was so great that the

illustrious harvester went straight to what was most urgent, the gathering
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of the crop, and left his successors to examine the grain and the ear in

detail. Nevertheless, in connection with the Chaiicodoma ofthe Walls, he

mentions an experiment made by his friend, Ouhamel. He tells us how a

Mason-bee’s nest was enclosed in a glass funnel, the mouth ofwhich was

covered merely with a bit ofgauze. From it there issued three males, who,

after vanquishing mortar as hard as stone, either never thought ofpiercing

the flimsy gauze or else deemed the work beyond their strength. The three

Bees died under the funnel. Re’aumur adds that insects generally know

only how to do what they have to do in the ordinary course of nature.

The experiment does not satisfy me, for two reasons: first, to ask

workers equipped with tools for cutting clay as hard as granite to cut a

piece of gauze does not strike me as a happy inspiration; you cannot

expect a navvy’s pickaxe to do the same work as a dressmaker’s scissors

Secondly, the transparent glass prison seems to me ill-chosen. As soon as

the insect has made a passage through the thickness of its earthen dome,

it finds itselfin broad daylight; and to it daylight means the final deliverance,

means liberty. It strikes against an invisible obstacle, the glass; and to it

glass is nothing at all and yet an obstruction. On the far side, it sees free

space, bathed in sunshine. It wears itself out in efforts to fly there, unable

to understand the futile nature of its attempts against that strange barrier

which it cannot see. It perishes, at last, of exhaustion, without, in its

obstinancy, giving a glance at the gauze closing the conical chimney. I

must devise a means of renewing the experiment under better conditions.

The obstacle which 1 select is ordinary brown paper, stout enough to

keep the insect in the dark and thin enough not to offer serious resistance

to the prisoner’s efforts. As there is a great difference, in so far as the

actual nature ofthe barrier is concerned, between a paper partition and a

clay ceiling, let us begin by enquiring if the Mason-bee of the Walls

knowshow or rather is able to make herway through one ofthese partitions.

The mandibles are pickaxes suitable for breaking through hard mortar: are

they also scissors capable ofcutting a thin membrane? This is the point to

look into first of all.

In February, by which time the insect is in its perfect state, I take a

certain number of cocoons, without damaging them, from their cells and

insert them each in a separate stump of reed, closed at one end by the

natural wall of the node and open at the other. These pieces of reed

represent the cells ofthe nest. The cocoons are introduced with the insect’s

head turned toward the opening. Lastly, my artificial cells are closed in
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different ways. Some receive a stopper ofkneaded clay, which, when dry,

will correspond in thickness and consistency with the mortar ceiling ofthe

natural nest. Others are plugged with a cylinder of sorghum, at least a

centimetre thick; and the remainder with a disk of brown paper solidly

fastened by the edge. All these bits ofreed are placed side by side in a box,

standing upright, with the roof of my making at the top. The insects,

therefore, are in the exact position, which they occupied in the nest. To
open a passage, they must do what they would have done without my
interference; they must break through the wall situated above their heads.

1 shelter the whole under a wide bell-glass and wait for the month ofMay,

the period ofthe deliverance.

The results far exceed my anticipations. The clay stopper, the work of

my fingers, is perforated with a round hole, differing in no wise from that

which the Mason-bee contrives through her native mortar dome. The

vegetable barrier, new to my prisoners, namely, the sorghum cylinder, also

opens with a neat orifice, which might have been the work of a punch.

Lastly, the brown-paper cover allows the Bee to make her exit not by

bursting through, by making a violent rent, but once more by a clearly

defined round hole. My Bees therefore are capable ofa task for which they

were not bom; to come out oftheir reed cells they do what probably none

oftheir race did before them; they perforate the wall of sorghum-pith, they

make a hole in the paper barrier, just as they would have pierced their

natural clay ceiling. When the moment comes to free themselves, the

nature of the impediment does not stop them, provided that it be not

beyond their strength; and henceforth the argument of incapacity cannot

be raised when a mere paper barrier is in question.

In addition to the cells made out of bits of reed, I put under the bell-

glass, at the same time, two nests, which are intact and still resting on their

pebbles. To one of them I have attached a sheet of brown paper pressed

close against the mortar dome. In order to come out, the insect will have to

pierce first the dome and then the paper, which follows without any

intervening space. Over the other, I have placed a little brown-paper cone,

gummed to the pebble. There is here, therefore, as in the first case, a

double wall—a clay partition and a paper partition—with this difference,

that the two walls do not come immediately after each other, but are separated

by an empty space of about a centimetre at the bottom, increasing as the

cone rises.

The results of these two experiments are quite different. The Bees in
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the nest to which a sheet of paper was tightly stuck come out by piercing

the two enclosures, ofwhich the outer wall, the paper wrapper, is perforated

with a very clean round hole, as we have already seen in the reed cells

closed with a lid of the same material. We thus become aware, for the

second time, that, when the Mason-bee is stopped by a paper barrier, the

reason is not her incapacity to overcome the obstacle. On the other hand,

the occupants of the nest covered with the cone, after making their way
through the earthen dome, finding the sheet ofpaper at some distance, do

not even try to perforate this obstacle, which they would have conquered

so easily had it been fastened to the nest. They die under the cover

withoutmaking any attempt to escape. Even so did Re’aumur’s Bees perish

in the glass funnel, where their liberty depended only upon their cutting

through a bit of gauze.

This fact strikes me as rich in inferences. What? Here are sturdy insects,

to whom boring through granite is mere play, to whom a stopper of soft

wood and a paper partition are walls quite easy to perforate despite the

novelty of the material; and yet these vigorous housebreakers allow

themselves to perish stupidly in the prison of a paper bag, which they

could have tom open with one stroke oftheir mandibles? They are capable

of tearing it, but they do not dream of doing so! There can be only one

explanation ofthis suicidal inaction. The insect is well endowed with tools

and instinctive faculties for accomplishing the final act of its

metamorphosis, namely, the act ofemerging from the cocoon and from the

cell. Its mandibles provide it with scissors, file, pick- axe and lever wherewith

to cut, gnaw through and demolish either its cocoon and its mortar enclosure

or any other not too obstinate barrier substituted for the natural covering

ofthe nest. Moreover—and this is an important proviso, but for which the

outfit would be useless—it has, 1 will not say the will to use those tools,

but a secret stimulus inviting it to employ them. When the hour for the

emergence arrives, this stimulus is aroused and the insect sets to work to

bore a passage. It little cares in this case whether the material to be pierced

be the natural mortar, sorghum-pith, or paper; the lid that holds it imprisoned

does not resist for long. Nor even does it care if the obstacle be increased

in thickness and a paper wall be added outside the wall of clay: the two

barriers, with no interval between them, form but one to the Bee, who
passes through them because the act of getting out is still one act and one

only. With the paper cone, whose wall is a little way off, the conditions are

changed, though the total thickness ofwail is really the same. Once outside

its earthen abode, the insect has done all that it was destined to do in order
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to release itself; to move freely on the mortar dome represents to it the end

ofthe release, the end of the act of boring. Around the nest a new barrier

appears, the wall made by the paper bag; but, in order to pierce this, the

insect would have to repeat the act which it has just accomplished, the act

which it is not intended to perform more than once in its life; it would, in

short, have to make into a double act that which by nature is a single one:

and the insect cannot do this, for the sole reason that it has not the wish

to. The Mason-bee perishes for lack ofthe smallest gleam ofintelligence.



XIV

Cricket Music

Wherever the active, omnivorous black field cricket is found its

chirping music is well known. This study ofthe manner in which Fabre ’s

field crickets produced their sounds is takenfrom Chapter XVI ofTHE
LIFEOFTHEGRASSHOPPER.

IN STEPSANATOMY and says to the Cricket, bluntly: “Show us your

musical-box.”

Like all things of real value, it is very simple; it is based on the same

principle as that ofthe Grasshoppers: a bow with a hook to it and a vibrating

membrane. The right wing case overlaps the left and covers it almost

completely, except where it folds back sharply and encases the insect’s

side. It is the converse of what we see in the Green Grasshopper, the

Decticus, the Ephippiger and their kinsmen. The Cricket is right-handed,

the others left-handed.

I have never come across a Cricket that failed to conform with the

general rule. All those whom I have examined—and they are many

—

without a single exception carried the right wing case above the left.

Let us try to interfere and to bring about by artifice what natural

conditions refuse to show us. Using my forceps, very gently, of course,

and without straining the wing cases, 1 make these overlap the opposite

way. This result is easily obtained with a little dexterity and patience. The

thing is done. Everything is in order. There is no dislocation at the

shoulders; the membranes are without a crease. Things could not be better-

arranged under normal conditions.

Was the Cricket going to sing, with his inverted instrument? I was

almost expecting it, appearances were so much in its favour; but I was

soon undeceived. The insect submits for a few moments; then, finding the

inversion uncomfortable, it makes an effort and restores the instrument to

its regular position. In vain I repeat the operation: the Cricket’s obstinacy

triumphs overmine. The displaced wing-cases always resume their normal

arrangement. There is nothing to be done in this direction.

Shall I be more successful if I make my attempt while the wing-cases

are still immature? At the actual moment, they are stiffmembranes, resisting

any change. The fold is already there; it is at the outset that the material
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should be manipulated. What shall we learn from organs that are quite

new and still plastic, ifwe invert them as soon as they appear? Hie thing

is worth trying.

For this purpose 1 go to the larva and watch for the moment of its

metamorphosis, a sort of second birth. The future wings and wing-cases

form four tiny flaps which, by their shape and their scantiness, as well as

by the way in which they stick out in different directions, remindme ofdie

shortjackets worn by the Auvergne cheese-makers. I am most assiduous

in my attendance, lest I should miss the propitious moment, and at last

have a chance to witness the moulting. In the early part of May, at about

eleven in the morning, a larva casts off its rustic garments beforemy eyes.

The transformed Cricket is now a reddish brown, all but the wings and

wing-cases, which are beautifully white.

Both wings and wing cases, which only issued from their sheaths,

quite recently, are no more than short, crinkly stumps. The former remain

in this rudimentary state, or nearly so. The latter gradually develop bit-by-

bit and open out; their inner edges, with a movement too slow to be

perceived, meet one another, on the same plane and at the same level.

There is no sign to tell us which of the two wing-cases will overlap the

other. The two edges are now touching. A few moments longer and the

right will be above the left This is the time to intervene.

With a straw I gently change the position, bringing the left edge over

the right. The insect protests a little and disturbs my manoeuvring. I insist,

while taking every possible care not to endanger these tender organs,

which look as though they were cut out of wet tissue-paper. And I am

quite successful: the left wing-case pushes forward above the right, but

only very little, barely a twenty-fifth of an inch. We will leave it alone:

things will now go ofthemselves.

They go as well as one could wish, in fact. Continuing to spread, the

left wing-case ends by entirely covering the other. At three o’clock in the

afternoon, the Cricket has changed from a reddish hue to black, but the

wing-cases are still white. Two hours more and they also will possess the

normal colouring.

It is over. The wing-cases have come to maturity under the artificial

arrangement; they had opened out and moulded themselves according to

my plans; they have taken breadth and consistency and have been bom,

so to speak, in an inverted position. As things now are, the Cricket is left-
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handed. Will he definitely remain so? It seems to me that he will; andmy
hopes rise higher on the morrow and the day after, for the wing-cases

continue, without any trouble, in their unusual arrangement. I expect soon

to see the artist wield that particular fiddle-stick which the members ofhis

family never employ. I redouble my watchfulness, so as to witness his first

attempt at playing the violin.

On the third day, the novice makes a start. A few briefgrating sounds

are heard, the noise ofa machine out ofgear shifting its parts back in their

proper order. Then the song begins, with its accustomed tone and rhythm.

Veil your face, O foolish experimenter, overconfident in your

mischievous straw! You thought that you had created a new type of

instrumentalist; and you have obtained nothing at all. The Cricket has

thwarted your schemes: he is scraping with his right fiddlestick and always

will. With a painful effort, he has dislocated his shoulders, which were

made to mature and harden the wrong way; and, in spite of a set that

seemed definite, he has put back on top that which ought to be on top and

underneath that which ought to be underneath. Your sorry science tried to

make a left-handed player of him. He laughs at your devices and settles

down to be right-handed for the rest of his life.



XV

Courtship of the Scorpion

Like the Praying Mantis andnumerous species ofspiders, thefemale

scorpion devours her husband. Fabre’s investigations of this phase of

the life-story of the creature extended, as his investigations often did,

over aperiodofmanyyears. His step-by-step advance in understanding,

as recorded in his notes set down at the time, is given here. The source of

this selection is THE LIFEOF THE SCORPION.

IN APRIL, when the Swallow returns to us and the Cuckoo sounds his

first note, arevolution takes place among my hitherto peaceable Scorpions.

Several, whom I have established in the colony in the enclosure, leave

their shelter at nightfall, go wandering about and do not return to their

homes. A more serious business: often, under the same stone, are two

Scorpions ofwhom one is in the act of devouring the other. Is this a case

of brigandage among creatures of the same order, who, falling into

vagabond ways when the fine weather sets in, thoughtlessly enter their

neighbours’ houses and there meet with their undoing unless they be the

stronger? One would almost think it, so quickly is the intruder eaten up,

for days at a time and in small mouthfuls, even as the usual game would be.

Now here is something to give us a hint. The Scorpions devoured are

invariably ofmiddling size. Their lighter colouring, their less protuberant

bellies, markthem as males, always males. The others, larger, more paunchy

and a little darker in shade, do not end in this unhappy fashion. So these

are probably not brawls between neighbours who,jealous oftheir solitude,

would soon settle the hash ofany visitor and eat him afterwards, a drastic

method of putting a stop to further indiscretions; they are rather nuptial

rites, tragically performed by the matron after pairing. To determine how

much ground there is for this suspicion is beyond my powers until next

year: I am still too badly equipped.

Spring returns once more. I have prepared the large glass cage in

advance and stocked it with twenty-five inhabitants, each with his bit of

crockery. From mid-April onwards, every evening, when it grows dark,

between seven and nine o’clock, great animation reigns in the crystal

palace. That which seemed deserted by day now becomes a scene of
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festivity. As soon as supper is finished, die whole household runs out to

look on. A lantern hung outside the panes allows us to follow events.

It is our distraction after the worries ofthe day; it is our play-house. In

this theatre for simple folk, the performances are so highly interesting that,

the moment the lantern is lighted, all of us, great and small alike, come and

take our places in the stalls; all, down to Tom, the House-dog. Tom, it is

true, indifferent to Scorpion affairs, like the true philosopher that he is, lies

at our feet and dozes, but only with one eye, keeping the other always

open on his friends the children.

Let me try to give the reader an idea of what happens. A numerous

assembly soon gathers near the glass panes in the region discreetly lit by

the lanterns. Every elsewhere, here, there, single Scorpions walk about

and, attracted by the light, leave the shade and hasten to the illuminated

festival. The very Moths betray no greater eagerness to flutter to the rays

ofour lamps. The newcomers mingle with the crowd, while others, tired of

their pastimes, withdraw into the shade, snatch a few moments’ rest and

then impetuously return upon the scene.

These hideous devotees of gaiety provide a dance that is not wholly

devoid of charm. Some come from afar: solemnly they emerge from the

shadow; then, suddenly, with a rush as swift and easy as a slide, they join

the crowd, in the light. Their agility reminds me ofMice scurrying along

with their tiny steps. They seek one another and fly precipitately the

moment they touch, as though they had mutually burnt their fingers.

Others, aftertumbling about a little with their playfellows, make offhurriedly

and wildly. They take fresh courage in the dark and return.

At times, there is a violent tumult: a confused mass ofswarming legs,

snapping claws, tails curving and clashing, threatening or fondling, it is

hard to say which. In this affray, under favourable conditions, twin specks

oflight flare and shine like carbuncles. One would take them for eyes that

emit flashing glances; in reality they are two polished, reflecting facets,

which occupy the front ofthe head. All, large and small alike, take part in

the brawl, it might be a battle to the death, a general massacre; and it isjust

a wanton frolic. Even so do kittens bemaul each other. Soon, the group

disperses; all make off in all sorts ofdirections, without a scratch, without

a sprain.

Behold the fugitives collecting once more beneath the lantern. They

pass and pass again; they come and go, often meeting front to front. He
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who is in the greatest hurry walks over the back ofthe other, who Jets him
have his way without any protest but a movement ofthe body, ft is no time

for blows: at most, two Scorpions meeting will exchange a cuff, that is to

say, a rap ofthe caudal staff. In their community, this friendly thump, in

which the point ofthe sting plays no part, is a sort ofa fisticuff in frequent

use. There are better things than entangled legs and brandished tails;

there are sometimes poses of the highest originality. Face to face, with

claws drawn back, two wrestlers proceed to stand on their heads like

acrobats, that is to say, resting only on the forequarters, they raise the

whole hinder portion of the body, so much so that the chest displays the

four little lung pockets uncovered. Then the tails, held vertically erect in a

straight line, exchange mutual rubs, gliding one over the other, while their

extremities are hooked together and repeatedly fastened and unfastened.

Suddenly, the friendly pyramid falls to pieces and each runs offhurriedly,

without ceremony.

What were these two wrestlers trying to do, in their eccentric posture?

Was it a set-to between two rivals? It would seem not, so peaceful is the

,encounter. My subsequent observations were to tell me that this was the

mutual teasing of a betrothed couple. To declare his flame, the Scorpion

stands on his head.

To continue as I have begun and give a homogeneous picture of the

thousand tiny particulars gathered day by day would have its advantages:

the story would sooner he told; but, at the same time deprived of its

details. Which vary greatly between one observation and the next and are

difficult to piece together, it would he less interesting. Nothing must be

neglected in the relation ofmanners so strange and as yet so little known.

At the risk ofrepeating one’s selfhere and there, it is preferable to adhere

to chronological order and to tell the story by fragments, as one’s

observations reveal fresh facts. Order will emerge from this disorder; for

each of the more remarkable evenings supplies some feature that

corroborates and completes those, which go before. I will therefore continue

my narration in the form ofa diary.

25th April, 1904. —Hullo! What is this, something I have not yet

seen? My eyes, ever on the watch, look upon the affair for the first time.

Two Scorpions face each other, with claws outstretched and fingers

clasped. It is a question ofa friendly grasp ofthe hand and not the prelude

to a battle, for the two partners are behaving to each other in die most

peaceful way. There is one of either sex. One is paunchy and brownerthan
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the other: this is the female; the other is comparatively slim and pale: this

is the male. With their tails prettily curled, the couple strolls with measured

steps along the pane. The male is ahead and walks backwards, withoutjolt

orjerk, withoutany resistance to overcome. The female follows obediently,

clasped by her finger-tips and face to face with her leader.

The stroll is interrupted by halts that do not affect the method of

conjunction; it is resumed, now here, now there, from end to end of the

enclosure. Nothing shows the object, which the strollers have in view.

They loiter, they dawdle, they most certainly exchange ogling glances.

Even so in my village, on Sundays, after vespers, do the youth of both

sexes saunter along the hedges, every Jack with his Jill.

Often they tack about. It is always the male who decides which fresh

direction die pair shall take. Without releasing her hands, he turns gracefully

to the left or right about and places himselfside by side with his companion.

Then, for a moment, with tail laid flat, he strokes her spine. The other

stands motionless, impassive.

For over an hour, without tiring, I watch these interminable comings

and goings. A part of the household lends me its eyes in the presence of

the strange sight, which no one in the world has yet seen, at least with a

vision capable of observing. In spite of the lateness of the hour, which

upsets all our habits, our attention is concentrated and no essential thing

escapes us.

At last, about ten o’clock, something happens. The male has hit upon

a potsherd whose shelter seems to suit him. He releases his companion

with one hand, with one alone, and continuing to hold her with the other,

he scratches with his legs and sweeps with his tail. A grotto opens. He
enters and, slowly, without violence, drags the patient Scorpioness after

him. Soon both have disappeared. A plug ofsand closes the dwelling. The

couple are at home.

To disturb them would be a blunder: I should be interfering too soon,

at an inopportune moment, if I tried at once to see what was happening

below. The preliminary stages may last for the best part ofthe night; and

it does not do for me, who have turned eighty, to sit up so late. I feel my
legs giving way; and my eyes seem full of sand.

All night long I dream ofScorpions. They crawl undermy bedclothes,

they pass overmy face, and I am not particularly excited, so many curious

things do I see in my imagination. The next morning, at daybreak, I lift the
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stoneware. The female is alone. Ofthe male there is no trace, either in the

home or in the neighbourhood. First disappointment, to be followed by
many others.

IOth May.—It is nearly seven o’clock in the evening: the sky is overcast

with signs of an approaching shower. Under one of the potsherds is a

motionless couple, face to face, with linked fingers. Cautiously I raise the

potsherd and leave the occupants uncovered, so as to study the

consequences ofthe interview at my ease. The darkness ofthe night falls

and nothing, it seems to me, will disturb the calm ofthe home deprived of

its roof. A sharp shower compels me to retire. They, under the lid of the

cage, have no need to take shelter against the rain. What will they do, left

to their business as the are but deprived of a canopy to their alcove?

An hour later, the rain ceases and I return to my Scorpions. They are

gone. They have taken up their abode under a neighbouring tile. Still with

their fingers linked, the female is outside and the male indoors, preparing

the home. At intervals often minutes, the members ofmy family relieve

one another, so as not to lose the exact moment of the pairing, which

appears to be imminent. Wasted pains: at eight o’clock, it being now quite

dark, the couple, dissatisfied with the spot, set out on a fresh ramble, hand

in hand, and go prospecting elsewhere. The male, walking backwards,

leads the way, chooses the dwelling as he pleases; the female follows with

docility. It is an exact repetition ofwhat 1 saw on the 25th ofApril.

At last a tile is found to suit them. The male goes in first but this time

neither hand releases his companion for a moment. The nuptial chamber is

prepared with a few sweeps of the tail. Gently drawn towards him, the

Scorpioness enters in the wake of her guide.

I visit them a couple ofhours later, thinking that I’ve given them time

enough to finish their preparations. I lift the potsherd. They are there in

the same posture, face to face and hand in hand. 1 shall see no more to-day.

The next day, nothing new either. Each sits confronting the other,

meditatively. Without stirring a limb, the gossips, holding each other by

the fingertips, continue their endless interview under the tile. In the evening,

at sunset, after sitting linked together for four-and-twenty hours, the couple

separate. He goes away from the tile, she remains; and matters have not

advanced by an inch.

This observation gives us two facts to remember. After the stroll to

celebrate the betrothal, the couple need the mystery and quiet ofa shelter.
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Neva*wouldthe nuptials be consummated in the open air, amid the bustling

crowd, in sight ofall. Remove the roofofthe house, by night or day, with

all possible discretion; and the husband and wife, who seem absorbed in

meditation, march off in search of another spot. Also, the sojourn under

the cover ofa stone is a long one: we have just seen it spun out to twenty-

four hours and even then without a decisive result.

12th May.—What will this evening’s sitting teach us? The weather is

calm and hot, favourable to nocturnal pastimes. A couple has been formed:

how tilings began I do not know. This time the male is greatly inferior to

his corpulent mate. Nevertheless, the skinny wight performs his duty

gallantly. Walking backwards, according to rule, with his tail rolled

trumpetwise, he marches the fat Scorpioness around the Glass ramparts.

Afterone circuit follows another, sometimes in the same, sometimes in the

opposite direction.

Pauses are frequent. Then the foreheads touch, bend a little to left and

right, as ifthe two were whispering in each other’s ears. The little forelegs

flutter in feverish caresses. What are they saying to each other? How shall

we translate their silent epithalamium into words?

The whole household turns out to see this curious team, which our

presence in no way disturbs. The pair are pronounced to be “pretty”; and

the expression is not exaggerated. Semi-translucent and shining in the

light ofthe lantern, they seem carved out ofa block of amber. Their arms

out-stretched, their tails rolled into graceful spirals, they wander on with a

slow movement and with measured tread

.

Nothing puts them out. Should some vagabond, taking the evening air

and keeping to the wall like themselves, meet them on their way, he stands

aside—for he understands these delicate matters—and leaves them a free

passage. Lastly, the shelter of a tile receives the strolling pair, the male

entering first and backwards: that goes without saying. It is nine o’clock.

The idyll of the evening is followed, during the night, by a hideous

tragedy. Next morning, we find the Scorpioness under the potsherd ofthe

previous day. The little male is by her side, but slain, and more or less

devoured. He lacks the head, a claw, a pair of legs. I place the corpse in the

open, on the threshold of the home. All day long, the recluse does not

touch it. When night returns, she goes out and, meeting the deceased on

her passage, carries him offto a distance to give him a decent funeral, that

is, to finish eating him.
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This act ofcannibalism agrees with what the open-air colony showed

me last year. From time to time, I would find, under the stones, a pot-bellied

female making a comfortable ritual meal offher companion ofthe night I

suspected thatthe male, ifhe did not break loose in time, once his functions

were fulfilled, was devoured, wholly or partly, according to the matron’s

appetite. I now have the certain proofbefore my eyes. Yesterday, I saw the

couple enter their home after their usual preliminary, the stroll; and, this

morning, under the same tile, at the moment of my visit, the bride is

consuming her mate.
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The Cionus Weevil

Fabre devoted more of his pages to the beetles than to any other

group ofinsects. Some ofhis researches, particularly those in connection

with the Scarab, extended over a halfa century. Among the beetles, the

weevils are generally injurious to plants and seeds. The mast famous

member ofthegroup in America, ofcourse, is the destructive Boll Weevil

ofthe South. This selection is takenfrom ChapterXV ofTHE LIFE OF
THE WEEVIL.

AN INSECT, well known to every one, is often but a stupid creature,

while another, ofwhich nothing is known, is ofreal value. When endowed

with talents worthy of attention, it passes unrecognized; when richly clad

and ofhandsome appearance, it is familiar to us. We judge it by its coat

and its size, as wejudge our neighbour by the fineness ofhis clothing and

the importance ofthe position, which he fills. The rest does not count.

Of course, if it is to be honoured by the historian, it is best that the

insect should enjoy popular renown. This saves the reader trouble, as he

at once knows precisely what we are speaking of; furthermore, it shortens

the story, which is not hampered by long and tedious descriptions.

Moreover, ifsize facilitates observation, ifelegance ofshape and brilliance

of costume captivate the eye, we should be wrong not to take this

magnificence into our reckoning.

But far more important are the habits, the ingenious devices, which

give a real charm to entomological study. Now it so happens that among

the insects it is the largest, the most magnificent, that are generally the

most inefficient: a freak of nature that recurs elsewhere. What can we
expect of a Carabus, all-shimmering with metallic gleams? Nothing but

feasting amid the foam secreted by a murdered snail. What can we expect

of the Cetonia, who looks as though she had escaped from a jeweller’s

showcase? Nothing but drowsy slumbers in the heart of a rose. These

magnificoes cannot do anything; they have no craft, no trade.

If, on the contrary, we wish to see original inventions, artistic

masterpieces and ingenious contrivances, we must apply to the humble

creatures that are oftener than not unknown to any one. And we must not

allow ourselves to be disgusted by the spots frequented. Ordure has
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beautiful and curious things in store for us, the like ofwhich we should

never find on die rose. The Minotaur has edifed us by his domestic habits.

Long live the modest! Long live the little!

One ofthese little ones, smaller than a peppercorn, will set us a great

problem, fall ofinterest but probably insoluble. The official nomenclatures

call it Cionus thapsus, FAB. Ifyou ask me what Cionus means, I shall reply

frankly that I have not the least idea. Neither the writer ofthese lines nor

die reader is any the worse off for that. In entomology a name is all the

better for meaning nothing but the insect named.

If an amalgam of Greek or Latin has a meaning that alludes to the

insect’s manner of living, the reality is often inconsistent with the word,

because the nomenclature, working in a necropolis, has preceded the

observer, who is concerned with the living species. Moreover, rough

guesses and even glaring mistakes too often disfigure the records ofthe

insect world.

At the present moment, it is the word thapsus that deserves reproach,

for the plant exploited by the Cionus is not the botanists’ Verbascum

thapsus at all, but quite another plant of wholly different character,

Verbascum sinuatum. A lover of the wayside, having no fear of the

ungrateful soil and the white dust, the scallop-leaved mullein is a southern

plant which spreads over the ground a rosette of broad fluffy leaves, the

edges ofwhich are gashed with deep, wavy incisions. Its flower-stalk is

divided into a number of twigs bearing yellow blossoms whose staminal

filaments are bearded with violet hairs.

At the end of May, let us open the umbrella, the collector’s chief

engine ofthe chase, underneath the plant. A few blows ofa walking-stick

on the chandelier ablaze with yellow flowers will bring down a sort ofhail.

This is our friend the Cionus, a roundish little creature huddled into globule

on its short legs. Its costume is not lacking in elegance and consists of a

scaly jacket flecked with black specks on an ash-grey background. The

insect is distinguished above all by two large tufts ofblack velvet, one on

its back and the other on the lower extremity ofthe wing-case. No other

Weevil of our countryside wears the like. The rostrum is fairly long,

powerful and depressed towards the thorax.

For a long while this Weevil, with her decoration of black spots, has

occupied my mind. 1 should like to know her larva, which, as everything

seems to prove, must live in the capsules of the scallop-leaved mullein.
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The insect belongs to the series that nibble at seeds contained in a shell;

it ought to share their botanical habits. But vainly, whatever the season,

do I open the capsules of the exploited plant: never do I find the Cionus

there, nor its larva, nor its nymph. This little mystery increasesmy curiosity.

Perhaps the dwarf has interesting things to tell us. 1 propose to wrest her

secret from her.

It so happens that a few scallop-leaved mulleins are spreading their

rosettes amid the pebbles ofmy enclosure. They are not populated, but I

can easily colonize them with specimens from the country round about,

obtained by a few battues over the umbrella. No sooner said than done.

From May onwards 1 have before my door, without fear ofdisturbance by

passing Sheep, the means offollowing the Cionus’ doings, in comfort, at

any hour ofthe day.

My colonies flourish. The strangers, satisfied with their new camping-

ground, settle down on the twigs on which I have pieced them. They

browse and gently tease one another with their legs: many ofthem pair off

and gaily spend their lives revelling in the sunshine. Those coupled

together, one on top ofthe other, are subject to sudden lurches from side

to side, as though impelled by the release of a vibrating spring. Pauses

follow, of varying length; then the lurches are repeated, cease and begin

again.

Which of the two supplies the motive force of this little piece of

machinery? Itseems tome that it is the female, who is rather larger than the

male. The jerking would then be a protest on her part, an attempt to free

herselffrom the embraces ofher companion, who holds on despite all this

shaking. Or again, it may be a common manifestation, the pair joyfully

exulting in a nuptial rolling from side to side.

Those who are not coupled plunge their rostrum into the budding

flowers and feast deliciously. Others bore little brown holes in the tiny

twigs, whence oozes a drop ofsyrup which the Ants will come and lick up

presently. And that, forthe moment, is all. There is nothing to tell us where

the eggs will be laid.

In July, certain capsules, still quite small, green and tender, have at

their base a brown speck, which might well be the work of the Cionus

placing her eggs. I have my doubts: most of these punctured capsules

contain nothing. The grubs then left their cell shortly after the hatching,

the aperture, still open, allowing them to pass.
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This emancipation ofdie new-born grubs, this premature exposure to

the clangers ofthe outside world, is not consistent with the habits of the

Weevils, who are great stay-at-homes while in the larval state. Legless,

plump, fond ofrepose, the grub shrinks from change ofplace; it grows up

on the spot where it was bom.

Another circumstance increases my perplexity. Among the capsules,

which the Weevil seems to have perforated with her rostrum, some contain

eggs ofan orange yellow, grouped into a single heap offive or sue or more.

This multiplicity gives us food for reflection. When fully matured, the

capsules ofdie scallop-leaved mullein are small, greatly inferior in size to

those ofother plants ofthe same genus. When still very young, green and

tender, those containing the eggs are hardly as big as halfa grain ofwheat.

There is not food for so many feasters in so tiny a morsel; there would not

be enough for one.

All mothers are provident. The exploiter of the mullein cannot have

endowed her six or more nurselings with such scanty possessions. For

these various reasons, I doubt at first whether these are really the Cionus’

eggs. What follows is not calculated to decrease my hesitation. The orange

eggs hatch out, producing grubs, which within twenty-four hours abandon

their exiguous natal chamber. They emerge through the orifice, which has

been left open; they spread over the capsule, cropping its down, a pasture

sufficient for their first mouthfuls. They descend to the thin little twigs,

which they strip oftheir bark, and gradually move on to the small adjacent

leaves, where the banquet is continued. Let us leave them to grow. Their

final transformation will tell me that I really have the authentic larva ofthe

Cionus before my eyes.

They are bare, legless grubs, ofa uniform pale yellow, excepting the

head, which is black, and the first segment ofthe thorax, which is adorned

with two large black spots. They are varnished all over their bodies with a

glutinous humour, so much so that they stick to the paint-brush used to

collect them and are difficult to shake off. When teased, they emit from the

end oftheir intestine a viscous fluid, apparently the origin oftheir varnish.

They wander idly over the young twigs, whose bark they gnaw down
to the wood; they also browse on the leaves growing from the twigs,

which are much smaller than those upon the ground. Having found a good

grazing-place, they stay there without moving, curved into a bow and held

in position by their glue. Their walk is an undulating crawl, based upon the
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support of their sticky behind. Helpless cripples, but coated with an

adhesive varnish, they are firmly enough fixed to resist a shake of the

bough that bears them without falling off. When you have no sort of

grapnel to hold on by, the idea of clothing yourself in glue, so that you

may shift your position without danger of falling, even in a gust ofwind,

is an original invention ofwhich, as yet, I know no other instance.

Our grubs are easily reared. Placed in a glass jar, with a few tender

twigs ofthe plant that feeds them, they go on browsing for some time and

then make themselves a pretty ampulla in which the transformation will

take place. To observe this performance and discover the method employed

was the chief purpose of my inquiry. I succeeded, though not without a

great expenditure of assiduity.

All its life long, the larva is smeared, on both its dorsal and its ventral

surface, with a viscous, colourless, strongly adhesive fluid. Touch the

creature lightly, anywhere, with the tip ofa camel-hair pencil. The glutinous

matter yields and draws out into a thread of a certain length. Repeat the

touch in the hot sunshine, in very dry weather. The viscosity is not

diminished. Our varnishes dry up; the grub’s does not; and this is a property

of the greatest value, enabling the feeble larva, without fear of being

shrivelled by the wind or the rays ofthe sun, to adhere firmly to its food-

plant, which loves the open air and warm, sunny places.

The laboratory producing this sticky varnish is easily discovered; we
have only to make the creature move along a slip of glass. We see from

time to time a sort oftreacly dew oozing from the end ofthe intestine and

lubricating the last segment. The glue is therefore supplied by the digestive

canal. Is there a special glandular laboratory there, or is it the intestine

itselfthat prepares the product? 1 will leave the question unanswered, for

nowadays I no longer have the steady hand or the keen sight required for

delicate dissection. The fact remains that the grub daubs itselfwith a glue

of which the end of the intestine is at least the storehouse, if it is not the

actual source.

How is the sticky emission distributed over the whole body, both

above and below? The larva is a legless cripple; it moves about by

obtaining a hold with its behind. Moreover, it is well segmented. The

back, in particular, has a series of fairly protuberant cushions; the ventral

surface, on the other hand, is puckered by knotty excrescences, which

change their shape considerably in the act of crawling. When moving,
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with the flexible fore-part of the body groping to find its way, the grub

consists of a series ofwaves that follow one another in perfect order.

Each wave starts from the hinder extremity and by swift degrees reaches

the head. Straightway a second wave follows in the same direction,

succeeded by a third, a fourth and so on, indefinitely. Each ofthese waves,

proceeding from one end ofthe grub to the other, is a step. So long as the

wave continues, the fulcrum, that is, the orifice ofthe intestine, remains in

its place, at first a little before and then a little behind the movement as a

whole. Hence the source ofthe sticky dew grazes first the tipofthe abdomen

and then the end ofthe back ofthe moving grub. In this way the tiny drop

ofgum is deposited above and below.

The glue has still to be distributed. This is done by crawling. Between

the puckers, the cushions, which the locomotory wave brings together

and then separates, alternately come into contact and open clefts into

which the sticky fluid gradually makes its way by capillary action. The

grub clothes itself in glue without exercising any special skill, merely by

moving along. Each locomotory wave, each step, supplies its quota to the

viscous doublet. This makes up for the losses which the larva cannot fail

to suffer on the road as it roams from pasture to pasture; and, since the

fresh material balances the wastage ofthe old, a suitable coat is obtained,

neither too thin nor too thick.

The complete coating is rapidly effected. With the tip ofa camel-hair

pencil, I wash a grub in a little water. The viscosity dissolves and disappears;

and the water used for washing the larva, evaporated on a slip of glass,

leaves a mark like that ofa weak solution ofgum arabic. I place the grub to

dry on blotting paper. When I now touch it with a straw, it no longer sticks

to it; it has lost its coating of varnish.

How will it replace it? This is a very simple matter. 1 allow the grub to

move about at will for a few minutes. No more is needed; the layer ofgum
is restored; the creature sticks to the straw that touches it. To sum up, the

vamish with which the Cionus’ larva is covered is a viscous fluid, soluble

in water, quickly emitted and extremely slow to dry, even in an intensely

hot sun and in the parching breath of the north wind.

Having obtained these data, let us see how the ampulla is constructed

in which the transformation will take place. On the 8th ofJuly, 1906, my son

Paul, my zealous collaboratornow that my once sturdy legs are failing me,

brings me, on returning from his morning walk, a magnificent branching
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head ofmullein peopled by the Cionus. It contains an abundance of larva.

Two of them in particular delight me: while the others stand browsing,

these two wander about restlessly, indifferent to their food. Beyond any

doubt, they are looking for a spot favourable to the process of the

nymphosis.

I place each ofthem singly in a small glass tube, which will allow me to

observe them easily. In case they might find the food-plant useful, 1 supply

them with a sprig of mullein. And now, lens in hand, from morning to

evening and then by night, as far as drowsiness and the doubtful light of

a candle will permit, let us be on the alert; for very interesting things are

about to happen. Let me describe them hour-by-hour.

8 A. M. - The larva is not making use ofthe twig with which 1 provided

it. It is crawling along the glass, darting its pointed head now this way,

now that. With a gentle creeping movement that causes an undulation of

the back and belly, it is trying to settle itselfcomfortably. After two hours

ofthis effort, which is certain to be accompanied by an emission ofviscous

fluid, it finds a position to its taste.

10A.M.- Being now fixed to the glass, the larva has shrunk into the

semblance ofa little barrel, or a grain ofwheat with rounded ends. At one

end is a shining black speck. This is the head, jammed into a fold of the

first segment. The grub’s colour is unchanged: it is still a dirty yellow.

1 . P. M. - A copious emission of fine black granules, followed by

semiffuid dejecta. To avoid soiling its future residence and to prepare the

intestine for the delicate chemistry about to follow, the grub purges itself

beforehand of its impurities. It is now a uniform pale yellow, without the

cloudy markings that disfigured it at first. It is lying at full length on its

ventral surface.

3. P.M.- Under the skin, especially on the back, the lens reveals subtle

pulsations, slight tremors, like those of a liquid surface on the point of

boiling. The dorsal vessel itself is dilating and contracting, throughout its

length, more actively than usual. This means a fit of fever. Some internal

change must be preparing, which will affect the whole organism. Can it be

the preparation for a moult?

5. P. M. - No, for the grub is no longer motionless. It leaves its heap of

dirt and begins to move along impetuously, more restlessly than ever.

What is happening that is in any way unusual? I think I can obtain some

idea of it by logic.
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Remember that the sticky coat in which the grub is clad does not dry

up: this is a condition indispensable to liberty of movement. If changed

into a hard varnish, a dry film, it would hamper, would indeed stop the

crawling; but, so long as it remains liquid, it is the drop ofoil that lubricates

the locomotory machine. This moist coating will, however, constitute the

material of the nymphosis-bladder: the fluid will become goldbeater’s-

skin, the liquid will solidify.

This change ofcondition at first suggests oxidation. We mustabandon

this idea. If the hardening were really the result of oxidation, the grub,

being sticky from its birth and always exposed to the air, would long ago

have been clad not in a delicate coat ofadhesive, but in a stiffparchment

sheath. Desiccation obviously must take place at the last moment and

rapidly, when the grub is preparing to change its shape. Before then, this

desiccation would be a danger; now, it is an excellent means ofdefence.

To “fix” oil-paintings our ingenuity employs siccatives, that is to say,

ingredients that act upon the oil, giving it a resinous consistency. The

Cionus likewise has its siccative, as the following facts prove. It may be

that the grub was labouring to produce this desiccating substance, by

some profound change in the process of its organic laboratory, at the time

when its poor flesh was quivering with feverish tremors; it may be that it

was proceeding to spread the siccative over the whole surface of its body

by taking a long walk, the last of its larval life.

7. P. M.- The larva is once more motionless, lying flat on its belly. Is

this the end of its preparations? Not yet. The globular structure must have

a foundation, a base on which the grub can support itself in order to dilate

its ampulla.

8. P. M.- Round the head and the fore-part ofthe thorax, which, like the

rest ofthe body, are touching the slip ofglass, a border ofpure white now
appears, as though snow had fallen at these points. This forms a sort of

horse-shoe enclosing an area in which the snowy deposit is continued in

a vague mist. From the base ofthis border some threads ofthe same white

substance radiate in short tufts. This structure denotes work done with

the mouth, a miniature wire-drawing. And in fact no such white substance

is seen anywhere except around the head. Thus the creature’s two ends

take part in the building of the hut: the one in front provides the

foundations; the one behind provides the edifice.

10. P.M.-The larva shrinks. With its support, that is to say, its head
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anchored to the snowy cushion, it brings its hinder end a little nearer; it

coils up, hunches its back and gradually turns itself into a ball. Though

not yet perceptible, the ampulla is being prepared. The siccative has taken

effect; the original gumminess has been transformed into a sort of skin,

flexible enough at this moment to be distended by the pressure of the

back. When its capacity is large enough, the grub will become unglued,

throw off its envelope and find itself at liberty in a spacious enclosure.

I should much like to see this peeling, but things happen so slowly as

to drive one to despair. Let us go to bed. What 1 have seen is enough to

enable me to guess the little that remains to be seen.

Next day, when the pale dawn gives me sufficient light, I hasten to my
two larva. The bladder is completed. It is a graceful ovoid of the finest

gold-beater’s-skin, adhering at no point to the insect inside. It has taken

some twenty hours to manufacture. It has still to be strengthened with a

lining. The transparency of the wall lets us follow the operation.

We see the grub’s little black head rising and falling, swerving this

way and that and from time to time gathering with its mandibles, at the

door of the intestine, a particle of cement, which is instantly placed in

position and meticulously smoothed. So the interior ofthe hut is plastered,

point after point, by small touches. Lest I should not see clearly through

the wall, I cut off the top of a bladder, partly uncovering the larva. The

work is continued without much hesitation. The strange method is revealed

as plainly as one could wish. The grub makes use of its behind as a store

ofconsolidating cement; the end of the intestine serves as the equivalent

ofthe hod from which the bricklayer takes his trowelful ofmortar.

This original mode of procedure is familiar to me. At one time, a big

Weevil, the Spotted Larinus, inhabiting the blue- headed globe-thistle

{Echinops Ritro), enabled me to witness a similar method. The Larinus

also expels its own cement. With the tips of its mandibles it gathers it from

the evacuating orifice, applying it with strict economy. Moreover it has

other materials at its disposal, the hairs and remnants of the florets of its

thistle. Its cement is used only to plaster and glaze the work. The Cionus’

larva, on the other hand, employs nothing but the oozings of its intestine;

consequently the little hut resulting is of incomparable perfection.

Besides the Spotted Larinus, my notes mention other Weevils, for

instance, the Garlic-Weevil (Brachycerus algirus), whose larvae possess

the art ofcoating their cells with a thin glaze provided by the rump. This
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intestinal artifice seems, therefore, to be pretty frequently employed by

the Weevils that build little chambers in which the metamorphosis is to

take place; but none of them excel in it, as does the Cionus. Its task

becomes yet more interesting when we consider that, in the same factory,

after a very briefinterval, three different products are compounded: first a

liquid glue, a means of adhesion to the swaying support of the mullein

lashed by the winds; then a siccative fluid which transforms the sticky

coating into gold-beater’s-skin; and lastly a cement which strengthens

the bladder separated from the larva by a sort ofmoult. What a laboratory;

what exquisite chemistry in a scrap of intestine!

What use are these minute details, noted hour by hour? Why these

puerilities? What matters to us the industry of a wretched grub, hardly

known even to the experts?

Well, these puerilities involve the most weighty problems that we are

privileged to discuss. Is the world a harmonious creation, governed by a

primordial force, a causa causaruml Or is it a chaos ofblind conflicting

forces, whose reciprocal produce a chance equilibrium, for better or for

worse? Minute entomological details examined with some thoroughness,

may serve us better than syllogisms, in the scientific investigation of

these trifles and others like them. The humble Cionus, for its part, tells us

of a primordial force, the motive power ofthe smallest as ofthe greatest

things.

A day is not too long to give the bladder a good lining. Next day the

larva moults and passes into the nymphal state. Let us complete its story

with the data gleaned in the fields. The cocoons are often found on the

grass near the food- plant, on the stalks and dead blades ofthe Gramineae.

Generally, however, they occupy the little twigs ofthe mullein, stripped of

their bark and withered. The adult insect emerges sooner or later in

September. The gold-beater’s-skin capsule is not tom irregularly, at random;

it is neatly divided into two equal parts, like the two halves of a soapbox.

Has the enclosed insect gnawed the casing with its patient tooth and

made a fissure along the equator? No, for the edges of either hemisphere

are perfectly clean-cut. There must, therefore, have been a circular line

ready to facilitate the opening. All that the insect had to do was to hunch

its back and give a slight push, in order to unfasten the roofof its cabin all

in one piece and set itself free.

I can just see this line ofeasy rupture on certain intact capsules. It is a
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faint line ringing the equator. What does the insect do beforehand to

contrive that its cell shall open in this way? A humble plant, flowering

early in the spring, the blue or scarlet pimpernel, has also its soap-box, its

pyxidium, which splits easily into two hemispheres when the time comes

for the seed to be scattered. In either case it is the work ofan unconscious

ingenuity. The grub does not plan its methods any more than the pimpernel:

it has hit upon its ingenious scheme ofjoining the halves of its capsule by

the inspiration of instinct alone.

More numerous than the capsules which burst accurately are, others

which are clumsily tom by a shapeless breach. Through this some parasite

must have emerged, some ruthless creature, which, unacquainted with the

secret ofthe delicate joint, has released itself by tearing die gold-beater’s

skin. I find its larvae in cells, which are not yet perforated. It is a small,

white grub, fixed to a discoloured tit-bit which is all sucking dry the rightful

occupant, whose budding flesh is still quite tender. I think 1 can identify

the murderess as a bandit of the Chalcid tribe, which is addicted to such

massacres.

Her appearance and her gluttonous ways have not misled me. My
rearing-jars provide me with abundant supplies ofa small bronze-coloured

Chalcid with a large head .and a round, tapering body, but with no visible

boring-tool. To enquire her name ofthe experts will not help me much. 1 do

not ask the insect, “what are you called?” but “what are you able to do?”

The anonymous parasite hatched in my jars has no implement similar

to that of the Leucospis, the chief of the Chalcididae; it has no probe,

which is able to penetrate a wall and place the egg, at some distance, on

the food-ration. Her germ, therefore, was laid in the very flanks of the

Cionus’ larva, before the latter had built its shell.

The methods of these tiny brigands appointed to the task of thinning

out the too numerous are extremely varied. Each guild has its own method,

which is always horribly effective. How should so small a creature as the

Cionus cumber the earth? No matter: it has to be massacred, to perish in its

cradle, a victim of the Chalcid. Like other creatures, the peaceful dwarf

must furnish its share of organizable matter, which will be further and

further refined as it passes from stomach to stomach.

Let us recapitulate the habits ofthe Cionus, very strange habits in an

insect ofthe Weevil series. The mother entrusts her eggs to the swelling

capsules ofthe scallop-leaved mullein. So far, everything is according to
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rule. Other Weevils, as a matter offact, prefer, when setting their children

up in life, the pods ofsome other mullein, or those ofthe figwort or ofthe

snapdragon, two plants belonging to one and the same botanical family.

But now we are suddenly confronted with the strange and exceptional.

The mother Cionus chooses the mullein with the smallest capsules, whereas

in the neighbourhood and at the same season there are others loaded with

fruit whose dimensions would provide spacious lodgings and abundance

of food. She prefers dearth to plenty and narrow to spacious quarters.

Worse still. Indifferent to leaving provision for her brood, she nibbles

the tender seeds, destroys them, extirpates them, in order to obtain a

cavity in the heart ofthe tiny globule. Into this she slips more or less half

a dozen eggs. With the edible substance left, were the whole cell to be

consumed, there would not be enough to feed a single grub.

When the bread-pan is empty, the house is deserted. The young

abandon their famine-stricken dwelling on the day when they are hatched.

They are bold innovators and practice a method, which is held in detestation

among the Weevils, who are all preeminently stay-at-homes: they dare the

dangers ofthe outer world: they travel, passing from one leafto another in

search of food. This strange exodus, unprecedented in a Weevil, is not a

mere caprice but a necessity imposed on them by hunger; they migrate

because their mother has not provided them with anything to eat.

If traveling has its pleasures, enough to make the insect forget the

delights ofthe cell in which it digests at peace, it also has its drawbacks.

The legless grub can progress only by a sort of creeping gait. It has no

instrument ofadherence, which will enable it to remain fixed to the twig,

whence the least breath ofwind may make it fall. Necessity is the motherof

invention. To guard against the danger of falling, the wanderer smears

itself with a viscous fluid, which varnishes it and makes it adhere to the

trail, which it is following.

But this is not all. When the ticklish moment ofthe nymphosis arrives,

a retreat in which the grub can undergo its transformation in peace becomes

indispensable. The vagabond has nothing of the sort. It is homeless; it

sleeps in the open air; yet it is able, when the time comes, to make itselfa

tent, a capsule, the materials for which are supplied by its intestine. No

other insect of its order can build a home like this. Let us hope that the

hateful Chalcid, the murderer ofnymphs, will not visit it in its pretty little

tent.
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The grub that lives on the scallop-leaved mullein has shown an utter

revolution in the habits ofthe Weevil clan. The better to judge ofthis, let

us consult a cognate species, placed not far from the Cionus by the

classifiers; let us compare the two kinds of life, on the one hand the

exception and on the other the rule. The comparison will be all the more

useful in as much as the new witness also exploits a mullein. It is known as

Gymnetronrhapsicola,GERM.

Dressed in russet homespun, with a plump round body and about the

size of the Cionus: there you have the creature. Note the qualifying

thapsicola, meaning an inhabitant ofthe thapsus. On this occasion, I am
glad to see, the term could not possibly be happier: it enables the novice

to identify the insect exactly, without other data than the name ofthe plant

on which it lives.

The botanist gives the name of Verbascum thapsus to the common
mullein, or shepherd’s club, a lover ofthe tilled fields in both the north and

the south. Its bloom, instead of branching out like that of the scallop-

leaved mullein, consists ofone thick cone ofyellow flowers. Jhese flowers

are followed by close-packed capsules about as big as a fair-sized olive.

Here we no longer have the niggardly pods in which the grub of the

Cionus would die of starvation if it did not abandon them as soon as it is

hatched; these caskets contain plenty of victuals for one larva and even

for two. A partition divides them into two equal compartments, both of

them crammed with seeds.

The fancy tookme to estimate roughly the mullein’s wealth of seeds. I

have counted asmany as 32 1 in a single shell.Now a spike ofordinary size

contains 150 capsules. The total number of seeds is therefore 48,000.

What can the plant want with such abundance? Allowing for the small

number of seeds required to maintain the species in a thriving state, it is

evident that the mullein is a hoarder ofnutritive atoms; it creates foodstuffs;

it summons guests to its opulent banquet.

Knowing these facts, the Gymnetron, from May onwards, visits the

luxuriant flower-spike and there installs her grubs. The inhabited capsules

may be recognized by the brown speck at their base. This is the hole bored

by the mother’s rostrum, the aperture needed for inserting the eggs. Usually

there are two, corresponding with the two cells of the fruit. Soon the

oozings from the cell set hard and dry and obstruct the tiny window; and

the capsule is closed again, without any communication with the outer
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world.

In June and July, let us open the shells marked with brown specks.

Nearly always we find two grubs, looking fat as butter, with their fore-

parts swollen and their hinder parts shrunken and curved like a comma.
Not a vestige of legs, which members would be very useless in such a

lodging. Lying at its ease, the grub has plenty of food ready to its mouth:

first the tender, sugary seeds; then the placenta, their common support,

which is likewise fleshy and highly flavoured. It is pleasant to live under

such conditions, motionless and devoting one’s selfentirely to the joys of

the stomach.

It would take a cataclysm to upset the smug hermit. This cataclysm I

bring about by opening the cell. Then and there, the grub begins to twist

and wriggle desperately, hating any exposure to the air and light. It takes

more than an hour to recover from its excitement. Here assuredly is a grub

that will never be tempted to leave its home and go wandering about like

the Cionus’ larva. It is most highly domestic by inheritance and domestic

it will remain.

It refused even to go next door. In the same capsule, on the other side

of the partition, a neighbour is nibbling away. Never does it pay the

neighbour a visit, though it could easily do so by perforating the partition,

which at this moment is an actual sort of cake, no less tender than the

seeds and the placenta. Each holds the other’s share of the capsule

inviolable. On the one hand is one grub; on the other hand is another; and

never do the two hold the least communication through the little skylight.

A grub’s home is its castle.

The Gymnetron is so happy in her cell that she stays there for a long

time after assuming her adult form. For ten months out ofthe twelve she

does not leave it. In April, when the buds of the new twigs are swelling,

she pierces the natal capsule, now a mighty donjon; she comes out and

revels in the sun on the recent flower-spikes, which grow daily longer and

thicker; she frisks in couples and, in May, establishes her family, which

will obstinately repeat the sedentary habits of the elders.

With these data before us, let us philosophize awhile. Every Weevil

spends its larval life on the spot where the egg was laid. Various larvae, it

is true, when the time of metamorphosis approaches, migrate and make

theirway underground. The Brachycerus abandons its clove ofgarlic, the

Balaninus its nut or acom; the Rhynchites its vine-leaforpoplar-leafcigar,
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the Ceuthorhynchus its cabbage stalk. But these instances of desertion

on the part ofgrubs which have attained their full growth do not in any

way invalidate the rule: all Weevil-larva: grow up in the actual place where

they are bom.

Now here, by a most unexpected change of tactics, the Cionus-grub,

while still quite young, quits its natal cell, the capsule of the mullein; it

longs forthe outer world, that it may browse in the open air on the bark of

a twig; and this entails upon it two inventions elsewhere unknown: the

sticky coat, which gives it a firm hold when it moves from place to place,

and the gold-beater’ s-skin ampulla, which serves to house the nymph.

What is the cause of this aberration? Two theories are suggested, one

based on decadence, the other on progress. Of old, we tell ourselves, the

mother Cionus, far back in the ages, used to obey the conventions of her

tribe. Like the other Weevils that munch unripe seeds, she favoured large

capsules, enough to feed a sedentary family. Later, by inadvertence or

flightiness or for some other reason, she turned her attention to the stingy

scallop-leaved mullein. Faithful to ancient custom, she rightly chose for

her domain a plant ofthe same family as that wh ich she first exploited; but

it unfortunately happens that the mullein adopted is incapable offeeding

a single grub in its fruit, which is too small for the purpose. The mother’s

ineptitude has led to decadence; the perils of a wandering life have taken

the place of a peaceful, sedentary existence. The species is on the high

road to extinction.

Again, we might argue as follows at the outset, the Cionus had the

scallop-leaved mullein as her portion; but, since the grubs do not thrive

when thus installed, the mother is searching for a better means of setting

them up in life. Gradual experiment will one day show her the way. From

time to time, indeed, I find her on Vervascurn maiale or Verbascum thapsus,

both of which have large capsules; only she is there by accident, in the

course ofa trip, thinking of obtaining a good drink and not of laying her

eggs. Sooner or later, the future will establish her there for the sake ofher

family. The species is in process ofimprovement.

By dressing up the matter in uncouth phrases, calculated to conceal

the vagueness ofthe thought behind them, we might represent the Cionus

as a magnificent example ofthe changes which the centuries bring about

in the habits of insects. This would sound extremely learned, but would it

be very intelligible? I doubt it. When my eyes fall upon a page bristling
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with barbarous and so-called scientific locution, 1 say to myself:

“Take care! The author has not quite grasped what he is saying, or he

would have found, in the vocabulary hammered out by so many brilliant

minds, words that would express his thought more plainly.”

Boileau, who has been denied poetic inspiration, but who certainly

possessed common sense and plenty of it, tells us:

“That which is well conceived is also clearly stated.”

Just so, Nicolas! Yes, clearness, clearness always! He calls a spade a

spade. Let us do as he does, let us qualify as gibberish any over-learned

prose that reminds us ofVoltaire’s witty sally:

“When the listener does not understand and the speaker does not

himselfknow what he is saying, then they are talking metaphysics.”

“And advanced science,” let us add.

We will confine ourselves to stating the problem ofthe Cionus, without

much hope that some day it will be clearly solved. For that matter, if the

truth be told, it may be that there is no problem at all. The grub of the

Cionus was a vagabond in the beginning and a vagabond it will remain,

among the other Weevil-grubs, which are all essentially stay-at-home

larvae. Let us leave it at that: it is the simplest and most lucid explanation.
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The Burying-beetle

One of the remarkable features ofFabre 's writing is his ability to

make the repulsive interesting. This study ofthe activity ofthose sanitary

workers ofthefields, the Burying Beetles - selectedfrom THE GLOW-
WORMAND OTHER BEETLES - is a case in point. Various species of

Necrophorus burying beetles arefound in the United States; also those

ofSilpha, the carrion beetle. The Dermestes beetles are minute insects

thatfeed upon dried animal matter, often riddling the pinned specimens

of neglected insect-collections. The Saprini are carnivorous beetles of

small size. More than 3,000 kinds ofStaphylinus, or Rove Beetles, have

been describedfrom the United States.

BESIDE THE FOOTPATH in April lies the Mole, disembowelled by the

peasant’s spade; at the foot ofthe hedge the pitiless urchin has stoned to

death the Lizard, who was about to don his green, pearl-embellished

costume. The passer-by has thought it a meritorious deed to crush beneath

his heel the chance-met Adder; and a gust of wind has thrown a tiny

unfledged bird from its'nest. What will become of these little bodies and

so many other pitiful remnants of life? They will not long offend our sense

of sight and smell. The sanitary officers of the fields are legion.

An eager freebooter, ready for any task, the Ant is the first to come

hastening and begin, particle by particle, to dissect the corpse. Soon the

odour attracts the Fly, the genitrix, ofthe odious maggot. At the same time,

the flattened Silpha, the glistening, slow-trotting Cellar-beetle, the

Dermestes powdered with snow upon the abdomen, and the slender

Staphylinus, all, whence coming no one knows, hurry hither in squads,

with never-wearied zeal, investigating, probing and draining the infection.

What a spectacle, in the spring, beneath a dead Mole! The horror of

this laboratory is a beautiful sight for one who is able to observe and to

meditate. Let us overcome our disgust; let us turn over the unclean refuse

with our foot. What a swarming there is beneath it, what a tumult ofbusy

workers! The Silphae, with wing-cases wide and dark, as though in

mourning, flee distraught, hiding in the cracks in the soil; the Saprini, of

polished ebony which mirrors the sunlight, jog hastily off, deserting their

workshop; the Dermestes, of whom one wears a fawn-coloured tippet

flecked with white, seek to fly away, but, tipsy with the putrid nectar,
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tumble over and reveal the immaculate whiteness of their bellies, which

forms a violent contrast with the gloom ofthe rest oftheir attire.

What were they doing there, all these feverish workers? They were

making a clearance of death on behalf of life. Transcendent alchemists,

they were transforming that horrible putrescence into a living and
inoffensive product. They were draining the dangerous corpse to the

point ofrendering it as dry and sonorous as the remains of an old slipper

hardened on the refuse-heap by the frosts of winter and the heats of

summer. They were working their hardest to render the carrion innocuous.

Others will soon put in their appearance, smaller creatures and more

patient, who will take over the relic and exploit it ligament by ligament,

bone by bone, hair by hair, until the whole has been restored to the treasury

of life. All honour to these purifiers! Let us put back the Mole and go our

way.

Some other victim ofthe agricultural labours ofspring, a Shrew-mouse,

Field-mouse, Mole, Frog, Adder, or Lizard, will provide us with the most

vigorous and famous ofthese expurgators ofthe soil. This is the Burying-

beetle, the Necrophorus, so different from the cadaveric mob in dress and

habits. In honour of his exalted functions he exhales an odourofmusk; he

bears a red tuft at the tip of his antennae; his breast is covered with

nankeen; and across his wing-cases he wears a double, scalloped scarfof

vermillion. An elegant, almost sumptuous costume, very superior to that

ofthe others, but yet lugubrious, as befits your undertaker’s man.

He is no anatomical dissector, cutting his subject open, carving its

flesh with the scalpel of his mandibles; he is literally a grave-digger, a

sexton. While the others—Silphae, Dermestes, Cellar-beetle—gorge

themselves with the exploited flesh, without, of course, forgetting the

interests ofthe family, he, a frugal eater, hardly touches his find on his own

account. He buries it entire, on the spot, in a cellar where the thing, duly

ripened, will form the diet ofhis larvae. He buries it in order to establish his

progeny.

This hoarder ofdead bodies, with h is stiffand almost heavy movements,

is astonishingly quick at storing away wreckage. In a shift ofa few hours,

a comparatively enormous animal, a Mole, for instance, disappears, engulfed

by the earth. The others leave the dried, emptied carcass to the air, the

sport of the winds for months on end; he, treating it as a whole, makes a

cleanjob ofthings at once. No visible trace of his work remains but a tiny
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hillock, a burial-mound, a tumulus.

With his expeditious method, the Necrophorus is the first ofthe little

purifiers ofthe fields. He is also one of the most celebrated of insects in

respect ofhis psychical capacities. This undertaker is endowed, they say,

with intellectual faculties approaching to reason, such as are not possessed

by the most gifted of the Bees and Wasps, the collectors of honey or

game. He is honoured by the two following anecdotes, which I quote from

Lacordaire’s Introduction a l 'entomologie, the only general treatise at my
disposal:

“Clairville,” says the author, “reports that he saw a Necrophorus

vespillo, who, wishing to bury a dead Mouse and finding the soil on

which the body lay too hard, went to dig a hole at some distance, in soil

more easily displaced. This operation completed, he attempted to bury the

Mouse in the cavity, but, not succeeding, he flew away and returned a few

moments later, accompanied by four of his fellows, who assisted him to

move the Mouse and bury it.”

In such actions, Lacordaire adds, we cannot refuse to admit the

intervention of reason.

“The following case,” he continues, “recorded by Gleditsch, has also

every indication ofthe intervention ofreason. One ofhis friends, wishing

to desiccate a Frog, placed it on the top of a stick thrust into the ground,

in order to make sure that the Necrophori should not come and earn, it off.

But this precaution was ofno effect; the insects, being unable to reach the

Frog, dug under the stick and, having caused it to fall, buried it as well as

the body.”

To grant, in the intellect of the insect, a lucid understanding of the

relations between cause and effect, between the end and the means, is to

make a statementofserious import. I know ofscarcely any more suited to

the philosophical brutalities ofmy time. But are these two anecdotes really

true? Do they involve the consequences deduced from them? Are not

those who accept them as sound evidence just a little too simple?

To be sure, simplicity is needed in entomology. Without a good dose

of this quality, a mental defect in the eyes of practical folk, who would

busy himselfwith the lesser creatures? Yes, let us be simple, without being

childishly credulous. Before making insects reason, let us reason a little

ourselves; let us, above all, consult the experimental test. A fact gathered

at random, without criticism, cannot establish a law.
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I do not propose, O valiant grave-diggers, to depreciate your merits;

such is far from being my intention. 1 have that in my notes, on the other

hand, which will do you more honour than the story ofthe gibbet and the

Frog; I have gleaned, for your benefit, examples of prowess, which will

shed a new lustre upon your reputation.

No, my intention is not to belittle your renown. Besides, it is not the

business of impartial history to maintain a given thesis; it follows facts. I

wish simply to question you upon the power of logic attributed to you. Do
you or do you not enjoy gleams of reason? Have you within you the

humble germ ofhuman thought? That is the problem before us.

To solve itwe will not rely upon the accidents which good fortune may
now and again procure for us. We must employ the breeding-cage, which

will permitofassiduous visits, continuous enquiry and a variety ofartifices.

But how to stock the cage? The land of the olive-tree is not rich in

Necrophori. To my knowledge it possesses only a single species, N.

vestigator, HERSCH; and even this rival ofthe grave-diggers ofthe north

is pretty scarce. The discovery of three or four in the spring was as much

as my hunting-expeditions yielded in the old days. This time, if I do not

resort to the ruses ofthe trapper, I shall obtain no more than that, whereas

I stand in need of at least a dozen.

These ruses are very simple. To go in search ofthe sexton, 1 who exists

only here and there in the country-side, would be nearly always a waste of

time; the favourable month, April, would be past before my cage was

suitably stocked. To run after him is to trust too much to accident: so we -

will make him come to us by scattering in the orchard an abundant collection

ofdead Moles. To this carrion, ripened by the sun, the insect will not fail

to hasten from the various points of the horizon, so accomplished is he in

detecting such a delicacy.

I make an arrangement with a gardener in the neighbourhood, who,

two or three times a week, makes up for the penury ofmy two acres of

stony ground by providing me with vegetables raised in a better soil. I

explain to him my urgent need of Moles in unlimited numbers. Battling

daily with trap and spade against the importunate excavator who uproots

his crops, he is in a better position than any one to procure for me what I

regard for the moment as more precious than his bunches ofasparagus or

his white-heart cabbages.

The worthy man at first laughs at my request, being greatly surprised
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by the importance which 1 attribute to the abhorrent animal, the Darboun;

but at last he consents, not without suspicion at the back of his mind that

I am going to make myself a gorgeous winter waist-coat with the soft,

velvety skins ofthe Moles. A thing like that must be good for pains in the

back. Very well. We settle the matter. The essential thing is that theDarbouns

reach me.

They reach me punctually, by twos, by threes, by fours, packed in a

few cabbage-leaves, at the bottom ofthe gardener’s basket. The excellent

fellow who lent himself with such good grace to my strange wishes will

never guess how much comparative psychology will owe him! In a few

days 1 was the possessor of thirty Moles, which were scattered here and

there, as they reached me, in bare spots of the orchard, among the

rosemary-bushes, the strawberry-trees and the lavender-beds.

Now it only remained to wait and to examine, several times a day, the

under-side ofmy little corpses, a disgusting task which any one would

avoid whose veins were not filled with the sacred fire ofenthusiasm. Only

little Paul, ofall the household, lent me the aid ofhis nimble hand to seize

the fugitives. I have already said that the entomologist needs simplicity of

mind. In this important business ofthe Necrophori, my assistants were a

small boy and an illiterate.

Little Paul’s visits alternating with mine, we had not long to wait. The

four winds ofheaven bore forth in all directions the odours ofthe carrion;

and the undertakers hurried up, so that the experiments, begun with four

subjects, were continued with fourteen, a number not attained during the

whole ofmy previous searches, which were unpremeditated and in which

no bait was used as decoy. My trapper’s ruse was completely successful.

Before I report the results obtained in the cage, let us stop for a moment

to consider the normal conditions of the labours that fall to the lot ofthe

Necrophori. The Beetle does not select his head ofgame, choosing one in

proportion to his strength, as do the Hunting Wasps; he accepts what

chance offers. Among his finds some are small, such as the Shrew-mouse;

some medium-sized, such as the Field-mouse; some enormous, such as

the Mole, the Sewer-rat and the Snake, any ofwhich exceeds the digging-

powers of a single sexton. In the majority of cases, transportation is

impossible, so greatly disproportioned is the burden to the motive-power.

A slight displacement, caused by the effort ofthe insects’ backs, is all that

can possibly be effected.
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Anunophila and Cerceris, Sphex and Pompilus excavate their burrows

wherever they please; they carry their prey on the wing, or, iftoo heavy,

drag it afoot. The Necrophorus knows no such facilities in his task.

Incapable ofcarting the monstrous corpse, no matter where encountered,

he is forced to dig the grave where the body lies.

This obligatory place of sepulture may be in stony soil or in shifting

sands; it may occupy this or that bare spot, or some otherwhere the grass,

especially the couch-grass, plunges into the ground its inextricable network

of little cords. There is a great probability, too, that a bristle of stunted

brambles may be supporting the body at some inches above the soil.

Slung by the labourer’s spade, which has just broken his back, the Mole

falls here, there, anywhere, at random; and where the body falls, no matter

what the obstacles, provided that they be not Insurmountable, there the

undertaker must utilize it.

The difficulties ofinhumation are capable ofsuch variety as causes us

already to foresee that the Necrophorus cannot employ fixed methods in

performing his task. Exposed to fortuitous hazards, he must be able to

modify his tactics within the limits of his modest discernment. To saw, to

break, to disentangle, to lift, to shake, to displace: these are so many

means, which are indispensable to the grave-digger in a predicament.

Deprived ofthese resources, reduced to uniformity ofprocedure, the insect

would be incapable of pursuing its calling.

We see at once how imprudent it would be to draw conclusions from

an isolated case in which rational co-ordination or premeditated intention

might appear to play its part. Every instinctive action no doubt has its

motive; but does the animal in the first place judge whether the action is

opportune? Let us begin by a careful consideration ofthe creature’ s labours;

let us support each piece ofevidence by others; and then we shall perhaps

be able to answer the question.

First of all, a word as to diet. A general scavenger, the Burying-beetle

refuses no sort of cadaveric putrescence. All is good to his senses,

feathered game or furry, provided that the burden do not exceed his

strength. He exploits the batrachian or the reptile with no less animation.

He accepts without hesitation extraordinary finds, probably unknown to

his race, as witness a certain Goldfish, a red Chinese Carp, whose body,

placed in one ofmy cages, was forthwith considered-an excellent tit-bit

and buried according to the rules. Nor is butcher’s meat despised. A
mutton-cutlet, a strip of beef-steak, in the right stage of maturity,
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disappeared beneath the soil, receiving the same attentions as those

lavished on the Mole or the Mouse. In short, the Necrophorus has no

exclusive preferences; anything putrid he conveys underground.

The maintenance of his industry, therefore, presents no sort of

difficulty. Ifone kind ofgame be lacking, some other, the first to hand, will

very well replace it. Nor is there much trouble in fixing the site of his

industry. A capacious wire-gauze cover, resting on an earthen pan filled to

the brim with fresh, heaped sand, is sufficient. To obviate criminal attempts

on the part ofthe Cats, whom the game would not fail to tempt, the cage is

installed in a closed glass-house, which in winter shelters the plants and

in summer serves as an entomological laboratory.

Now to work. The Mole lies in the centre of the enclosure. The soil,

easily shifted and homogeneous, realizes the best conditions for

comfortable work. Four Necrophori, three males and a female, are there

with the body. They remain invisible, hidden beneath the carcase, which

from time to time seems to return to life, shaken from end to end by the

backs of the workers. An observer not in the secret would be somewhat

astonished to see the dead creature move. From time to time, one of the

sextons, almost always a male, comes out and walks round the animal,

which he explores, probing its velvet coat. He hurriedly returns, appears

again, once more investigates and creeps back under the corpse.

The tremors become more pronounced; the carcase oscillates, while a

cushion ofsand, pushed out from below grows up all around it. The Mole,

by reason ofhis own weight and the efforts ofthe grave-diggers, who are

labouring at their task underneath, gradually sinks, for lack of support,

into the undermined soil.

Presently the sand, which has been pushed out quivers under the

thrust of the invisible miners, slips into the pit and covers the interred

Mole. It is a clandestine burial. The body seems to disappear of itself, as

though engulfed by a fluid medium. For a long time yet, until the depth is

regarded as sufficient, the body will continue to descend.

It is, on the whole, a very simple operation. As the diggers below

deepen the cavity into which the corpse, shaken and tugged above, sinks

without the direct intervention of the sextons, the grave fills of itselfby

the mere -slipping of the soil. Stout shovels at the tips of their claws,

powerful backs, capable of creating a little earthquake; the diggers need

nothing more forthe practice oftheir profession. Let us add—for this is an

essential point—the art of continually jerking the body, so as to pack it -
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into a lesservolume and make it glide through difficult passages. We shall

soon see that this art plays a leading part in the industry ofthe Necrophori.

Although he has disappeared, the Mole is still far from having reached

his destination. Let us leave the undertakers to finish theirjob. What they

are now doing below ground is a continuation of what they did on the

surface and would teach us nothing new. We will wait for two or three

days.

The moment has come. Let us inform ourselves ofwhat is happening

down there. Let us visit the place ofcorruption. I shall never invite anybody

to the exhumation. Of those about me, only little Paul has the courage to

assist me.

The Mole is a Mole no longer, but a greenish horror, putrid, hairless,

shrunk into a sort of fat, greasy rasher. The thing must have undergone

careful manipulation to be thus condensed into a small volume, like a fowl

in the hands ofthe cook, and, above all, to be so completely deprived of its

furry coat. Is this culinary procedure undertaken in respect of the larva,

which might be incommoded by the fur? Or is itjust a casual result, a mere

loss of hair due to putridity? I am not certain. But it is always the case that

these exhumations, from first to last, have revealed the furry game furiess

and the feathered game featherless, except for the pinion and tail-feathers.

Reptiles and fish, on the other hand, retain their scales.

Let us return to the unrecognizable thing that was once a Mole. The

tit-bit lies in a spacious crypt, with firm walls, a regular workshop, worthy

ofbeing the bake-house ofa Copris. Except for the fur, which lies scattered

about in flocks, it is intact. The grave-diggers have not eaten into it: it is

the patrimony ofthe sons, not the provision ofthe parents, who, to sustain

themselves, levy at most a few mouthfuls of the ooze ofputrid humours.

Beside the dish which they are kneading and protecting are two

Necrophori; a couple, no more. Four collaborated in die burial. What has

become ofthe other two, both males? 1 find them hidden in the soil, at a

distance, almost on the surface.

This observation is not an isolated one. Whenever 1 am present at a

funeral undertaken by a squad in which the males, zealous one and all,

predominate, I find presently, when the burial is completed, only one couple

in the mortuary cellar. After lending their assistance, the resthave discreetly

retired.
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Experiments with Burying-beetles

Alsofrom THEGLOW-WORMAND OTHER BEETLES, this account

ofFabre ’s researches with the long-suffering beetles ofhis harmas is one

ofhis most celebratedchapters. Like a scientific detective story, it unfolds

engrossingly and logically, step by step, link by link. The Copres, Sisyphi

and Gymnopleuri, mentioned by Fabre, are all dung beetles. Audubon

is, of course. John James Audubon (1780-1851), the great American

bird-painter and ornithologist. Fabre admired Audubon greatly and

once said hefound in him the man most nearly akin to himselfin mind

and temperament.

LET US COME to the feats of reason which have earned for the

Necrophorus the best part of his fame and, to begin with, submit the case

related by Clairville, that ofthe too hard soil and the call for assistance, to

the test ofexperiment.

With this object I pave the centre ofthe space beneath the cover, flush

with the soil, with a brick, which I sprinkle with a thin layer ofsand. This

will be the soil that cannot be dug. All around it, for some distance and on

the same level lies the loose soil, which is easy to delve.

In order to approach the conditions of the anecdote, I must have a

Mouse; with a Mole, a heavy mass, the removal would perhaps present

too much difficulty. To obtain one, I place my friends and neighbours

under requisition; they laugh at my whim but nonetheless proffer their

traps. Yet, the moment a very common thing is needed, it becomes rare.

Defying decency in his speech, after the manner of his ancestors’ Latin,

the Provencal says, but even more crudely than in my translation.

“Ifyou look for dung, the Donkeys become constipated!”

At last I possess the Mouse ofmy dreams! She comes to me from that

refuge, furnished with a truss of straw, in which official charity grants a

day’s hospitality to the pauper wandering over the face ofthe fertile earth,

from that municipal hostel whence one inevitably issues covered with

Lice. O Re’aumur, who used to invite marchionesses to see your caterpillars

change their skins, what would you have said ofa future disciple conversant

with such squalor as this? Perhaps it is well that we should not be ignorant

of it, so that we may have compassion with that of.the beast.
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The Mouse so greatly desired is mine. I place her upon the centre of

the brick. The grave-diggers underthe wire cover are now seven in number,

including three females. All have gone to earth; some are inactive, close to

the surface; the rest are busy in their crypts. The presence of the fresh

corpse is soon perceived. About seven o’clock in the morning, three

Necrophori come hurrying up, two males and a female. They slip under the

Mouse, who moves in jerks, a sign ofthe efforts ofthe burying party. An
attempt ismade to dig into the layer ofsand, which hides the brick, so that

a bank of rubbish accumulates round the body.

For a couple ofhours thejerks continue without results. 1 profit by the

circumstance to learn the manner in which the work is performed. The bare

brick allows me to see what the excavated soil would conceal from me.

When it is necessary to move the body, the Beetle turns over; with his six

claws he grips the hair ofthe dead animal, props himselfupon his back and

pushes, using his forehead and the tip of his abdomen as a lever. When he

wants to dig, he resumes the normal position. So, turn and turn about, the

sexton strives, now with his legs in the air, when it is a question of shifting

the body or dragging it lower down: now with his feet on the ground,

when it is necessary to enlarge the grave.

The point at which the Mouse lies is finally recognized as unassailable.

A male appears in the open. He explores the corpse, goes round it, scratches

a little at random. He goes back; and immediately the dead body rocks. Is

he advising his collaborators ofwhat he has discovered? Is he arranging

the work with a view to their establishing themselves, elsewhere on

propitious soil?

The facts are far from confirming this idea. When he shakes the body,

the others imitate him and push, but without combining their efforts in a

given direction, for, after advancing a little towards the edge ofthe brick,

the burden goes back again, returning to the point of departure. In the

absence ofa concerted understanding, their efforts ofleverage are wasted.

Nearly three hours are occupied by oscillations, which mutually annul one

another. The Mouse does not cross the little sand-hill heaped about her

by the rakes ofthe workers.

For the second time, a male appears and makes a round ofexploration.

A boring is effected in loose earth, close beside the brick. This is a trial

excavation, to learn the nature ofthe soil, a narrow well, ofno great depth,

into which the insect plunges to half its length. The well-sinker returns to

the other workers, who arch their backs, and the load progresses a finger’

s
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breadth towards the point recognized as favourable. Have we done the

trick this time?No, for after a while the Mouse recoils. There is no progress

towards a solution ofthe difficulty.

Now two males come out in search of information, each of his own
accord. Instead of stopping at the point already sounded, a point most

judiciously chosen, it seemed, on account of its proximity, which would

save laborious carting, they precipitately scour the whole area ofthe cage,

trying the soil on this side and on that and ploughing superficial furrows

in it. They get as far from the brick as the limits ofthe enclosure permit.

They dig, by preference, against the base ofthe cover; here they make

several borings, without any reason, so far as I can see, the bed of soil

being everywhere equally assailable away from the brick; the first point

sounded is abandoned for a second, which is rejected in its turn. A third

and fourth are tried; then another. At this sixth point the choice is made. In

all these cases the excavation is by no means a grave destined to receive

the Mouse, but a mere trial boring, of inconsiderable depth and of the

diameter ofthe digger’s body.

Back again to the Mouse, who suddenly shakes, swings, advances,

recoils, first in one direction, then in another, until in the end the hillock of

sand is crossed. Now we are free ofthe brick and on excellent soil. Little by

little the load advances. This is no cartage by a team hauling in the opening,

but ajerky removal, the work of invisible levers. The body seems to shift

of its own accord.

This time, after all those hesitations, the efforts are concerted; at least,

the load reaches the region sounded far more rapidly than 1 expected.

Then begins the burial, according to the usual method. It is one o’clock. It

has taken the Necrophori half-way round the clock to ascertain the

condition ofthe locality and to displace the dead Mouse.

In this experiment it appears, in the first place, that the males play a

major part in the affairs ofthe household. Better-equipped, perhaps, than

their mates, they make investigations when a difficulty occurs; they inspect

the soil, recognize whence the check arises and choose the spot at which

the grave shall be dug. In the lengthy experiment of the brick, the two

males alone explored the surroundings and set to work to solve the difficulty.

Trusting her assistants, the female, motionless beneath the Mouse, awaited

the result oftheir enquiries. The tests which are to follow will confirm the

merits ofthese valiant auxi liaries.
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In the second place, the points where the Mouse lies being recognized

as presenting an insurmountable resistance, there is no grave dug in

advance, a little farther off, in the loose soil. All the attempts are limited, I

repeat, to shallow soundings, which inform the insect ofthe possibility of

inhumation.

It is absolute nonsense to speak of there first preparing the grave to

which the body will afterwards be carted. In order to excavate the soil, our

sextons have to feel the weight oftheir dead upon their backs. They work
only when stimulated by the contact of its fur. Never, never in this world,

do they venture to dig a grave unless the body to be buried already

occupies the site of the cavity. This is absolutely confirmed by my two

months and more of daily observations.

The rest of Clairville’s anecdote bears examination no better. We are

told that the Necrophorus in difficulties goes in search of assistance and

returns with companions who assist him to bury the Mouse. This, in

another form, is the edifying story of the Sacred Beetle whose pellet has

rolled into a rut. Powerless to withdraw his booty from the abyss, the wily

Dung-beetle summons three or four ofhis neighbours, who kindly pull out

the pellet and return to their labours when the work of salvage is done.

The ill-interpreted exploit ofthe thieving pill-roller setsme on my guard

against that of the undertaker. Shall I be too particular if 1 ask what

precautions the observer took to recognize the owner ofthe Mouse on his

return, when he reappears, as we are told, with four assistants? What sign

denotes that one of the five who was able, in so rational a manner, to call

for help? Can we even be sure that the one to disappear returns and forms

one ofthe band? There is nothing to tell us so; and this was the essential

point, which a sterling observer was bound not to neglect. Were they not

rather five chance Necrophori who, guided by the smell, without any

previous understanding, hastened to the abandoned Mouse to exploit her

on their own account? I incline to this opinion, the likeliest of all in the

absence ofexact information.

Probability becomes certainty ifwe check the fact by experiment. The

test with the brick already tells us something. For six hours my three

specimens exhausted themselves in efforts before they succeeded in

removing their booty and placing it on practicable soil. In this long and

heavyjob, helpful neighbours would have been most welcome. Four other

Necrophori, buried here and there under a little sand, comrades and

acquaintances, fellow-workers ofthe day before, were occupying the same
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cage; and not one of the busy ones thought of calling on them to assist.

Despite their extreme embarrassment, the owners of the Mouse
accomplished their task to the end, without the least help, though this

could have been so easily requisitioned.

Being three, one might say, they deemed themselves strong enough;

they needed no one else to lend them a hand. The objection does not hold

good. On many occasions and under conditions even more difficult than

those presented by a hard soil, 1 have again and again seen isolated

Necrophori wearing themselves out against my artifices; yet not once did

they leave their workshop to recruit helpers. Collaborators, it is true, often

arrive but they are summoned by their sense of smell, not by the first

occupant. They are fortuitous helpers; they are never called in. They are

received without strife but also without gratitude. They are not summoned;

they are tolerated.

In the glazed shelter where I keep the cage I happened to catch one of

these chance assistants in the act. Passing that way in the night and

scenting dead flesh, he had entered where none of his kind had yet

penetrated ofhis own accord. I surprised him on the dome ofthe cover. If

the wire had not prevented him, he would have set to work incontinently,

in company with the rest. Had my captives invited this one? Assuredly

not. Heedless ofothers’ efforts, he hastened up, attracted by the odour of

the Mole. So it was with those whose obliging assistance is extolled. I

repeat, in respect oftheir imaginary prowess, what I have said elsewhere

ofthe Sacred Beetle’s: it is a child’s story, worthy to rank with any fairy-

tale for the amusement ofthe simple.

A hard soil, necessitating the removal of the body, is not the only

difficulty with which the Necrophori are acquainted. Frequently, perhaps

more often than not, the ground is covered with grass, above all with

couch-grass, whose tenacious rootlets form an inextricable network below

the surface. To dig in the interstices is possible, but to drag the dead

animal through them is another matter: the meshes of the net are - too

close to give it passage. Will the grave-digger find himselfhelpless against

such an obstacle, which must be an extremely common one? That could

not be.

Exposed to this or that habitual impediment in the exercise of its calling,

the animal is always equipped accordingly; otherwise its profession would

be impracticable. No end is attained without the necessary means and

aptitudes. Besides that of the excavator, the Necrophorus certainly
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possesses another art: the art ofbreaking the cables, the roots, the stolons,

the slender rhizomes which check the body’s descent into the grave. To
the work ofthe shovel and the pick must be added that ofthe shears. All

this is perfectly logical and may be clearly foreseen. Nevertheless let us

call in experiment, the best ofwitnesses.

I borrow from the kitchen-range an iron trivet whose legs will supply a

solid foundation for die engine, which 1 am devising. This is a coarse

network made of strips of raffia, a fairly accurate imitation of that ofthe
couch-grass. The very irregular meshes are nowhere wide enough to admit

ofthe passage ofthe creature to be buried, which this time is a Mole. The
machine is planted by its three feet in the soij of the cage, level with the

surface. A little sand conceals the ropes. The Mole is placed in the centre;

and my bands of sextons are let loose upon the body.

The burial is performed without a hitch in the course ofan afternoon.

The raffia hammock, almost the equivalent ofthe natural network ofthe

couch-grass, scarcely disturbs the burying-process- Matters -do not

proceed quite so quickly; and that is all. No attempt is made to shift the

Mole, who sinks into the ground where he lies. When the operation is

finished, I remove the trivet. The network is broken at the spot where the

corpse was lying. A few strips have been gnawed through; a small number,

only as many as were strictly necessary to permit the passage ofthe body.

Well done, my undertakers! 1 expected no less of your skill and tact.

You foiled the experimenter’s wiles by employing the resources, which

you use against natural obstacles. With mandibles for shears, you patiently

cut my strings as you would have gnawed the threads ofthe grass-roots.

This is meritorious, if not deserving of exceptional glorification. The

shallowest ofthe insects that work in earth would have done as much if

subjected to similar conditions.

Let us ascend a stage in the series of difficulties. The Mole is now

fixed by a strap ofraffia fore and aft to a light horizontal cross-bar resting

on two firmly-planted forks. It is like a joint of venison on the spit,

eccentrically fastened. The dead animal touches the ground throughout

the length of its body.

The Necrophori disappear under the corpse and, feeling the contact of

its fur, begin to dig. The grave grows deeper and an empty space appears;

but the coveted object does not descend, retained as it is by the cross-bar

which die two forks keep in place. The digging slackens, the hesitations

become prolonged.
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However, one of the grave-diggers climbs to the surface, wanders

over the Mole, inspects him and ends by perceiving the strap at the back.

He gnaws and ravels it tenaciously. 1 hear the click of the shears that

completes the rupture. Crack! The thing is done. Dragged down by his

own weight, the Mole sinks into the grave, but slantwise, with his head

still outside, kept in place by the second strap.

The Beetles proceed with the burial of the hinder part of the Mole;

they twitch andjerk it now in this direction, now in that. Nothing comes of

it; the thing refuses to give. A fresh sortie is made by one ofthem, to find

out what is happening overhead. The second strap is perceived, is severed

in turn; and henceforth the work goes on as well as could be wished.

My compliments, perspicacious cable-cutters! But I must not

exaggerate. The Mole’s straps were foryou the little cords with which you

are so familiar in turfy soil. You broke them, as well as the hammock ofthe

previous experiment, just as you sever with the blades ofyour shears any

natural thread stretching across your catacombs. It is an indispensable

trick ofyour trade. Ifyou had had to learn it by experience, to think it out

before practising it, your race would have disappeared, killed by the

hesitation of its apprenticeship, for the spots prolific of Moles, Frogs,

Lizard and other viands to your taste are usually covered with grass.

You are capable of much better things still; but before setting forth

these, let us examine the case when the ground bristles with slender

brushwood, which holds the corpse at a short distance from the ground.

Will the find thus hanging where it chances to fall remain unemployed?

Will the Necrophori pass on, indifferent to the superb morsel, which they

see, and smell a few inches above their heads, or will they make it drop

from its gibbet?

Game does not abound to such a point that it can be despised ifa few

efforts will obtain it. Before I see die thing happen, 1 am persuaded that it

will fall, that the Necrophori, often confronted with the difficulties of a

body not lying on the soil, must possess the instinct to shake it to the

ground. The fortuitous support ofa few bits ofstubble, ofa few interlaced

twigs, so common in the fields, cannot put them off. The drop of the

suspended body, if placed too high, must certainly form part of their

instinctive methods. For the rest, let us watch them at work.

I plant in the sand ofthe cage a meagre tuft ofthyme. The shrub is at

most some four inches in height. In the branches I place a Mouse,

entangling the tail, the paws and the neck among the twigs to increase the
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difficulty. The population ofthe cagenow consists offourteen Necrophori

and will remain the same until the close ofmy investigations. Of course

they do not all take part simultaneously in the day’s work: the majority

remain underground, dozing or occupied in setting their cellars in order.

Sometimes only one, often two, three or four, rarely more, busy themselves

with the corpse, which 1 offer them. Today, two hasten to the Mouse, who
is soon perceived overhead on the tuft of thyme.

They gain the top of the plant by way of the treliiswork of the cage.

Here are repeated, with increased hesitation, due to the inconvenient nature

of the support, the tactics employed to remove the body when the soil is

unfavourable. The insect props itselfagainst a branch, thrusting alternately

with back and claws,jerking and shaking vigorously until the point whereat

it is working is freed from its fetters. In one brief shift, by dint ofheaving

their backs, the two collaborators extricate the body from the tangle. Yet

another shake; and the Mouse is down. The burial follows.

There is nothing new in this experiment: the find has been treated just

as though it lay on soil unsuitable for burial. The fall is the result of an

attempt to transport the load.

The time has come to set up the Frog’s gibbet made famous by Gleditsch.

The batrachian is not indispensable; a Mole will serve as well or even

better. With a ligament ofraffia I fix him, by his hind-leg, to a twigwhich I

plant vertically in the ground, inserting it to no great depth. The creature

hangs plump against the gibbet, its head and shoulders making ample

contact with the soil.

The grave-diggers set to work beneath the part which lies along the

ground, at the very foot of the stake; they dig a funnel into which the

Mole’s muzzle, head and neck sink little by little. The gibbet becomes

uprooted as they descend and ends by falling, dragged over by the weight

of its heavy burden. I am assisting at the spectacle of the overturned

stake, one of the most astonishing feats of reason with which the insect

has ever been credited.

This, for one who is considering the problem of instinct, is an exciting

moment. But let us beware offorming conclusionsjust yet; we might be in

too great a hurry. Let us first ask ourselves whether the fall ofdie stake

was intentional or accidental. Did the Necrophori lay it bare with the express

purpose ofmaking it fall? Or did they, on the contrary, dig at its base solely

in order to bury that part ofthe Mole which lay on the ground? That is the

question, which, for the rest, is very easy to answer.
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The experiment is repeated; but this time the gibbet is slanting and the

Mole, hanging in a vertical position, touches the ground at a couple of

inches from the base ofthe apparatus. Under these conditions, absolutely

no attempt is made to overthrow it. Not the least scrape of a claw is

delivered at the foot of the gibbet. The entire work of excavation is

performed at a distance, under the body, whose shoulders are lying on the

ground. Here and here only a hole is dug to receive the front ofthe body,

the part accessible to the sextons.

A difference ofan inch in the position ofthe suspended animal destroys

the famous legend. Even so, many a time, the most elementary sieve,

handled with a little logic, is enough to winnow a confused mass of

statements and to release the good grain of truth.

Yet another shake ofthis sieve. The gibbet is slanting or perpendicular

no matter which; but the Mole, fixed by his hind-legs to the top ofthe twig,

does not touch the soil: he hangs a few fingers’-breadths from the ground,

out ofthe sextons’ reach.

What will they do now? Will they scrape at the foot of the gibbet in

order to overturn it? By no means; and the ingenuous observer who
looked for such tactics would be greatly disappointed. No attention is

paid to the base of the support. It is not vouchsafed even a stroke of the

rake. Nothing is done to overturn it, nothing, absolutely nothing! It is by

other methods that the Burying-beetles obtain the Mole.

These decisive experiments, repeated under many different forms, prove

that never, never in this world, do the Necrophori dig, or even give a

superficial scrape, at the foot of the gallows, unless the hanging body

touch the ground at that point. And, in the latter case, if the twig should

happen to fall, this is in no way an intentional result, but a mere fortuitous

effect ofthe burial already commenced.

What, then, did the man with the Frog, of whom Gleditsch tells us,

really see? Ifhis stick was overturned, the body placed to dry beyond the

assaults ofthe Necrophori must certainly have touched the soil: a strange

precaution against robbers and damp! We may well attribute more foresight

to the preparer of dried Frogs and allow him to hang his animal a few

inches off the ground. In that case, as all my experiments emphatically

declare, the fall ofthe stake undermined by the sextons is a pure matter of

imagination.

Yet another ofthe fine arguments in favour ofthe reasoning-power of

insects flies from the light of investigation and founders in the slough of
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error! 1 wonder at your simple faith, O masters who take seriously the

statements ofchance-met observers, richer in imagination than in veracity;

I wonder at your credulous zeal, when, without criticism, you build up
your theories on such absurdities!

Let us continue. The stake is henceforth planted perpendicularly, but

the body hanging on it does not reach the base: a condition enough to

ensure that there will never be any digging at this point. I make use of a

Mouse, who, by reason ofher light weight, will lend herself better to die

insect’s manoeuvres. The dead animal is fixed by the hind-legs to the top

of the apparatus with a raffia strap. It hangs plumb, touching the stick.

Soon two Necrophori have discovered the morsel. They climb the

greased pole; they explore the prize, poking their foreheads into its fur. It

is recognized as an excellent find. To work, therefore. Here we have again,

but under more difficult conditions, the tactics employed when it was

necessary to displace the unfavourably situated body: the two

collaborators slip between the Mouse and the stake and, taking a grip of

the twig and exerting a leverage with their backs, they jerk and shake the

corpse, which sways, twirls about, swings away from the stake and swings

back again. All the morning is passed in vain attempts, interrupted by

explorations on the animal’s body.

In the afternoon, the cause ofthe check is at last recognized; not very

clearly, for the two obstinate gallow-robbers first attack the Mouse’s hind-

legs, a little way below the strap. They strip them bare, flay them and cut

away the flesh about the foot. They have reached the bone, when one of

them finds the string of raffia beneath his mandibles. This, to him, is a

familiar thing, representing the grass-thread so frequent in burials in turfy

soil. Tenaciously the shears gnaw at the band; the fibrous fetter is broken;

and the Mouse falls, to be buried soon after.

If it stood alone, this breaking of the suspending tie would be a

magnificent performance; but considered in connection with the sum of

the Beetle’s customary labours it loses any far-reaching significance. Before

attacking the strap, which was not concealed in any way, the insect exerted

itself for a whole morning in shaking the body, its usual method. In the

very end, finding the cord, it broke it, as it would have broken a thread of

couch-grass encountered underground.

Under the conditions devised for the Beetle, the use of the shears is

the indispensable complement ofthe use ofthe shovel; and the modicum

ofdiscernment at his disposal is enough to inform him when it will be well
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to employ the clippers. He cuts what embarrasses him, with no more

exercise of reason than he displays when lowering his dead Mouse
underground. So little does he grasp the relation of cause and effect that

he tries to break the bone of the leg before biting the raffia which is

knotted close beside him. The difficult task is attempted before the extremely

easy one.

Difficult, yes, but not impossible, provided that the Mouse be young.

I begin over again with the strip of iron wire, on which the insect’s shears

cannot get a grip, and a tender Mousekin, half the size of an adult. This

time a tibia is gnawed through, sawed in two by the Beetle’s mandibles,

near the spring ofthe heel. The detached leg leaves plenty ofspace for the

other, which readily slips from the metal band; and the little corpse falls to

the ground.

But, ifthe bone be too hard, ifthe prize suspended be a Mole, an adult

Mouse or a Sparrow, the wire ligament opposes an insurmountable obstacle

to the attempts of the Necrophori, who, for nearly a week, work at the

hanging body, partly stripping it of fur or feather and dishevelling it until

it forms a lamentable object, and at last abandon it when desiccation sets

in. And yet a last recourse remained one as rational as infallible: to

overthrow the stake. Of course not one dreams of doing so.

For the last time let us change our artifices. The top of the gibbet

consists of a little fork, with the prongs widely opened and measuring

barely two-fifths of an inch in length. With a thread ofhemp, less easily

attacked than a strip of raffia, I bind the hind-legs of an adult Mouse

together, a little above the heels; and 1 slip one of the prongs in between.

To bring the thing down one has only to slide it a little way upwards; it is

like a young Rabbit hanging in the window ofa poulterer’s shop.

Five Necrophori come to inspect what 1 have prepared. After much
futile shaking, the tibiae are attacked. This, it seems, is the method usually

employed when the corpse is caught by one of its limbs in some narrow

fork of a low-growing plant. While trying to saw through the bone - a

heavyjob this time—one ofthe workers slips between the shackled legs;

in this position, he feels the furry touch ofthe Mouse against his chin. No
more is needed to arouse his propensity to thrust with his back. With a few

heaves ofthe lever the thing is done: the Mouse rises a little, slides over

the supporting peg and falls to the ground.

Is this manoeuvre really thought out? Has the insect indeed perceived,

by the light ofa flash ofreason, that Itmake the morsel fall it was necessary
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to unhook it by sliding: it along the peg? Has it actually perceived the

mechanism ofthe hanging? 1 know some persons—indeed, I know many

—

who, in the presence ofthis magnificent result, would be satisfied without

further investigation.

More difficult to convince, 1 modify the experiment before drawing a

conclusion. I suspect that the Necrophorus, without in any way foreseeing

the consequences of his action, heaved his back merely because he felt

the animal's legs above him. With the system of suspension adopted, the

push ofthe back, employed in all cases of difficulty, was brought to bear

first upon the point of support; and the fall resulted from this happy

coincidence. That point, which has to be slipped along the peg in order to

unhook the object, ought really to be placed at a short distance from the

Mouse, so that the Necrophori may no longer feel her directly on their

backs when they push.

A wire binds together now the claws of a Sparrow, now the heels of a

Mouse and is bent, three-quarters ofan inch farther away, into a little ring,

which slips very loosely over one of the prongs ofthe fork, a short, almost

horizontal prong. The least push ofthis ring is enough to bring the hanging

body to the ground; and because it stands out it lends itself excellently to

the insect’s methods. In short, the arrangement is the same as just now,

with this difference that the point ofsupport is at a short distance from the

animal hung up.

My trick, simple though it be, is quite successful. For a long time the

body is repeatedly shaken, but in vain; the tibiae, the hard claws, refuse to

yield to the patient saw. Sparrows and Mice grow dry and shrivel, unused,

upon the gallows. My Necrophori, some sooner, some later, abandon the

insoluble mechanical problem: to push, ever so little, the movable support

and so to unhook the coveted carcase.

Curious reasoners, in faith! If, just now, they had a lucid idea of the

mutual relations between the tied legs and the suspending peg; if they

made the Mouse fall by a reasoned manoeuvre, whence comes it that the

present artifice, no less simple than the first, is to them an insurmountable

obstacle? For days and days they work on the body, examining it from

head to foot, without noticing the movable support, the cause of their

mishap. In vain I prolong my watch; I never see a single one ofthem push

the support with his foot or butt it with his head.

Their defeat is not due to lack of strength. Like the Geotrupes, they are

vigorous excavators. When you grasp them firmly in your hand, they slip
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into the interstices of the fingers and plough up your skin so as to make

you quickly loosen your hold. With his head, a powerful ploughshare, the

Beetle might very easily push the ring off its short support. He is not able

to do so, because he does not think of it; he does not think of it, because

he is devoid of the faculty attributed to him, in order to support their

theories, by the dangerous generosity of the evolutionists.

Divine reason , sun of the intellect, what a clumsy slap in thy august

countenance, when the glorifiers of the animal degrade thee with such

denseness!

Let us now examine the mental obscurity of the Necrophori under

another aspect. My captives are not so satisfied with their sumptuous

lodging that they do not seek to escape especially when there is a dearth

of labour, that sovran consoler of the afflicted, man or beast. Interment

within the wire cover palls upon them. So when the Mole is buried and

everything in order in the cellar, they stray uneasily over the trellised

dome; they clamber up, come down, go up again and take to flight, a flight

which instantly becomes a fall, owing to collision with the wire grating.

They pick themselves up and begin all over again. The sky is splendid; the

weather is hot, calm and propitious for those in search ofthe Lizard crushed

beside the footpath. Perhaps the effluvia ofthe gamy tit-bit have reached

them from afar, imperceptible to any other sense than that of the grave-

diggers. My Necrophori therefore would be glad to get away.

Can they? Nothing would be easier, ifa glimmer ofreason were to aid

them. Through the trelliswork, over which they have so often strayed,

they have seen, outside the free soil the promised land which they want to

reach. A hundred times if once have they dug at the foot of the rampart.

There, in vertical wells, they take up their station, drowsing whole days on

end while unemployed. If I give them a fresh Mole, they emerge from their

retreat by the entrance-corridor and come to hide themselves beneath the

belly ofthe beast. The burial over, they return, one here, one there, to the

confines of the enclosure and disappear underground.

Well, in two and a half months of captivity, despite long stays at the

base of the trellis, at a depth of three-quarters of an inch beneath the

surface, it is rare indeed for a Necrophorus to succeed in circumventing

the obstacle, in prolonging his excavation beneath the barrier, in digging

an elbow and bringing it out on the other side, a trifling task for these

vigorous creatures. Of fourteen only one succeeds in escaping.

A chance deliverance and not premeditated; for, if the happy event
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had been the result ofa mental combination, the other prisoners, practically

his equals in powers of perception, would all, from first to last, have

discovered by rational means the elbowed path leading to the outer world;

and the cage would promptly be deserted. The failure ofthe great majority

proves that the single fugitive was simply digging at random. Circumstances

favoured him; and that is all. We must not put it to his credit that he

succeeded where all the others failed.

We must also beware of attributing to the Necrophori a duller

understanding than is usual in insect psychology. I find the ineptness of

the undertaker in all the Beetles reared under the wire cover, on the bed of

sand into which the rim of the dome sinks a little way. With very rare

exceptions, fortuitous accidents, not one thinks ofcircumventing the barrier

by way ofthe base; not one manages to get outside by means ofa slanting

tunnel, not even though he be a miner by profession, as are the Dung-

beetles par excellence. Captives under the wire dome and anxious to

escape. Sacred Beetles, Geolrupes, Copres, Gymnopleuri, Sisyphi, all see

about them the free space, the joys of the open sunlight; and not one

thinks ofgoing round under the rampart, which would present no difficulty

to their pickaxes.

Even in the higher ranks of animality, examples of similar mental

obfuscation are not lacking. Audubon tells us how, in his days, wild

Turkeys were caught in North America. In a clearing known to be frequented

by these birds, a great cage was constructed with stakes driven into the

ground. In the centre ofthe enclosure opened a short tunnel, which dipped

under the palisade and returned to the surface outside the cage by a

gentle slope, which was opened to the sky. The central opening, wide

enough to give a bird free passage, occupied only a portion of the

enclosure, leaving around it, against the circle of stakes, a wide unbroken

zone. A few handfuls ofmaize were scattered in the interior ofthe trap, as

well as round about it, and in particular along the sloping path, which

passed under a sort of bridge and led to the centre of the contrivance. In

short, the Turkey-trap presented an ever-open door. The bird found it in

order to enter, but did not think of looking for it in order to go out.

According to the famous American ornithologist, the Turkeys, lured

by the grains of maize, descended the insidious slope, entered the short

underground passage and beheld, at the end of it, plunderand the light. A
few steps farther and the gluttons emerged, one by one, from beneath the

bridge. They distributed themselves about the enclosure. The maize was
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abundant; and the Turkeys’ crops grew swollen.

When all was gathered, the band wished to retreat, but not one ofthe

prisoners paid any attention to the central hole by which he had arrived.

Gobbling uneasily, they passed again and again across the bridge whose

arch was yawning beside them; they circled round against the palisade,

treading a hundred times in their own footprints; they thrust their necks,

with their crimson wattles, through the bars; and there, with their beaks in

the open air, they fought and struggled until they were exhausted.

Remember, O inept one, what happened but a little while ago; think of

the tunnel that led you hither! Ifthat poor brain ofyours contains an atom

of ability, put two ideas together and remind yourselfthat the passage by

which you entered is there and open for your escape! You will do nothing

of the kind. The light, an irresistible attraction, holds you subjugated

against the palisade; and the shadow of the yawning pit, which has but

lately permitted you to enter and will quite as readily permit you to go out,

leaves you indifferent. To recognize the use of this opening you would

have to reflect a little, to recall the past; but this tiny retrospective calculation

is beyond your powers. So the trapper, returning a few days later, will find

a rich booty, the entire flock imprisoned!

Of poor intellectual repute, does the Turkey deserve his name for

stupidity? He does not appear to be more limited than another. Audubon

depicts him as endowed with certain useful ruses, in particular when he

has to baffle the attacks ofhis nocturnal enemy, the Virginian Owl. As for

his behavior in the snare with the underground passage, any other bird,

impassioned ofthe light, would do the same.

Under rather more difficult conditions, the Necrophorus repeats the

ineptness of the Turkey. When he wishes to return to the daylight, after

resting in a short burrow against the rim ofthe cover, the Beetle, seeing a

little light filtering through the loose soil, reascends the entrance-well,

incapable oftelling himselfthat he has only to prolong the tunnel as far in

the opposite direction to reach the outer world beyond the wall and gain

his freedom. Here again is one in whom we shall seek in vain for any sign

of reflection. Like the rest, in spite of his legendary renown, he has no

guide but the unconscious promptings of instinct.
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The Oil-beetle’s Journey

The Sunken Road near Carpentras, that site ofso many ofFabre ‘s

early observations, is again celebrated in this account ofthe oil-beetle

and itsfantastic piggy-back ride through the air to itsfuture home. The

material originally appeared in Chapter Four of THE GLOW-WORM
AND OTHER BEETLES. There are a number ofspecies ofMeloe beetles

in the United States. Their common name ofoil-beetles arisefrom their

habit ofgiving offa disagreeable oilyfluid when disturbed. As many as

10,000 eggs are laid by thefemales ofsome species.

A VERTICAL BANK on the road from Carpentras to Be’doin is this

time die scene ofmy observations. This bank, baked by the sun, is exploited

by numerous swarms of Anthophorae, who. more industrious than their

congeners, are in the habit of building, at the entrance to their corridors,

with serpentine fillets of earth, a vestibule, a defensive bastion in the form

ofan arched cylinder. In a word, they are swarms of A. parietina. A sparse

carpet ofturfextends from the edge ofthe road to the foot ofthe bank. The

more comfortably to follow the work ofthe Bees, in the hope ofwresting

some secret from them, 1 had been lying for a few moments upon this turf,

in the very heart ofthe inoffensive swarm, when my clothes were invaded

by legions of little yellow lice, running with desperate eagerness through

the hairy thickets of the nap of the cloth. In these tiny creatures with

which 1 was powdered here and there as with yellow dust, I soon recognized

an old acquaintance, the young Oil-beetles, whom 1 now saw for the first

time elsewhere than in the Bees’ fur or the interior oftheir cells. 1 could not

lose so excellent an opportunity of learning how these larvae manage to

establish themselves upon the bodies of their foster-parents.

In the grass where, after lying down for a moment, 1 had caught these

lice were a few plants in blossom, ofwhich the most abundant were three

composites: Hedypnois polymorpha, Senecio gallicus and Anthemis

arvensis. Now it was on a composite, a dandelion, that Newport seemed to

remember seeing some young Oil-beetles; and my attention therefore was

first of all directed to the plants which I have named. To my great

satisfaction, nearly all the flowers of these three plants, especially those

ofthe camomile (Anthemis

)

were occupied by young Oil-beetles in greater

or lesser numbers. On one head ofcamom ile I counted forty ofthese tiny
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insects, cowering motionless in the centre of the forests. On the other

hand, I could not discover any on the flowers of the poppy or of a wild

rocket (Diplotaxis muralis), which grew promiscuously among the plants

aforesaid. It seems to me, therefore, that it is only on the composite flowers

that the Meloe-larvae await the Bees’ arrival.

In addition to this population encamped upon the heads of the

composites and remaining motionless, as though it had achieved its object

for the moment, I soon discovered yet another, far more numerous, whose

anxious activity betrayed a fruitless search. On the ground, in the grass,

numberless little larvae were running in a great flutter, recalling in some

respects the tumultuous disorder of an overturned Ant-hill; others were

hurriedly climbing to the tip of a blade of grass and descending with the

same haste; others again were plunging into the downy fluffofthe withered

everlastings, remaining there a moment and quickly reappearing to continue

their search. Lastly, with a little attention, I was able to convince myself

that within an area of a dozen square yards there was perhaps not a single

blade of grass which was not explored by several ofthese larvae.

I was evidently witnessing the recent emergence of the young Oil-

beetles from their maternal lairs. Part of them had already settled on the

groundsel - and camomile-flowers to await the arrival ofthe Bees; but the

majority were still wandering in search ofthis provisional refuge. It was by

this wandering population that I had been invaded when I lay down at the

foot of the bank. It was impossible that all these larvae, the tale of whose

alarming thousands I would not venture to define, should form one family

and recognize a common mother; despite what Newport has told us ofthe

Oil-beetles’ astonishing fecundity, I could not believe this, so great was

their multitude.

Though the green carpet was continued for a considerable distance

along the side ofthe road, I could not detect a single Meloe-larva elsewhere

than in the few square yards lying in front of the bank inhabited by the

Mason-bee. These larvae therefore could not have come far; to find

themselves near the Anthophorae they had had no long pilgrimage to

make, for there was not a sign of the inevitable stragglers and laggards

that follow in the wake of a travelling caravan. The burrows in which the

eggs were hatched were therefore in that turf opposite the Bees’ abode.

Thus the Oil-beetles, far from laying their eggs at random, as their wandering

life might lead one to suppose, and leaving their young to the task of

approaching their future home, are able to recognizethe spotshaunted by
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the Anthophorae and lay their eggs in the near neighbourhood of those

spots.

With such a multitude of parasites occupying the composite flowers

in close proximity to the Anthophora’s nests, it is impossible that the

majority ofthe swarm should not become infested sooner or later. At the

time ofmy observations, a comparatively tiny proportion ofthe starving

legion was waiting on the flowers; the others were still wandering on the

ground, where the Anthophorae very rarely alight; and yet I detected the

presence of several Meloe-larvae in the thoracic down of nearly all the

Anthophorae which I caught and examined.

I have also found them on the bodies of the Melecta- and Coelioxys-

bees, who are parasitic on the Anthophorae. Suspending their audacious

patrolling before the galleries under construction, these spoilers of the

victualled cells alight for an instant on a camomile-flower and lo, the thief

is robbed! A tiny, imperceptible louse has slipped into the thick of the

downy fur and, at the moment when the parasite, after destroying the

Anthophora’s egg, is laying her own upon the stolen honey, will creep

upon this egg, destroy it in its turn and remain sole mistress of the

provisions. The mess of honey amassed by the Anthophora will thus

pass through the hands of three owners and remain finally the property of

the weakest of the three.

Let us now turn our attention to the young Meloes waiting expectant

upon the camomile-flowers. There they are, ten, fifteen or more, lodged

half-way down the florets of a single blossom or in their interstices; it

therefore needs a certain degree of scrutiny to perceive them, their hiding-

place being the more effectual in that the amber colour of their bodies

merges in the yellow hue ofthe florets. So long as nothing unusual happens

upon the flower, so long as no sudden shock announces the arrival of a

strange visitor, the Meloes remain absolutely motionless and give no sign

of life. To see them dipping vertically, head downwards, into the florets,

one might suppose that they were seeking some sweet liquid, their food;

but in that case they ought to pass more frequently from one floret to

another, which they do not, except when, after a false alarm, they regain

their hiding-places and choose the spot which seems to them the most

favourable. This immobility means that the florets of the camomile serve

them only as a place ofambush, even as later the Anthophora’s body will

serve them solely as a vehicle to convey them to the Bee’s cell. They take

no nourishment, either on the flowers or on the Bees; and, as with the
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Sitares, their first meal will consist of the Anthophora’s egg, which the

hooks oftheir mandibles are intended to rip open.

Their immobility is, as we have said, complete; but nothing is easier

than to arouse their suspended activity. Shake a camomile-blossom lightly

with a bit ofstraw: instantly the Meloes leave their hiding-places, come up

and scatter in all directions on the white petals of the circumference,

running over them from one end to the other with all the speed which the

smallness oftheir size permits. On reaching the extreme end ofthe petals,

they fasten to it either with their caudal appendages, or perhaps with a

sticky substance similar to that furnished by the anal button ofthe Sitares;

and, with their bodies hanging outside and their six legs free, they bend

about in every direction and stretch as far out as they can, as though

striving to touch an object out oftheir reach. Ifnothing offers for them to

seize upon, after a few vain attempts they regain the centre of the flower

and soon resume their immobility.

But, if we place near them any object whatever, they do not fail to

catch on to it with surprising agility. A blade of grass, a bit of straw, the

handle ofmy tweezers, which I hold out to them: they accept anything in

their eagerness to quit the provisional shelter of the flower. It is true that,

after finding themselves on these inanimate objects, they soon recognize

that they have gone astray, as we see by their bustling movements to and

fro and their tendency to go back to the flower if there still be time. Those,

which have thus giddily flung themselves upon a bit of straw and are

allowed, to return to their flower do not readily fall a second time into the

same trap. There is therefore, in these animated specks, a memory, an

experience ofthings.

After these experiments 1 tried others with hairy materials imitating

more or less closely the down of the Bees, with little pieces of cloth or

velvet cut from my clothes, with plugs ofcotton wool, with pellets offlock

gathered from the everlastings. Upon all these objects, offered with the

tweezers, the Meloes flung themselves without any difficulty; but, instead

ofkeeping quiet, as they do on the bodies ofthe Bees, they soon convinced

me, by their restless behaviour, that they found themselves as much out of

their element on these furry materials as on the smooth surface ofa bit of

straw, I ought to have expected this: had I not just seen them wandering

without pause upon the everlastings enveloped with cottony flock? If

reaching the shelter ofa downy surface were enough to make them believe

themselves safe in harbour, nearly all would perish, without further attempts.
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in the down ofthe plants.

Let us now offer them live insects and, first of all, Anthophorae. Ifthe

Bee, after we have rid her ofthe parasites, which she may be carrying, be
taken by the wings and held for a moment in contact with the flower, we
invariably find her, after this rapid contact, overrun by Meloes clinging to

her hairs. The larva: nimbly take up their position on the thorax, usually on
the shoulders or sides, and once there they remain motionless: the second
stage of their strange journey is compassed.

After the Anthophorae, I tried the first live insects that 1 was able to

procure at once: Drone-flies, Bluebottles, Hive-bees, small Butterflies. All

were alike overrun by the Meloes, without hesitation. What is more, there

was no attempt made to return to the flowers. As 1 could not find any

Beetles at the moment, I was unable to experiment with them. Newport,

experimenting, it is true, under conditions very different from mine, since

his observations related to young Meloes held captive in a glass jar, while

mine were made in the normal circumstances, Newport, 1 was saying, saw

Meloes fasten to the body of a Malachius and stay there without moving,

which inclines me to believe that with Beetles I should have obtained the

same results as, for instance, with a Drone-fly. And I did, in fact, at a later

date, find some Meloe-larvae on the body of a big Beetle, the Golden

Rose-chafer (Cetonia aurata), an assiduous visitor of the flowers.

After exhausting the insect class, I put within their reach my last

resource, a large black Spider. Without hesitation they passed from the

flower to the arachnid, made for places near the joints of the legs and

settled there without moving. Everything therefore seems to suit their

plans for leaving the provisional abode where they are waiting; without

distinction ofspecies, genus, or class, they fasten to the first living creature

that chance brings within their reach. We now understand how it is that

these young larvae have been observed upon a host of different insects

and especially upon the early Flies and Bees pillaging the flowers; we can

also understand the need for that prodigious number of eggs laid by a

single Oil-beetle, since the vast majority of the larvae which come out of

them will infallibly go astray and will not succeed in reaching the cells of

the Anthophorae. Instinct is at fault here; and fecundity makes up for it.

But instinct recovers its infallibility in another case. The Meloes, as

we have seen, pass without difficulty from the flower to the objects within

their reach, whatever these may be, smooth or hairy, living or inanimate.

This done, they behave very differently, according as they have chanced
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to invade the body of an insect or some other object. In the first case, on

a downy Fly or Butterfly, on a smooth-skinned Spider or Beetle, the larvae

remain motionless after reaching the point, which suits them. Their

instinctive desire is therefore satisfied. In the second case, in the midst of

the nap of cloth or velvet, or the filaments of cotton, or the flock of the

everlasting, or, lastly, on the smooth surface of a leaf or a straw, they

betray the knowledge oftheir mistake by their continual coming and going,

by their efforts to return to the flower imprudently abandoned.

How then do they recognize the nature of the object to which they

have just moved? How is it that this object, whatever the quality of its

surface, will sometimes suit them and sometimes not? Do theyjudge their

new lodging by sight? But then no mistake would be possible; the sense

of sight would tell them at the outset whether the object within reach was

suitable or not; and em igration wou Id or wou Id not take place according to

its decision. And then how can we suppose that, buried in the dense

thicket of a pellet of cotton wool or in the fleece of an Anthophora, the

imperceptible larva can recognize, by sight, the enormous mass, which it is

perambulating?

Is it by touch, by some Sensation due to the inner vibrations of living

flesh? Not so, for the Meloes remain motionless on insect corpses that

have dried up completely, on dead Anthophorae taken from cells at least a

year old. I have seen them keep absolutely quiet on fragments of an

Anthophora on a thorax long since nibbled and emptied by the Mites. By

what sense then can they distinguish the thorax of an Anthophora from a

velvety pellet, when sight and touch are out ofthe question? The sense of

smell remains. But in that case what exquisite subtlety must we not take for

granted? More over, what similarity ofsmell can we admit between all the

insects which, dead or alive, whole or in pieces, fresh or dried, suit the

Meloes, while anything else does not suit them? A wretched louse, a

living speck, leaves us mightily perplexed as to the sensibility, which

directs it. Here is yet one more riddle added to all the others.

After the observations which I have described, it remained for me to

search the earthen surface inhabited by the Anthophorae I should then

have followed the Meloe-larva in its transformations. It was certainly

cicatricosus whose larvae I had been studying; it was certainly this insect

which ravaged the cells of the Mason-bee, for I found it dead in the old

galleries which it had been unable to leave. This opportunity, which did

not occur again, promised me an ample harvest. 1 had to give it all up. My
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Thursday was drawing to a close; I had to return to Avignon, to resume

my lessons on the electrophorus and the Toricellian tube. O happy
Thursdays! What glorious opportunities I lost because you were too

short!

We will go back a year to continue this history. I collected, under far

less favourable conditions, it is true, enough notes to map out the biography

ofthe tiny creature which we have just seen migrating from the camomile-

flowers to the Anthophora’s back. From what 1 have said of the Sitaris-

larvae it is plain that the Meloe- larvae perched, like the former, on the back

of a Bee, have but one aim: to get themselves conveyed by this Bee to the

victualled cells. Their object is not to live for a time on the body that

carries them.

Were it necessary to prove this, it would be enough to say that we
never see these larvae attempt to pierce the skin of the Bee, or else to

nibble at a hair or two, nor do we see them increase in size so long as they

are on the Bee’s body. To the Meloes, as to the Sitares, the Anthophora

serves merely as a vehicle, which conveys them to their goal, the victualled

cell.

It remains for us to learn how the Meloe leaves the down of the Bee,

which has carried it, in order to enter the cell. With larvae collected from

the bodies of different Bees, before I was fully acquainted with the tactics

of the Sitares, I undertook, as Newport had done before me, certain

investigations intended to throw light on this leading point in the Oil-

beetle’s history. My attempts, based upon those, which I had made with

the Sitares, resulted in the same failure. The tiny creatures, when brought

into contact with Anthophora-larvae or - nymphs, paid no attention

whatever to their prey; others, placed near cells which were open and full

of honey, did not enter them, or at most ventured to the edge ofthe orifice;

others, lastly, put inside the cell, on the dry wall or on the surface of the

honey, came out again immediately or else got stuck and died. The touch

of the honey is as fatal to them as to the young Sitares.

Searches made at various periods in the nests of the Hairy-footed

Anthophora had taught me some years earlier that Meloe cicatricosus
,

like the Sitares, is a parasite of that Bee; indeed I had at different times

discovered adult Meloes, dead and shrivelled, in the Bee’s cells. On the

other hand, I knew from Le’on Dufour that the little yellow animal, the

Louse found in the Bee’s down, had been recognized, thanks to Newport’s

investigations, as the larva of the Oil-beetle. With these data, rendered
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still more striking by what I was learning daily on the subject ofthe Sitares,

I went to Carpentras, on the 2 1st of May, to inspect the nests of the

Anthophorae, then building, as ] have described. Though I was almost

certain ofsucceeding, sooner or later, with the Sitares, who were excessively

abundant, I had very little hope of the Meloes, which on the contrary are

veiy scarce in the same nests. Circumstances, however, favoured me more

than 1 dared hope and, after six hours' labour, in which the pick played a

great part, I became the possessor, by the sweat of my brow, of a

considerable number of cells occupied by Sitares and two other cells

appropriated by Meloes.

While my enthusiasm had not had time to cool at the sight, momentarily

repeated, of a young Sitaris perched upon an Anthophora’s egg floating

in the center ofthe little pool ofhoney, it might well have burst all restraints

on beholding the contents ofone ofthese cells. On the black, liquid honey

a wrinkled pellicle is floating; and on this pellicle, motionless, is a yellow

louse. The pellicle is the empty envelope of the Anthophora’s egg; the

louse is a Meloe-larva.

The story ofthis larva becomes self-evident. The young Meloe leaves

the down ofthe Bee at the moment when the egg is laid; and, since contact

with the honey would be fatal to the grub, it must, in order to save itself,

adopt the tactics followed by the Sitaris, that is to say, it must allow itself

to drop on the surface of the honey with the egg which is in the act of

being laid. There, its first task is to devour the egg which serves it for a

raft, as is attested by the empty envelope on which it still remains; and it is

after this meal, the only one that it takes so long as it retains its present

form, that it must commence its long series of transformations and feed

upon the honey amassed by the Anthophora.



XX

The Edge of the Unknown

“The more / observe and experiment, " Fabre once wrote, “the more

clearly I see rising out ofthe black mists ofpossibility an enormous note

ofinterrogation. " To afriend, he said on another occasion: “Because /

have shifted afew grains ofsand upon the shore, am 1 in a position to

understand the abysmal depths of the ocean? Life has unfathomable

secrets. Human knowledge will be erasedfrom the world’s archives before

wepossess the last word that a gnat has to say to us. " His philosophy, his

outlook on the insects—maintained through a lifetime of labor—his

essential humility ofmind, are reflected in this last selection. It is taken

from thefifth chapter q/THE MASON-WASPS.

IS IT REALLY WORTH WHILE to spend our time, the time which

escapes us so swiftly, this stuff of life, as Montaigne calls it, in gleaning

facts of indifferent moment and of highly contestable utility? Is it not

childish to enquire so minutely into an insect’s actions? Too many interests

ofa graver kind hold us in their grasp to leave leisure for these amusements.

That is how the harsh experience of age impels us to speak: that is how I

should conclude, as I bring my investigations to a close, if I did not

perceive, amid the chaos ofmy observations, a few gleams of light touching

the loftiest problems which we are privileged to discuss.

What is life? Will it ever be possible for us to trace it to its sources?

Shall we ever be permitted to excite, in a drop of albumen, the uncertain

quiverings, which are the preludes of organization? What is human

intelligence? What is instinct? Are these two mental aptitudes irreducible,

or can they both be traced back to a common factor? Are the species

connected with one another, or are they related by evolution? Or are they,

as it were, so many unchanging medals, each struck from a separate die

upon which the tooth oftime has no effect, except to destroy it sooner or

later? These questions are and always will be die despair ofevery cultivated

mind, even though the insanity of our efforts to solve them urges us to

cast them into the limbo ofthe unknowable. The theorists, proudly daring,

have an answer nowadays for every question; but as a thousand theoretical

views are not worth a single fact, thinkers untrammel led by preconceived

ideas are far from becoming convinced. Problems such as these, whether

their scientific solution be possible or not, require an enormous mass of
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well-established data, to which entomology, despite its humble province,

can contribute a quota of some value. And that is why I am an observer,

why; above all, I am an experimenter.

It is something to observe; but it is not enough: we must experiment,

that is to say, we must ourselves intervene and create artificial conditions

which oblige the animal to reveal to us what it would not tell if left to the

normal course of events. Its actions, marvellously contrived to attain the

end pursued, are capable of deceiving us as to their real meaning and of

making us accept, in their linked sequence, that which our own logic

dictates to us. It is not the animal that we are now consulting upon the

nature of its aptitudes, upon the primary motives of its activity, but our

own opinions which always yield a reply in favor ofour cherished notions

As 1 have already repeatedly shown, observation in itself is often a snare:

we interpret its data according to the exigencies of our theories. To bring

out the truth, we must need resort to experiment, which alone is able to

some extent to fathom the obscure problem of animal intelligence. It has

sometimes been denied that zoology is an experimental science. The

accusation would be well-founded ifzoology confined itselfto describing

and classifying; but this is the least important part of its function: it has

higher aims than that; and, when it consults the animal upon some problem

of life, its method of questioning lies in experiment. In my own modest

sphere, I should be depriving myself of the most potent method of study

if I were to neglect experiment. Observation sets the problem; experiment

solves it, always presuming that it can be solved, or at least, if powerless

to yield the full light of the truth sheds a certain gleam over the edges of

the impenetrable clouds.


